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SUMMARY OF HUMAN FLIGHT 

By Mrs. J. Herbert Sinclair 
Continued from March AIRCRAFT 

P;i~=G~~~H E growth of ballooning during its early history 
having spread to almost every quarter of the globe, 
the inventive genius of man set to work to devise 
ways to direct or at least deviate its course, in
stead of permitting it to be entirely at the mercy 
of the winds, and, like all other strides men have 
taken during the past towards progress, met with 

~~~~fffl!Jfa~ innumerable failures and set-backs-so many in 
fact, that it is remarkable that the tenacity of en
deavor along this line was not abandoned as being 

411together fruitles~. 
And like in all laborious steps taken by man in his eternal 

march onward, ridicule and satire were the rewards of his efforts 
in this direction. 

This public derision was naturally increased by the many sense
lc~s ideas and suggestions, given out by that class of impractical 
inventors who never take the trouble to investigate the efforts of 
their predece~sors, to avoid perpetuating their mistakes with 
the really reliable searchers. 

It might here be said that they are as numerous now as they 
were in the eighteenth century ; in fact at no time were there 
more weird and impossible suggestions being made in connection 
with aerostatics and aerodynamics, than at the present time. 

It is the intention of this article, however, to mention the 
names of those who had either a direct, or, in some instances, an 
indirect connection with the general advancement of actual flight. 

It must be acknowledged that the progress made in aerostatics 
during the past 120 years was slow and tedious, and that onlv 
during the last few years was the progress sufficient to warrat;l 
the general public taking more than a passing interest in it. 

The first ideas advanced to guide a balloon were taken from 
water-craft, sails, oars and rudders being utili1.ed for the pur
pose. This did not accomplish what was expected, owing to the 
fact that the sails and the balloon being immersed in the same 
fluid there was no chance of leverage, and the sails fell limp and 
useless, only acting as an extra weight for the balloon to earn·. 

Guyot constructed the first elongated balloon. Its long axis 
was horizontal and its shape that of an egg ; the broader end was 
supposed to face the wind and ~ails were counted on for pro
pulsion, a radical mistake in principle, as explained. 

The air offers an immense resistance to the proper motion of 
a balloon and nothing short of propellers driven at high speed 
have enabled one to overcome it, even in calm weather. 

From the system attempting propulsion by oars evolved that of 
paddle wheels mounted upon a shaft and projecting over the 
sides of the car. 

While this move was a slight improvement. still experimenta
tion along this line but served to demonstrate the unwieldy share 
of the spherical, or nearly spherical balloon, and resulted in a 
gradual increase in the length and decrease in the diameter of 
the gas-bag of dirigibles. 

General Meusnier played a prominent part in the progress of 
aerostatics by introducing the use of air-bags inside of the bal
loon. Meusnier was a thorough scientist who carefully studied all 
works relating to the air and the shapes of bodies offering the 
least resistance to it. He discovered that an elliptical shape was 
the most suitable, and in order to attain the least possible resist
ance. he adopted a boat-shaped car to run horizontally beneath the 
gas-bag. He was the first to advocate the necessity of an abso
lutely rigid connection between the car and the gas-bag of a dirig
ible balloon. But while his plans for the construction of a 
dirigible were very carefully arranged they were never carried 
into effect, owing to the great cost required to do so. He was 
killed in 1793 at 1\layence, fighting against the Prussians, and 
from that time Wltil the middle of the Nineteenth Century little 
or nothing was done to advance the art. 

In 1851 Giffard succeeded in constructing a small steam engine 
of 5 H.P., which weighed but 100 pounds, and then set to work 
immediately to test its usefulness in connection with a ballooit. 
He therefore constructed a cigar-shaped bag 144 feet long and 
40 itet diameter at the cc-ntrc, and having a capacity of 88,000 
cubic feet. A heavy pole 66 feet long was attached to the net 

•covering the envelope by means of ropes, at the end of which was 
placed a triangular sail-like rudder. The car containing the 
motor and propellers was carried 20 feet below the pole. The 
three-bladed propeller was 11 feet in diameter and driven at the 
rate of 110 revolutions per minute. The total weight of the air
ship, including a 350-pound boiler and one passenger, was 1 !!;! 
tons, and had a carrying capacity of one-fourth of a ton of coal 
and water. With this and a subsequent balloon (built longer and 
narrower) Giffard did much valuable experimental work, but 
after designing a mammoth dirigible of 1,750,000 cubic feet, to 
which was to be fitted two engines and which would have cost 
$250,000 to construct, he became blind and died in 1882. 

In 1872 Dupuy de Lome built for the French Government a 
dirigible with a cigar-shaped body 1 18 feet long, 49 feet diam
eter at the centre, and with a capacity of 122,oo0 cubic feet. It 
carried 14 men and attained a speed of 9 feet per second. 

In 1873 Paul Haenlein built a dirigible in Germany, which at
tained a speed of 15 feet per second. It was 164 feet long, 30 
feet in diameter, and had a capacity of 85,000 cubic feet. The car 
was located clo~e to the body, and a 6 horse-power Lenoir gas 
engine with four horizontal cylinders was used. The gas for the 
engine was taken from the balloon as needed, and its loss over
come by filling out the air-bags. It consumed 250 cubic feet of 
gas per hour. The envelope was lined on the inside with a 
thick rubber coating and a thinner one on the outside, thus mak
ing it airtight. Coal gas was used and trials were usually made 
.:lo~e to the ground and for short distances onk Insufficient 
funds to pay the cost of experimentation made it necessary to 
discontinue the trials and for t~n year~ afterwards no progress 
at all was made in the construction of airships. 
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HOW STEVENS BUILDS A BALLOON 
By Ada Gibson 

fr':"ll'l'l'"7.1~'m'l<=n'• T it not too much to say that balloon-making has 
now gotten to be a line art among the leading 
manufacturers. Prominent among these is A . 
Leo Stevens. who is as celebrated a manufacturer 
of balloons as he is a pilot of them. 

Elsewhere in this number of AIRCRAFT occurs a 
biographical sketch of Stc::\'Cns's aeronautic career 
and the following information concerning the 

lf~~rJ~~~ manufacture of balloons in his New York and 
tl Hoboken. N. ]., shops affords an exact explana
tion of how a modern balloon is made, and as such may come 

A. VALVE SEAT IJ. HALF \'AL\'E OPEN 
B. HINGE POST E. HIXGE 
C. HALF \'AL\'E CLOSED F. OPF.RATI\'E CORDS 

G. STRAPS FOR NETTIX(; 

as a revelation to many on the care and ingenuity displayed i!l 
this very modern industry. 

The fabric with which ~lr. Ste\'('ns makes his balloons is a 
mixture of cotton and linen. This cloth is woven out of srw
cially long thick fibers which gi,·es it gn·ater strength and dur
ability than if made from short fibers . the linen also adding to 
the strength. 

Silk is now very seldom used. as it has recently heen disc<w
ered that it is rather dangerous, on accunut of the static elec
tricity which is found in t"e air. :\not her material ~<Jmetimes 

used is the imported CC'utinental cloth . Th is is made up of a 
number of layers of cloth nJicanized together and rubbered ont
side. It may consist of one or more layers of material. the num
her \'arying with the ~trength required for the purpose to whici1 
it is to be put. 

The first process that the unfinished cloth is put through after 
its arrival at the factory, is that of a th0r<•Ugh examination for 
flaws. This operation shows the amount of time which is of ne
Ct'ssity expended on every small part used in the construction of 
a balloon, as just the minutest defect in the weaving would make 

it pen·ious and render the whole em·elope useless. The exam
ination is made by drawing the material o\·er rollers which are 
llxed close to a window in the same manner as an ordinary win
dow shade, the room being dari-:, except for what light comes 
through the material and the thin spots or flaws being detectt>d 
hy the extra light coming through them. After it has gone 
through this examination the next process is to pass it through a 
set of rollers which are attached to one side of a vat , or tank, 
contanung size. It is put throttgh these rollers, pas~ed through 
the size in the tank and is taken up by, and wound around a 
roller llxed on the opposite side of the tank. By this means it 
is impossible to get any crinkles or creases in the material. as 
it is kept perfectly straight throughout the whole operation. This 
is another case. where, if the process were dcfecth·c the ma
tt-rial wnul<l become useless. as it would be impossible to pro
duce a periectly shapt•d balloon without perfectly tlat mat«'rial. 
After the material is quite dry. it is laid out in \·ery long lengths 
on the tloor preparatory to being cut out. 

The envelope of a h:llloon is built up o£- a number of circular 
sections of differrnt sizes sewn together. each circle heing made 
up of a IHHHber of wcdgc-sh;tpcd pieces. according to the siz.: 
cf the circle necessary to form the shape· required. and as there 
are from 1..!.000 to 25.000 of these pit'ces in one balloon. it re
quires great care and ingenuity in laying out the tempkts o:

patterns by which the matt•rill is cut. To entirely pre\·ent the~ 

pn,.,;ibility of an error each piece in each circlt• is numbered and 
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has to be joined to its corresponding nmnber, and in the same 
manner each circle is numbered and has to be joined to its cor
responding circle, th{·reb} developing the shape desired. The 
numbering of the pieces and circles also facilitates the buildi••!t 
up of the balloon, as it renaers it possible to have a number of 
hands working on all parts at once, without the slightest chance 
of a mistake occurring by getting tho! pie.:es mixed and wrongly 
placed . The sewing together is done b~ .. a special machine which 
is known as a double stitcher and " ' hich is a very interesting 
piece of machinery, ina;;much as it docs two rows of stitching 
and turns in the edges all at the same time. The machine is 
driven by an electric motor and the parts to be stitched are fed 
into it by girls, as shown in figure 4· After the circles arc all 
made and stitched together the next opnation is most important, 
that of finishing off, which consiqs in the setting out and work
ing with heavy silk, of a number of holes around the top of 
the envelope through which the bolts iitted in the vah·e ring 
have to pass, and by so doing attaching the envelope to the vain·. 
It is imperative that the holes should exactly correspond in po;;i
tion with that of the bolts, because shonld they be the slightest 

Fu;t·wE 4 

REENFORCING AND STITCHING SEAMS IN ENVELOPE 

out of position, it would cause a dragging of the envelope which 
would spoil its shape entirely. 

Balloons have what is t·alled a ripping panel, which is 
a panel let in the side of the envelope. It is about 25 
feet long and 15 inches wide. It is made by first cutting 
a piece out of the envelope, stitching it round and reenforc
ing it with extra material. Then a little above the top 
of the opening, a piece of wood is securely fixed; this is to 
prevent any .tearing away of the balloon proper when rippin :~ 
the panel out. The panel itsdf con;;ists of a piece of fabric 
slightly larger than the piece previously cut out of the ballonn. 
This also has a .piece of wood fixed to the top <'nd, to which 
the ripping cord. with which the pilot performs the operation of 
ripping. is attached. The cord is carried down into the car, the 
end is rolled up and put in a red pocket made e,;pecially to ac
commodate it. Tape is usually used for the purpose instead of 
cord, to enable the pilot to distinguish it from the vah·e coni 
when it is dark, and it is red to denote danger to passengers un
familiar with its use. After the panel is stitched on•r the aper
ture. the stick in the loose flap at the upper end is lightly tier! 
to the corresponding stick in the envelope, so as to hold it in 
position, hut allow it to be pulled away when required. \Vhen 
finished, this panel gives the envelope the appearance of havin~ 
been patched, as shown in figure 1. This ripping panel is us<'d 
when making a descent. The pilot of the balloon first makes 

Fu;t· R~: 5 

ARR.\Nl.OING B.\LI.00:-1 I'REI'.\RATOM\' TO 1;-(FL.\TING 

sure he is going to land in the right place-, then just hefore the 
car touches the ground he pulls the riJ>ping cord and rips the 
panel out. This allows the gas to escape from the enveloJle with 
such rapidity that it is entirely empty in thirty seconds. The bal
loon is carried just a short way out during the thirty seconds 
that the gas is t•scaping and lands to one side of the car at th<' 
limit of the suspension lines This does away with any danger 

BALLOOS 1',\MTJ,\LL\' 1;-(FL.\Tt:D 

nf the car being dra~ged along the ground and also makes it pos
,;ible to make a hasty landing. 

After the em·clope is constructed it is varnished. This work 
is done at the Hoboken factory. Here the balloon is spread out 
on tables and varnished by t·i~~:ht or ten mt·n at the same time, 
as it is necessary that it he ~~:one o\·er practically all at once on 
account of the tcndl·m·y nf the \·arnish to hl·comc tacky, and caus-

FlGl'RE 6 
READ}l'STIS!; SAND-B.\ GS AS JL\LL00:-1 EXPANDS 
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ing trouble by sticking the envelope together wherever it should 
happen to touch. A ft<'r it has been va rttished all o\·er it is kept 
intlat<'d with air, which is continually ' pumped into it for three 
days, then deflated, and the sarne proces's of varnishing and in
flating is repeated live times. While still inflated for the fifth 
time· a coat of varnish is put on the inside; this is d.:>ne to 
render it absolutely impervious, the air tending to drive the 
varnish through the fabric to the outside and fill up the pores. 

After the last coat of varnish is put on, all seams are pencilled, 
or, in other words, varnished again with a small brush ; it is 
then allowed to stand inflated for three days to make quite sure 
that there is no leak. After it has been proved tight, the whole 
envelope is rubbed down with French chalk and is ready for use. 

SHOWING POSITION OF SAND-BAc;s AND )'lET AFTER BALLOON IS 

INFLATED 

At the very top of the balloon is a large valve, which is one 
of the most important components of a balloon (see figure 3), for, 
used in conjunction with the ballast, it is the pilot's only means 
of control. The intention being that no gas shall escape from 
the balloon, except wher. intended by the pilot, the valve is 
made so as to remain closed by the preswre of the upward 
tendency of the gas against it, and in addition, springs are used, 
acting in the same direction, so that, in order to open the valve, 
it is necessary to exert considerable force This valve is really 
a oouble valve, and each semi-circular half is arranged as a 
swinging door, hoth being hinged on a common post, which rs 
set as the diameter of a circle, so that the valve acts much like 
a butterfly's wings, the valve being op<'n when the wings are lying 
close together (see figure z) . A cord is attached to each door or 
wing of the valve and taken down to the car, rolled up and 
placed in a pocket fixed on the inside of the car for that purpose. 
The circle, or rim referred to forms the frame of the whole vah·e 
and consists of two rings with bolts and fly-nuts for fastening 
them together. In assembling the valve to the envelope, the 
nuts and one ring are remowd. the buttonholes in the <'11\'elopc 
accommodating the bolts, and the loose ring is placed on and 
tightened down by the nuts, so as to make a gas-tight joint be
tween the erl\·dope and the ring. 

The netting which encases the balloon is also made on the 
premises. It is made of cord of small dimension, no larger than 
ordinary wrapping cord, which )I r. Stnens imports from Italy. 
The netting is made on a frame with an iron needle. First of 
all a strong rope ring is wo,·en, and from this starts all the 
cords us<'d in the netting. The eNds arc placecl m·cr pegs fixed 
in the frame, th<:n wound o\·er the netting hlock, which is just 
an ordinary piece of wood <:ut to the :< i/.e of the mesh requiretl 
in any particular part of the net, and with the n<'edle it is knit 
into an ordinary sailor, or reef knot. Thi~ kind of knot is used, 
because the greater weight it i~ made to bear, the tighter it be
c:omes. The netting is started with from ninety to three hun
dred cords, according to the size of nd required to cover the 
balloon, and i~ work(•cl down to t·i~htl'fn coni,;, wh<'rl' it joins 

the suspension lines. \Vhen the net is finished there is an equal 
strain on every thread, and it fits the envelope perfectly tight. 
The cords are attached to the suspension lines through small 
wooden eyes, grooved around the outer edge, in which grooves 
the cords nm, thus allowing the balloon to sway about as car
ried by the wind, while the car rer~ains perfectly kvel. These: 
eyes are a great improvement on the old-fashioned, cumbersome 
wooden pulleys which were used in days gone by. 

i\lr. Stevens has introduced a spec:ial system in the knitting 
of his nets which facilitates k<'eping the balloon in its correct 
shape, as the gas expands it during the process of inflating. To 
do this, it is necessary that the sand-bags which hold the bal
loon down (see figure 6), be attached to the netting in the same 
circle all around, and as there are hundreds of circles and meshes, 
it would be quite easy to miscount them. To do away with 
this difficulty, 1\lr. Stevens conceived the idea of using al
ternately, colored and uatural cord, which makes it much 
easier to trace the mesh required, and rather adds than otherwise 
to the appearance of the balloon. 

When the rope ring at the top of the netting has been fixed 
to the valve by means of the straps provided on the valve for 
the purpose, the balloon becomes a whole (as the envelope has 
already been attached to the valve), and is now ready to be in
flated for use. 

Before inflating the balloon, the concentrating ring, which 
fits arolmd the top of the appendix is slipped on, and the balloon 
is carefully -spread out, with the valve laying exactly over the 
entrance to the envelope at the top of the appendix (sec figure 5) . 
It is then ready to be lillcd with hydrogt'n gas, which is made 
by the action of sulphuric acid on iron, water being added for 
diluting purposes. 

Hydrogen gas is generated in vats or tank~. about six f<'<t 
in height and six · feet in diameter. It requires about two hundred 
and fifty pounds of iron, ~nd the same quantity of sulphuric 
acid, with one hundred .and fifty gallons of water, to . generate 
one thousand cubic feet of gas, but a great deal depends upon 
the man in charge o' the plant as to the quantity actually ob· 
tained. 

Fll;L' RE i 
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Three covered tanks placed side by side are necessary for gen
erating hydrogen (see figure g). The iron is put into the first 
one and it is then half filled with water. Through a hole in tht: 
cover of this tank a lead pipe is inserted and reaches nearly· 
down to the iron in the bottom of it. Connected to the top of 
this pipe, but outside ·the cover, is a lead funnel, through which 
the acid is poured into the tank. On the: opp;>site side is another 
pipe, which only pa5,;c:s just through the cover, and as the gas 
generates, it rises and pas~es through this pipe into the: next 
tank which is about one-third full of water. The ~ccond tank 
is called the washer, as the gas only passes through the water 
on its way to the third tank, where it p;..~ses through lime, after 
which it is carried along a pipe or tubing, the other end of 
which is attached to the appendix, into the balloon. 

\Vhen the balloon is fully inflated. the gas pipe i5 discon
nected, and the appendix is tied up with a narrow strip of cot
ton material to which a string is attached (see tigure 7) ; this is 
to pre\·ent loss of gas while making further preparations for 
the trip. Th.: string is carric:d down into the car and when the 
proper time comes. whil'l1 is as soon a5 the balloon gets away, 
a sudden jerk on the string will break the material with which 
the appendix is tied. leaving it open. :\ ftcr the appendix is tied 
the balloon is allowed to rise se,·eral feet from the j;(round to ;,1-
low the load-rin~ to be atta'checl to the suspt·nsion lines. and the 
car to the load-ring. Figure 8 shows the method of attaching the 
load-ring and the car to the balloon. Twenty-eight short •engtil~ 
of rope are spliced on to the ring and at the louse end of each 
a toggl.: is fastt•ncd. The suspension lines, of which there arc 
eighteen, are each finished off with a loop which is slipped over 
the: toggle. The car of the balloon has ten ropes hy which it 
is attached to the load-ring. These ropes are pas,;ed down one 
side of the car, under the bottom and up the oppo,.ite side. be
coming a part of the car. by being wo\·en with the wicker of 
which the car is made. The end of each car rope is spliced in 
a loop (which makt·s it an endlc,;,; rope) and is slipped over one 
of tht• ten remaining to1-:gles. in the same manner as the sus
rwnsion lines. This method of attachml'nt i.; the simple5t Oil'~ 

imaginable, and a,; safe as it is simple. After attachment all 
is ready for .the start, as the car has predously been fitted up 
with e\·erything m·n·s,;ary for the journey. 

A balloon equipment consists of the following: anchor and 
anchor rope; a drag-rope. which i,; fastcn~d to the concentrat
ing ring and is always hanging down irom the outside of the 
car, this being one means of equilibrium: a statoscope, which m
dicates whether the balloon is rising or falling; a barometer, with 
a self-registering chart; a compa,;s. which indicates which way 
the halloon i.s tra,·elling: Sl'\'t•nty-fi,·e to a hundred sand-bags. as 
ballast; rugs; lunch basket; a co\'er to f1t the car and a cover for 

L.C"O ~~~C 
WHICH A.C:IO 

MAN 1"101.1: TO CL.~"'N 
T"N~ OUT 
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the deflated em·dope. making twn cnm·t·nit·nt packagt•s for t'X
pre,;,.ing to any de,;in·d point. E,·crything aJllll'rtainin~ tn a l>al
loon, with the t'Xl't·ptinn of tht• t'lliTiope. will pack into tla: tar, 
which makes transportation quitt· t·asy. 

The hallt.on hein'! hnilt and now rea•ly to ,;t ;,rt. <~II that is 
desirable for a delightful day of exhilarating, lung-tilling sport, 
arc dear weather. congl'JOial companion,; and a fa\'orablc hrt'l'7.e. 
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A SPECIALIST 

I N THE OLDEN DAYS, when our industrial 
life was not quite so complex as at present, the 

village barber was qualified to pull teeth, preach a 
sermon, administer to the lame, shoe horses and do 
many other things as his daily avocation. He also 
talked about ftying machines on rare occasions; but 
he never became an expert on anything. He was a 
general all-round botch, and his information on any 
subject was ridiculously faulty. 

In these days men are trained along certain special 
lines, which enable them to become experts. One 
man will devote his whole time and attention to the 
study of one subject, while another man will give all 
of his time to the study of another, and so on. No 
one ever thinks of going to the barber nowadays to 
have his teeth repaired or his automobil~ shod. These 
are the days of the specialists, and they are patronized 
because by giving all of their time to one little branch 
of human endeavor they acquire greater knowledge 
and skill than they would if trying to learn a dozen 
vocations at once. 

AIRCRAFT is a specialist. It is interested in noth
ing else but balloons, ftying machines, kites, etc., and 
that is all you can expect to find in it at any time. 

But upon this subject it is an expert, and anyone 
who is anxious to secure absolutely reliable informa
tion concerning the science of aeronautics or the aero
nautical movement generally, must read this magazine. 

We employ only expert Editors, and publish articles 
written only by men who are in the front ranks of 
aeronautical writers. 

There are some people foolish enough to think they 
can acquire a general knowledge of aerial ftight from 
the newspapers or nonsensical articles appearing in 
general magazines, but you always know these men 
as soon as they begin to discuss their subject. 

If this great subject is worth knowing at all it is 
worth knowing right, and we advise everyone inter
ested in it to subscribe for a magazine that makes 
aerial ftight its specialty. 

0 0 0 
The Aeronautic Society of New York is to be con

gratulated upon its selection of Hudson Maxim as 
President for the coming year. A more capable leader 
could not be found anywhere. The make-up of Maxim 

consists of exceptional intelligence, unttrmg energy, 
plenty of enthusiasm and a considerable knowledge of 
mechanical ftight; he has also sufficient means to back 
him up in his undertakings. 

Lee S. Burridge, that calm, considerate logician, was 
elected Vice-President and the indefatigable Hugo 
Gibson, a Director; which simply means that the Aero
nautic Society has a triumvirate of very brainy men, 
who, when once they get working harmoniously to
gether, will produce results beneficial to the entire 
aeronautical fraternity. 

0 0 0 

" How could a human being live ten miles up in the 
atmosphere, where there is little or no oxygen to 
breathe?" inquires an anxious reader, referring to our 
Editorial in the March number of AIRCRAFT on 
" High Flying." 

How DOES a human being live in a submarine boat 
fifty feet under the water? is a question we might ask 
of the inquirer and his answer to our question would 
probably answer his own. 

Take a supply of oxygen along for the purpose. 
The drawback of ftying at high altitudes is not the 

lack of oxygen, which can be taken up for the purpose, 
but the lack of air pressure. Man's ingenuity to over
come OBSTACLES will, however, find ways and 
means to overcome this difficulty just as he has found 
ways and means to overcome every other drawback 
met with in his path towards progress during the past. 

0 0 0 

Captain Thomas S. Baldwin, builder of the only war 
dirigible the United States Government owns, and 
whose name will always shine forth as one of the 
greatest pioneers of aerial transportation, has entered 
the field of aviation and constructed a biplane. 

Baldwin's long experience as an aeronaut and his 
superior knowledge of everything pertaining to air
craft generally, will aid materially toward his ulti
mate success with a heavier-than-air machine. 

0 0 0 

We are always ready to publish any good article re
lating to air-craft, whether partisan or otherwise, as 
long as it offers genuine information tending to throw 
light upon any question or controversy. Publishing 
the articles, however, does not always mean that we 
accept the opinions expressed therein.-
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THE WRIGHT -CURTISS-PAULHAN CONFLICT 
By George F. Campbell Wood •. f 

IT;;:::;~mli~~AD it occurred but three short years ago, it 
is doubtful whether the legal conflict now being 
waged over the Wright Brothers' patent of 1906 
would have caused more than a Ricl<er of interest 

~i~~~~ outside of those directly concerned. 
~ As it is, the struggle over the question, whether 

the Wrights' emulators in the field of mechanical 
flight are also their imitators, has elicited a show 
of interest which would be surprising were not 

~10:::0-"""~£a. its very causes-the lightning-like developments 
of the last two years and the strange possibilities they suggest 
to any but the least creative of imaginations-not themseh·es iar 
more surprising. 

It is a truism that the most complex and intricate questions and 
those most difficult of a solution e(Juitable to all concerned are 
also those of which the most opinionated views are held : the 
\\fright-Curtiss and \\'right-Paulh:m ·suits are no exception to the 
rule and the depth of conviction of the Wrights' partisans as 
to what should be the outcome of the litigation is only equalled 
by that of the anti- Wrights. 

When the many-sided aspects of :he case, tog!'ther with the 
intricacies of the patent-laws, the ambiguities and delicacies of 
interpretation to be contended with, and also the obvions sin
cerity of the litigants and the far-reaching c•)nscquence a decision 
one way or the other may have, are considered, it seems more 
hesitancy should be shown in jumping at conclusions, in either 
direction. 

Broadly speaking, the Wrights claim that anyone who makes 
profit out of an aeroplane in which the lateral stability or equi
librium is maintained through the simultant•ous action of a rear 
vertical rudder and of any contrivance to increase or diminish 
the wind-rc,-istance or air-pressure on one side of the main 
planes, is infringing one of their patents. · 

HERRING-CURTISS BIPLANE, SHOWING INTERMEDIATE PLANES FOR 

LATERAL CONTROL 

Every aeroplane, be it a Wright or a Bleriot, a Voisin or an 
Antoinette, a Herring-Curtiss or a Farman, or any other of the 
many varieties now being turned out. has a vertical rudder, in 
the same way that every boat or ship has, although it is a de
batable point whether it acts in ·just the same manner. 

!\lost aeroplanes of the present day-the Voisin biplanes are 
a signal exception in this regard-also have means to increase 
the wind-resistance or air-pressure on either side of the main 
planes, and some have the means to diminish it on one side when 
it is increased on the other, with the idea of addir.g to the ef
fectiveness of the operation. 

Of the four machines concerned in the present law-suits
the Wright, Herring-Curtiss. and Farman biplanes, and the Blc
riot monoplane of the "Cross-Channel" type-the \Vright and 

the llleriot X I increase the air-pressure on one1 side and dimin-
ish it on the other by a deformation or warping of the main 
surface~ or wings ; a very simple system of wires and pulleys 
acts on the rear-edge of the extremities of the wings in such a 
way that when one side is pulled down the other s1de is pulled 
up; the angle made by the planes with the direction of flight
usually referred to as anglt: of incidence or of attack-is thus 
made larger on t•ne side (increasing the resistance to forward 
and downward motion) and smaller, null or negative on the 
othu side (diminishing the resistance to forward and down
ward motion) . Thus in straightaway flight, if the aeroplane is 
leaning to the r:ght, a greater angle is given to that side of 

Photo from "Airships in Peate and War," by R. P. Hearne. 
HENRY FARMAN BIPLANE. SHOWING 110\V THE "AILERONS" HANG 

DOWN WHEN NOT IN FLIGHT 

the main planes, to make it rise, and a smaller one to the left 
side to lower it-and the aeroplane will quickly assume an even 
keel. In the \\'rights' machine and, they claim, in the Bleriot 
also. the difference of rc ;< istanccs produced on either side will 
create a turning tendency towards the side made to offer a 
greater rcsist:uace to forward motion-the right side in this case 
-and it is to remtdy this that the rear rudder will be turned 
in the opposite direction-to the left. When making a turn it is 
necessary to tilt the machine down, towards the inside of the 
curve, like with a fast-moving land-vehicle. The outside edge 
being warped to obtain this lift will create a retarding effect 
tending to turn the machine the opposite way to that it is de
sired to go, but the tilt of the machine, for reasons unneces
sary to analyze here, will itself create a stronger turning effect 
in the proper direction, and it is this conflict of forces at the 
outset of a turn which makes the exact operation of wing-tips 
and rudder, while turning, a subject of such ardent controversy. 

In the Herring-Curtiss machine the main planes are rigid and 
their shape cannot be changed by the operator; on either side 
of the biplane and between the main planes are two small aux
iliary surfaces hinged on their forward edge and so connected 
that one will turn up and the other turn down, when the opera
tor leans one way, and vice-versa. The added resistance of the 
one turned down will create a lifting effect on that side of the 
aeroplane, but Curtiss contends that in his machine no retarding 
effect on one side and accelerating on the other-in other words, 
no turning movement-is brought about; these small planes, he 
argues, do not normally make any angle with the line of flight, 
being parallel with it when neutral; thus, when they are operated 
the one turned up makes just as great a retarding angle as the 
one turned down, and the only effects of the manreuver are to 
right the machine-as desired-and to offer a very slight check 
to the speed. 
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The Wrights answered that this supposed the angle of inci
dence of Curtiss's main planes to be ·rigorously constant (for 
there could only be one fore-and-aft tilt of the machine in 
which the auxiliary planes would be both absolutely parallel to 
the line of flight), and that this did not occur in practice, for 
the slightest change in the power produced by the engine or m 
the weight carried--such as a loss of weight through consump
tion of fuel and oil-would cause a machine to move at a 
changed angle with the line of flight, when flying horizontally; 
also, the angle would be materially changed, when seeking dif
ferent levels, and it was doubtful if the 5mall surfaces ever 
exactly counter-balanced each other, when acted on, for their 
use in itself would change the general angle of incidence, through 
the slight check in the speed of the aeroplane which their com
bined resistance to forward motion brought about. 

When in Los Angeles, and more recently, at Hammondsport, 
N. Y., Curtiss made flights with his rudder tied up, to prove that 
the use of the auxiliary surfaces had no turning effect on his ma-

vane on a horizontal axis, and remain parallel to the line of 
flight, following horizontally in the wake of the planes· like 
a flag does vertically on the stern of a swift steamer, on a calm 
day. Paulhan could not therefore claim that they counterbal
anced their retarding influences, as Curtiss does for his machine. 
He does claim, however, that when not acted on, they are both 
perfectly free to flap in the wind and, because they support noth
ing, cannot be considered as part and parcel of the main sup
porting surfaces. Whether they would become part of them, 
wherr starting off the ground or when going up a grade-like in 
his great flight at Los Angeles, for instance, where, for over 
forty minutes, he kept climbing at an average vertical rate of 
a hundred feet a minute-would seem to rather depend on the 
slack in the controlling ropes ; the greater the angle of incidence 
the longer the rope would have to be to enable the ai/eru11S to 
fly freely in the line of flight-at a corresponding angle with the 
planes. 

The wording of the Wright patent is as follows : " . . . 

PAl'LHAN's HENRY FARMAN BIPLANE WITH WHICH HE BEAT THE WORLD'S HEIGHT RECORD LAST JANUARY , SHOWING THE POSITION 
OF THE HINGED" AILERONS" WHEN IN FLIGHT. THE PROPER SPEED OF THE AEROPLANE BEING FORTY-FIVE MJ,LES AN HOUR, IT IS CON
STANTLY MEETING A "WIND" OR Cl'RRENT OF AIR OF THAT SPEED WHICH SUPPORTS IT LIKE A NATURAL WIND SUPPORTS A KITE. 
THIS FORTY-FIVE MILE" WIND" TENDS TO Pt;SH THE AILERONS UP IN THE LINE OF FLIGHT AND KEEP THEM THERE. 

-chines. The idea was that any tendency to turn would have been 
.clearly noticeable, for no rudder would have been available to 
correct it, but Curtiss would, no doubt, be required to make 
several official tests under differ~nt conditions of load, power, 
and grade of flight, and in a wind sufficiently perceptible for its 
puffs to call for the use of the auxiliary planes, for them to be 
accepted as refuting evidence of the Wrights' contention. 

The Farman biplane, which is the machine in which Paul
han has been breaking American and World's records in the 
West, has neither warping wings, nor auxiliary surfaces between 
the main planes; 'it has, however, four such surfaces hinged on 
the rear and extreme part of either plane; they are referred 
to by the Wrights as a hinged f>ortion of the main surface and hy 
Paulhan as a " flap." added to the main planes. In France, they 
are called "ailerons,"-little wings. 

The contention was made that when Paulhan pulled the right 
ailerons down, to increase the resistance on that side, the left ones 
were pulled up, but it would appear that only the ailerons of 
one side are worked at a time and no negati,·e angle is made 
by the others; these are then totally uncontrolled. like a weather 

"causing that side of the main supporting planes to assume 
"greater angles of incidence • . . " but Paulhan's counsel did not 
feei he could build his case on the argument that the French
man used auxiliary non-supporting planes to get his lifting effect. 
The argument returned would have been, no doubt, that the 
lowering of the ailerons did give an increased angle of attack to 
that side of the main planes and that the di.;tinction in the cause 
made no difference in the result. 

It is, nevertheless, surprising that more importance was not 
given by Paulhan's representatives to this !.ide of the question, 
and it seems likely that much more will be made of it at the 
re-hearing of the case. 

Practically the whole history of man's attempt to fly from the 
legend of D~dalus and Icarus to the present day was gone over 
by both sides in the recent hearing before Judge Hand, where 
the Wrights successfully battled to obtain a temporary injunction 
against Paulhan. 

This was done, either to show how the Wrights had succeeded 
where hundreds had failed before them, or to show that many 
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• 
of their immediate predece~sors had formulated the principle5 
ami conceh·ed the ideas embodied in their flyer. 

The \\'rights conceded that the vertical rudder had been 
known and used long before them, but they claimed the first 
practical conception of warping wings. 

The relation of the effort~ made in thi;; direction some de
cades ago, by the Comte d'Esterno, by Le Bri~. and by ~louil

lard were fairly easily met by the Wright forces, who showed 
how v;;gue, unsatisfactory, inconclusive. and, in some cases, un
tried, had been their conceptions to increase the air-re,;i,;tance 
on one side of a winged machine. The very ingeniou,;, but 
terribly complicated, sttam-driven flying machine of Ader, the 
Frcuch electrical engineH and telephone itwentor. was then 
brought up. Like ~louillard, Ader had journeyed to many wild 
climes for the express purpose of watching the great soaring birds 
of the tropics on tht' wing, and had even gone so far as to im
port from India, some large vampire-like bats, which he iet 
loose in his lahoratory, in P::ris, and tirelessly watched. in his 
efforts to wrest from nature the secret of flight. He di,;carded 
flapping-wing machines, but his conceptions, ne\·ertheless, re
mained far too dose to nature to be practical, and it would ap
pear to be more their lack of simplicity than the want of a 
suitable motor, which prtvent<'d his realizing his life dream. 
His machine of 189<> had warping wings, and, like those of 
the \\'right machines, they were so arranged that when one wai 
warped down the other was automatically warped up, but this 
faculty was complicated with many others, as ingenious as they 
were superfluous. 

This machine is now generally admitted to have skimmed a few 
inches abo\'e the ground for fifty or sixty yards on the after
noon of October the ninth, 189o, and thus to have been the first 
mechanically propelkd machine to have ever lifted itself clear of 
the earth, but nothing shows that the problem of equilibrium 
was in any way solved, nor was it in his later machine, the 
"Avion," which is credited with having covered a thousand feet 
in continuous flight, in 1897. 

The famous gliding experiments made in Germany and Eng
land by Lilienthal ( 1&,1-s.6) and by his disciple Pilcher ( 1897-
99) were then broached, as well as those carried out by Herring 
and Avery, at about the same time, on the shores of Lake ~lich
igan and under the direction of Octave Chanute. the "Grand Old 

SEMI-INDEPENDENT CONTROL OF RI'DDF.R AND \VDH;-WARI'INr. ON 
\\'RICIIT nii'L\Xf. \':'Ell AT FOI<T ~1\'EI< IS I'J(lo~ 1:\' 01<\' ll.l .E 
\\' IW;IIT (TilE FIH!'T FI.YIXI; ~1.\1111:'\E TO E\' 101< ~L\1,~: A CIIX
Til'l'(ll'~ FI.I!;IIT OF OXE IIOI'R) . 

THF. T\\'1:-1 I.E\'ER!' TOllE COXTI<<>I.l.EIJ llY THE ,\\'1.\Tol(,; PI<;(IT IL\XD 
,\XII !'T . \XIIIXI~ ,\T ,\X ..\<TTE ,\:'\<;t .E TO F. \I II IITIIER IX TilE 
I'IJOTfl<;IC\1' 11 AilE TIIII:'E \\' 1111'11 ,\<'TEll ":-/ TilE I<I ' DitEI< ,\XD 
\VIX"f;!-': THEY COI . I.U Ol' I. Y ~10\" E I~ .·\ Ftli~E .\~11 \FT ltll<d . TIO~ 

,\:-/0 ~I(J\'F.Il TO<;F.TIIF.R , lti'T TilE c\\'1.\ToR ('111'1.11 ,;t.I< ; IJTI.Y .\I .TEI! 
TilE HEI..\TirtX,;IIIJ ' OF TIIF. l<l'fiiJEH\ IIEFU:<.TIIl:" To TIIF. \1'1:"1 ;
\V,\RPIX<; llY 111<1:"1;1:-11; TilE I.E\'EI<~ TIH;ETIJEI< WITH IllS FIX<;EJ<S. 

I it--~,~·-

INDEPENDENT CONTROL OF Rl'DDER AND WING-WARPING OS \\'RI<; HT 
DII'J..\XF. t·;;~:u IN FI<.\Xt'E IS 19(JR llY Wlf. III'R \HI< ; 1fT I THE 
FIJ<!'T FI.YIX<; ~1.\<'IIIXE TO t:\'EI< ~1.\KE A t'OXTIXI'<JI · ,; FI.I<:JIT 
Ot' TWO HOl'l<l:') AND E~IBODIED ll'l ALL WJ<It;tiT ~1,\CIII:'\Es l;l'JJ.T 
SINCE THEN. 

THE SIN<;LE LE\'ER IN MR. \\'RIGHT'S Rlr.HT HAND CONTROLS THE 
\'F.I<TI<'AL RL' DDER WHES MO\' F.D BACKWARDS AND FORW.\RD,; .\XD 
THE WINGS WHEN MO\'ED t'ROM SIDE TO SIDE. (SEE DIAI;R .\~1 
OPPOSITE). 

~!an" of American aeronautics, who was later to be for the 
\\'rights, a collahorator, a counselor, and an adviser. 

flut none of these had soln•d the problem and the two tirst 
had perished in their attempts to do so. 

The balancing ideas of ~lattulah, as exposed in an affida\·it 
of Professor Zahm, of Washington, and the patent of Boswell 
for an "airship-rudder," in which vertical and horizontal sur
faces were actually connected fur steertng purposes, were al,;o 
hrought up to quash the Wrights' claim to priority, but the 
Court was of the opinion that where conceptions had not bet'n 
executed. some proof should be shown. in the light of later t' X
pt•riments, that, if ext·cuted, they would ha\'e been capable of 
fulfilling the purpose for which they were designed. 

It was then contended that Ader, l\laxim, and Langley wm1ld 
have flown had they had the modern ga,;olene engine at their 
disposal, but the Wrights objected that the engine of their flyer 
of IC)OJ weighed far more to the horse-power than the ste:un
engines of these famous scientists, and that much of the fnur 
hundred thousand dollars spent on the problem by these tlm~c 
was represented by the remarkable engines they turned ou!·
engines which were recognized as marvels oi compactm·ss, light
ness, and ingenuity. 

In the case of l\laxim's huge machine it would not have heen 
pos~ible to ohtain such a ratio of efficiency per horse-power in 
a small engitw, and the smaller the flying-machine the gn·ater 
its chanct•s of success, but with Ader and Langley, the objection 
appeared to be well founded. 

It W'IS al~o pointed out that Langley's last model had a ga>o
lene engine. and a diflerencc of views was expre,;sed as to the 
cause of the final plunge of his machine into the Potomac; hut 
with Judge lland unsatistied that priority had been proven hy 
Paulhan. either in a succt•ssful conception of increasing the in
cidence of tlying-machim·s' wings-although the priority of the 
id,·<l was admittt•rl-or in the u,;e of ,;uch ap!llianc<•s in conjunc
ti•>ll with a vertical nulder. the whole question resolved itsl'lf 
in wlll'ther Paulhan's machinl's opt·ratl'd as the aeroplane de
scribed in the \\' right patent of 190() and whether the prc><·nt
day \\'right tly<'r itself did so. 

Tht' latter part of the quc~tinn came np first. 
The Panlhan legal fnrcl's had faikd tn convince the Court 

that an~·o;Jc had dcsig-tw<l a practical qet•ring device or combi
nation before the \\'rights; th•:y had ;•rgnl'd in qin that any 
,;uch dn·icl' wa~. afte r all, ody an adaptat ion of the principks 
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of nature, observed for hundreds of years in birds and fish, that 
only the difference in the engines :1t their disposal and in 
their personal skill as aeroplane-drivers and operators had pre
vented the predecessors of the famous brothers from doing as 
well as they did, and that as principles of nature and personal 
skill could not be made the bases of an operative patent, no 
claim of infringement could be sustained; they had failed thus 
far , but the history of the Wrights' progress in the art of me
chanical ftight bade fair to afford them an argument of some 
legal potency. 

As mentioned above, the Wright patent calls for the simul
taneous use of a rear vertical rudder and of a contrivance en-

Ru.dda-
\ c:onnc.c:.tittg rod.. 

\ 

From" The Co11quest of the Air," by A/pho11se Berget. 

DIAGRAM SHOWING HOW IN THE PRESENT-DAY WRIGHT BIPLANE A 
SINGLE LEVER IS MADE TO INDEPENDENTLY CONTROL THE WARP
ING WING-TIPS AND THE VERTICAL RUDDER. 

abling the operator to create a difference in the incidence of the 
wing-tips, when the occasion so requires, for balancing or turn- · 
ing purposes, but it also qualifies the manreuvre by calling for 
"means whereby the said vertical rudder is made to present to 
"the wind that side nearest the side of the main planes having 
"the smaller angle of incidence." 

It must be borne in mind that this patent, although granted 
only in I9Q6 was filed early in 1903, at a time when the Wrights 
had practically solved, on their gliders, the problem of lateral 
equilibrium in a straightaway ftight, but eight months before 
their first, and epoch-making flight in a motor-driven aeroplane, 
eiRhteen months before they succeeded in making their first turn 
(September 15, 190-t) and two and a half years before they 
were able to make turns with any reasonable degree of certainty. 
In the glider or motorless aeroplane they were operating at the 
time the patent was applied for, the turning of the rudder was 
entirely dependent on the warping of the wings-the controlling 
wires being purposely so connected that when the incidence 
was increased on the right side, for instance, the rudder turned 
to the left. 

The \Vrights have since stated over their ~ignature * that it 
was in September, 1905. that they suddenly made the final dis
covery which enabled them to henceforth undertake turns with 
safety. From then on, their Rights, which had previously never 
exceeded five minutes in duration. rapidly increased in length 

• C<ntury :\lagazine. S<ptember, 1908. 

and nothing short of a lack of fuel or an over-heating of the 
engine would stop them. 

They were thus able to announce to the world-in October, 
1905-that they had evolved a practical ftying-machine. 

How could it be asserted, Paulhan's counsel demanded, that, 
previous to the discovery they themselves claimed to have made 
in 1905, the Wrights' aeroplane was practicable for turning pur
poses? And how could it be asserted that this patent (made out 
more than two years before this discovery as to how turns 
should be made), did not embody an impracticability of ma
nreuvring? "Even if the machine attacked and the present 
"Wright machine did act similarly, argued Paulhan, there could 
"be no infringement as they neither of them came under the old 
"Wright patent.'' 

As to why the Wrights did not or could not obtain further 
patents relating to their improvements of 1905, no opinions were 
vouchsafed: certain it is that the brothers ask no leniency fr01i1 
the Courts in this regard; they maintain that their patent is 
sufficient in all respects, that it entails no impracticability of 
manreuvring and that the later developments in steering-facili
ties are not indispensable. 

It is belie\·ed by many that the improvement of 1905 consisted 
in rendering the rudder-co~trol and that of the wing-tips partially 
or totally independent of each other-as they now are in the 
Wright machines. 

It is hard to construe the wording of the patent as indicating 
anything bnt a direct connection between rudder-control and 
warping, so that the rudder would act as it actually did in the 
glider or in the model-glider shown in Court. 

But Judge Hand seemed inclined to give this a broad inter
pretation, if it could be shown that the present-day discon11ectrd 
rudder would, by force of necessity, always be turned to the 
side indicated in the patent. 

An argument ensued as to the comparative effects of an aero
plane-rudder and that of a boat or ship; the Wright Brothers' 
representatives expressed the opinion that they acted in a radi
cally different fashion, but the Court seemed to consider the dis
tinction more apparent than real ; certainly the rudder-action of 
a power-propelled boat is totally different from that of an air
craft, through its very simplicity, but who would say that the 

PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTION OF THE ORIGINAL SKETCH MADE IN 
COURT, FEDRl'ARY lOTH, IIY WILBUR WRIGHT, TO EXPLAIN TO 
JUDGE HAND HOW, IN A TURN . THE RI:DDER MAY PRESENT TO 
THE WIND THE OPPOSITE SlUE TO THAT WHICH NORMALLY 
MEETS IT. 

THE MAIN BODY OF THE AEROPLANE AND THE SIMILARLY-SHAPED 
FORWARD Rl' DDER ARE EASJI.Y RECOGNIZED. 

THE AEROPLANE IS MOVING FROM RIGHT TO LEFT AS THE LOWER AR
ROW SHOWS; THE DIRECTION OF THE CURRENT OF AIR STRIKING 
THE REAR RUDDER IS SHOWN BY THE OTHER ARROW. 

AS CAN BE SEEN, THIS CIRCULAR CURRENT STRIKES THE RIGHT SlllE 
OF THE RUDDER, EVEN WHEN THE LATTER IS PERCEPTIBI.Y TURNF.O 
TO THE LEFT. 

warped wings and tilted rudder are not only comparable. b~tt 
positin!ly suggcsti\·e of the combined, helpful, correcti,·c or 
counteracting cooperation of rudder and sails in a sailing hoat 
or w~scl? The fln~r moves in three dimensions and the boat 
in two, it is true, but the forward horizontal rudder is there to 
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take care of one dimension and it is doubtful, furthermore, if 
an aeropl~nc ever tilts as much as a sailing-boat. The differ
ences are, of course, obvious enough, for the aeroplane makes 
its own wind and its control is all exercised in one element-
being analogous, on this point, to a submarine-but a rudder is 
a rudder for all that, and has the same general effect, whatner 
may be the fluid in which it is propelled and however tenuous and 
elastic that fluid may be. 

So thought Judge Hand, and a certain deadlock ensued in the 
proceedings. 

"15 there not some moment when making a turn "-the Court 
wanted to know-" in which the rudder is turned on the side 
,; of greatest incidence?" but the oft-repeated query received no 
elucidation until \~/ilbur Wright himself, who had so far re
fra:ned from interrupting his counsel, quietly stepped forward, 
pencil in hand, and drawing the Court's attention to the words 
in the patent: "is made to present to the ~('ind that side near~st 
"the side of the main planes having the smaller angle of inci
•· dence,"• and to the fact that the "wind" referred to is, of 
course, the artificial flow of air made by and met by the aero
plane-a flc.w, which is, of necessity, exactly opposed to the 
direction of flight-made a rough sketch, in which the circular 
course of the machine, when turning, and the exactly opposite 
circular course of the ·• wind " were shown by cun·ed and paral
lel arrows. 

He went on to explain that the aerqplane being rigid in its 
longitudinal axis could not itself assume any cun·e and that, 
because of this, the rudder, when in what would ordinarily be a 
neutral position, would nevertheless, in a turn, be undergoing a 
certain pressure on one of its sides and might even be doing 
so when slightly turned towards the other side. Thus, with the 
rudder turned toward the side of the main planes presenting the 
greater incidence, it would ~till be "pr!'senting to the wind" that 
face nearest the side of smaller incidence, and only when this 
occurred would the rudder e~ •er be turned to the side of great.:!r 
incidence. 

The Judge's puzzled expression changed to mie of compre
hension, on \Vright's explanation, and from this moment it ap
peared that only a chalienge of its accuracy or an acquie~Cl·nce 
to it as regards the \Vright machine coupled with an assertion 
that Paulhan's machine acted in a contrary manner, could save 
the Frenchman's case. 

The Court was on the verge of ordering an attachment d 
the prize-money being now won by Paulhan, pending its decision 
on the injunction, when, in the same dramatic manner that 
Wright had stepped in to turn the scale~ in his favor, the op
posing expert, l\Ir. Israel Ludlow, came forward with a perti
nent question concerning the exact turning man<ruvres of a 
Wright aeroplane-driver and on \Vilbur Wright's answer de
clared that Paulhan's affidavit showed that he acted in quite a 
different manner. 

He also dwelt on. the difference in the mode of construction 
of the Wright and the Farman, asserting the lattt>r had far 
greater natural stability. 

lt is reasonable to suppose that the turning influence of warp
ing the wings is far greater than that of operating ailerons, and 
it is likely that, in turning, the change of incidence of the planes 
is a greater factor in the \Vright machine than the handling of 
the rear rudder: in fact, the first Wright gliders had no verti
cal rudder at all. In the Farman, on the other hand ,_ the ma in 
factor might well be the rudder and the ailerons merely the 
assistants. 

As was to be feared for Paulhan, however, Judge Hand con
sidered this a distinction without a difference. and, being ~atis
fied that both ailao11s and rudder arc brought into play, rendered 
a decision against him, and granted the \Vrights a temporary 
injunction, e\·en as Judge Hazel had decided against Cur
tiss. The use of the ailcrOIIS may be far more casual and un
usual than the continual, bird-like warping of the \Vrights' wings, 
but, thought the Court, it is the principle it self which is in
volved and not the frequency of its use or its mode of appliance. 

Certainly if Paulhan discards his ailerons, the Wright brothers 
would have little to say1 but the most enthusiastic partisans of 
the famous French bird-man cannot but think of such a wing
clipping operation, without some misgiving; in fact, there is 
every reason to believe that had Paulhan the choice of dis
carding either aii.'rons or rudder, it would be the latter he would 
sacrifice. 

The discussion has chiefly waged over the Farman machine, 
because that is the one Paulhan has been doing nearly all his 
flying on in America and the one, be it noted, which at this writ
ing holds all world's r!'cords of height, duration, and distance, 
with and without passengers. 

Bnt the fate of the Blt;riot in this country is also at issue. 
It is the impression of the writer that, as far as Paulhan's Ble

riot is concerned, all the argumentatiw eloquence indulj.!cd in was 
sadly wasted, as he has been for some months in possession of 
information convincing him that the warping devices of these 
particular Blciriots were removed hefore they were ddi\·ered to 
Paulhan, at Pau, last December, and that the wings were thus 
tixed and immovable. 

\\'hether because of this change, or for any other n·ason. Paul
han cannot count on making a good showing with the Bleriots, 
except in perfectly calm weather, which is perhaps the reason 
his counsel here were ne\·er informed that there could be no 
question about the right of the Bleriots to make whatever flights 
they were capable of. 

The arg:m1cnts adduced against the Wrights, howcnr, are of 
interest, in ca >'e it is sought to use here unmoditic(l Blt;riots of 
the standard type. They wt·re succinctly as follow s : .. The Blc
.. riot is a direct desn·ndant and derivative of the early types of 
.. monoplanes, from which all its faculties have been taken. 

.. It has the surfaces, the vertical and the horizontal rudders 
•· of the first monoplane ever conceived, that of Henson in t8-tz; 
.. its tail is of the well-known Penaud type (t87t ). Ader·s Eole 
.. of 189o is obviously its ancestor :. single surface. single tractive 
··propeller in the prow, the Bleriot and Eole have in common, 
"whilst the Wrights' is a biplane, with twin propulsh·e propellers 
.. in the rear. · 

•· It is true that like the Wright machine, the Blciriot has 
.. warping wings and a vertical rudder, but Ader's conception cer
•· tainly numbered the former among its attributes, and drawings 
.. representing its profile appearance show a vertical rudder (let 
it be said in parentheses, however, that Ader, who hated to get 
away from nature, did not deem a rudder a necessity) . 

.. Thus the best ideas of the unsuccessful Ader were taken 
"up by the successful Bleriot." 

Bleriot himself, in a recent interview, expressed the opinion 
that the simultaneous use of wing-tips and rudder was not 
patentable, but that the single lncr for the purpose, was; in 
other words, that the \Vrights could only claim a patent on the 
means used by them and not on the principle involved. 

Bleriot added that he would be willing to pay a royalty for 
the single lever, as he considered it a desirable improvement. 
The hero of the Channel Crossing also held that. in his ma
chines, most of the balancing was dqne automatically by the 
long tail with which they are fitted, and that this is why, if 
necessary, the warping mechanism could he done away with and 
the monoplane would still be capable of flight. 

Paulhan made sc\·eral short Aights at Los Angeles with his 
Bleriot, the wings of which were thus paralyzt'd. as explained 
above, but like Curtiss's contention, Blcriot's would have to be 
prowd by actual expt'riment in disturbed air. The reference to 
the taiL howen~r. is significant. 

The present litigation has di,·ided the Aying-machines now in 
America into just two classt•s: the non-\\'rights and the \\'rights, 
and it is cnr:••us that this distinction coincide~ with one of the 
main has('s of classification of aeroplanes: those with tails and 
those without (taking the word "tail" at its usual aeronauti
cal meaning of a fixed horizontal surface in the rear). 

With the exception of the Cody biplane, in England, the \\'right 
is the only successful machine normally built without some fixed 
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horizontal surface in the rear; and as, when tilted, horizontal 
surfaces de,·elop vertical resistances, the assertion that a "tail" 
exercises a certain effect, as regards lateral balance, seems a 
fairly plausible one. 

The Wright brothers, however, would probably meet any such 
flank movement on their positions with the statement that they 
adapted a tail to the machine they sold to the Army recently 
and saw no reason to modify their manreuvres to obtain lateral 
control, in consequence of the change. 

Whether the \Vrights themselves realize just what the forces 
are which they have to contend with when changing the equilib
rium or course of their flyer, was another point brought up, al
though its relevancy was not very clear. 

It is to be hoped a decision in the matter will not be deemed 
necessary: aeronautical experts are agreed on the broad lines 
of the question, but their testimony on the finer poiuts raised 
would be liable to differ as much as that of their confreres in 
handwriting; the debate over tilt, drift, and side-slip, center of 
pressure, inertia, and centrifugal force would wax heated in
deed and the difficulty of deducting absolute facts from a maze 
of learned hypotheses would be the onlv obvious point in the 
controversy. 

When all is said and done it would seem as if the views of• 
Wilbur and Orville Wright were at present being sustained; 
Curtiss and Paulhan have obtained rehearings, however, and the 
fight will, no doubt, continue from Court to Court for many 
months to come. 

Whether the Wrights will ultimately gain their point, it is 
at this time hard to say, but if it is for a moment admitted that 
they will do so, there is still room for ample discussion on what 
might variously be called the social, moral, and sentimental as
pect of the case: whether their attitude and action would not 
retard the progress of their country in the new art, and, if so, 
whether they would be justitied in bringing about such a state 
of affairs. 

This side of the question is just as open to debate as its 
legal aspects-which is saying anything but little-but it would 
be beyond the scope of an article which merely aims at opposing, 
in the simplest manner compatible with the complexity of the 
questions at issue, the claims made on either side in what prom
ises to be as " Celebre" a '' Cause" in the annals of Aeronautics, 
as the Bell and Selden lawsuits were in those of two other of 
the greatest inventions of modern times. 

ARE THE WRIGHTS PIRATES? 
~I 
' By V. L. Ochoa 

g;~~~~;]mN that the "mysterious" \Vright Brothers have 
unveiled themselves and are attempting to appro
priate all the glory attached to the building of 
flyi ng machines, and all the money resulting from 
the manufacture of them, now that they are at
tempting to enjoin other inventors from reaping 
the just reward of their hard work, it may be 
well to consider one or two flying machines, which 
were constructed many years before the \Vrights 
produced anything worthy of notice, and to ask 

SIR HIRAM S. MAXI:\1 IN HIS LABORATORY 

these brothers of mystery just how many ideas they appropri
ated from the long list of inventions which preceded theirs. 

Among the earlier of the more serious attempts made to con
struct a machine that could fly. were those of the great Peter 
Fenimore Cooper, who suffered the loss of one eye in seeking 
to find an explosive suitable to an engine that would propel a 
machine of the helicopter type. 

In 189o, Adcr, a French electrical engineer. in France. made 
the first mechanically propelled flight. The Ader machine pos-

scssed a:ll the essentials of the now famous Bleriot machines, 
which, it must be said, fly at a loss of 6o per cent. of their 
power. 

About the same time ( 1891 to 1896) Lilienthal, the German 
engineer, was keeping Europe thrilled with his daily flights with 
gliders. 

And all this time the most stupendous experiments and work 
yet made by man were being carried on by the one who may 
rightly be called the father of the aeroplane as it is made to-day. 
This man was Sir Hiram S. Maxim; his machine may be said 
to ha\·e embodied in all essentials the very features employed 
by the men now flying. 

In 189-t. after years of protracted and searching experiments of 
the most painstaking kind-experiments which cost the relatively 
enormous sum of nearly half a million dollars-Sir Hiram S. 
:\laxim con~tructed at Baldwyn Park, Kent, England, an aer<>
plane of remarkable design and marvelous workmanship, a ma
chine, the dimensions of which were 104 feet from tip to tip of 
the main planes, a machine possessing a vertical front rudder 
similar to that now used by Paulhan and by the monoplane
builders, Rleriot, Antoinette, Santos-Dumont, and other flyers. 
This great machine also had the main pla:-~es superposed just as 
the \Vrights. Farman. and others ha\'e theirs to-day. It was 
also mounted on wheels as are those of Farman, Curtiss, Bh!riot, 
Dumont, and others. 

MODEL oF MAXDI 'S ~1.\l"HDIE , SH0\\' 1!\(; FORE AN!l AFT HORIZONTAL 
Jll'll!IERS .\ND TilE SUI'ERPOSED PLANES 
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The Maxim aeroplane, the largest ever constructed, had two 
huge propellers nearly I8 feet in diameter, between and to the 
rear of the main planes, and placed much as are now located 
the well-known twjn propellers of the Wright Brothers. These 
propellers were also connected to the shaft of the engine just as 
Wrights' are on their flyer. 

The wheels of the machine ran on two rails, while the Wrights 
run theirs on trucks and wheels and one rail, leaving their wheel
trucks on the ground after starting: only in this respect does 
their running-gear differ from l\laxim's machine, which left the 
grotmd nine years earlier. 

The lifting surfaces of this great aeroplane had a spread of 
6,000 square feet and were capable of lifting se,·eral tons. To 
understand its enormous size one has only to understand that 
the \\'right aeroplane has but one-tenth of the lifting surface 
employed by the Maxim machine. :\laxim's steam engines .de
veloped power enough to propel his great machine at tremendou~ 
speed. and ·could have kept it aloft for many hours; this power 
amounted · to 36o H. P., and the propellers gave a direct thrust 
oi 2.164 pounds, whereas the engines of the \Vrights, which are 
only ~bout 25 H. P., could not possibly impart to their twin 
propellers a thrust of more than 230 pounds, and perhaps not 
as much as that. 

By careful comparison it will easily be seen that the Wright 
Brothers succeeded in most ingeniously reproducing the main 
features of Sir Hiram S. :\laxim's ill-fated machine. though 
somewhat on a miniature scale, copying most faithfully his ap
pliances, even as far as the starting rail used for the purpose of 
launching the machine at the requisite speed for su~tentation . 

On pages 148 to 158 of McClure's Magazine for January, 189-J, 
;.s well as in the Scientific Amcrica11 of April, I894. a full and 
detailed account is published over the signature of H. }. W. 
Damund. It is replete with illustrations of Maxim's machine, 
which actually flew, only to wreck itself at the very threshold 
of success. 

1\Ir. Octave Chanute, who made and experimented several 
gliders in the closing decade of the last century, and who is 
credited with having furnished the Wrights with suggestions and 
data, was, no doubt, thoroughly conversant with Maxtm's work 
and machine, and there is little doubt that the Wrights through 
him, if not through the direct reading of daily reports and mag
azine articles, came into possession of the facts. lt was nine 
years after Maxim (in December, 190,1). that they made their 
first flight in a miniature imitation of :\laxim's machine, to which 
were added their own ideas. 

Here is Sir Hiram ;\laxim's own account of his experiments 
with his large machine and here are all the tell-tale photographs 
which will convincingly show just where the ·wrights may have 
got their forward rudder, their superposed planes. their twin 
wooden screw propellers to the rear, their shaft connections, their 
starting rail device. It is taken from pages I34 to I38 of "Arti
ficial and Natural Flight": 

•· When fully equipped, my large machine had five long and 
narrow aeroplanes projecting from each side. Those that are 
attached to the sides of the main aeroplanes are 27 feet long, thus 

SIDE \ ' JEW OF MAXIM'S AEROPLANE ON THE TllACK READY TO START 

THIS PICTIJRE SHOWS THE TWIN PROPELLERS AT THE REAR OF THE 

MAIN PLANES. THEIR ENORMOUS SIZE CAN BE READILY AP

PRECIATED. 

bringing the total width of the machine up to 104 feet. The 
machine is also prodded with a fore and an aft rudder made on 
the same general plan as the main aeroplane. \Vhen all the aero
planes are in position, the total lifting surface is brought up to 
about 6,000 square feet. I have. however, ne\·er run th<' ma
chine with all the planes in position. :\fy late experiments were 
conducted with the main aeroplane. the fore and aft rudders. aud 
the top and bottom side planes in position, the total area then 
heing 4.000 square feet. \Vith the machine thus equipped. with 
6oo pounds of water in the tank and boiler and with the naphtila 
and three men on board, the total weight was a little Jess tlran 
8,000 pounds. The first run under these conditions was made 
with a steam pressure of ISO pounds to the square inch, in a 
dead calm, and all four of the lower wheels remained con
stantly on the rails. none of the wheels on the outrig~crs touch
ing the upper track. The second run was made with 240 pounds 
steam pressure to the square ineh. On this occasion the rna-· 
chine seemeci to Yibrate bctwe~n the upper and lower tracks. 
About thr~e of the top wheels were engaged at the same time. 
the weight on the lower steel rails being practically nil. Prepara
tions were then made for a third run with nearly the full pow<"r 
of the engines. The machine was tied up to a dynamometer, and 
the engines were started with a pressure of about 200 pounds to 
the square inch. The gas supply was then gradually turned on, 
with the throttle valves wide open; the pressure soon increased, 
and when 310 pounds was reached the dynamometer showed a 
screw thrust of 2,100 pounds.* but to this must be added 
the incline of the track, which amounted to about 64 pounds. 
The actual thrust was, therefore, 2,164 pounds. In order to 
keep the thrust of the screws as nearly constant as possible. I 
had placed a small safety valve-~ inches-in the steam pipe 
leading to one of the engines. This valve was adjusted in such 
a manner that it ga,·e a slight puff of steam at each stroke of 
the engine, with a pressure of 310 pounds to the square inch, and 
a steady blast at 320 pounds to the square inch. As the vah·es 
and ~team passages of these engines were made very large, and 
as the piston speed wa.o; not excessive. I believed if the steam 
pressure was kept constant that the screw thrust would also 
remain nearly constant, because. as the machine advances awl 
the screws commence to run slightly faster, an additional quan
tity of steam will be called for and this would be supplied by 
turning on more gas. \Vhen everything was ready, with care
ful obserYers stationed on each side of the track. the order was 
given to let go. The enormous screw thrust started the machine 
so quickly that it nearly threw the engineers off their feet, and 
the machine bounded over the track at a great rate. l'pon no-

*The quantity of water enterin~r the hoiler at this time was so great as to 
be beyond the range of the feed-water indicator. 
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THE M.\Xnl AEIWPLAKE 0~ TilE TRACK TIED l:P TO THE DYNA!IIOMETER 

Lcmg a slight diminution in the steam pressure, I turned on 
more gas, when almost instantly the steam commenced to blow 
a steady blast from the small safety vain:, showing that the 
pressure was at least 320 pounds in the pipes supplying the en
gines with steam. Before starting on this run, the wheels that 
were to engage the upper track were painted and it was the 
duty of one of my assistants to observe these wheels during the 
run, while another assistant watched the pressure-gauges and 
dynagraphs. The first part of the track was up a slight incline, 
but the machine was lifted clear of the lower rails and all of 
the top wheels fully engaged on the upper track when about 
6oo feet had been covcr,•d. The speed rapidly increased, and 
when 900 feet had been llovered, one of the rear-axle trees, 
which were of two-inch steel tubing, doubled up and set the 
rear end of the machine completely free. The pencils ran com
pletely across the cylinders of the dynagraphs and caught on the 
underneath end. The rear end of the machine being set free, 
raised considerably above the track and swayed. At about 1,000 

feet, the left forward wheel also got clear of the upper track 
and shortly afterwards, the right forward wheel tore up about 
100 feet of the upper track. Steam was at once shut off and th~ 
machine sank directly to the earth, imbedding the wheels in the 
~oft turf w1thout leaving any other mark.-;, showing most con
clusively that the machine was completely suspended in the air 
before it settled to the ea1 th. In this accident, one of the pine 
timbers forming the upper track went completely through the 
low<'r framework of the machine and broke a number of the 
tubes, but no damage was done to the machinery, except a slight 
injury to one of the screws. 

In my experiments with the small apparatus wr ascertaining 

the power required to perform artificial flight, I found that the 
most advantageous angle for my aeroplane was I in 14, but 
when I came to make my large machine, I placed my aeroplanes 
at an angle of 1 in 8 so as to be able to get a greater lifting 
effect at a moderate speed with a short run. In the experi
ments which led to the accident above referred to, the total 
lifting effect upon the machine must have been at least ro,ooo 
pounds. All the wheels which had been previously painted and 
which engaged the upper track were completely cleaned of their 
paint and had made an impression on the wood, which clearly 
indicated that the load which they had been lifting was consid
erable. l\loreover, the strain necessary to double up the axle
trees was fully 1,000 pounds each, without considering the lift 
on the forward axle-trees which did not give way but broke 
the upper track." 

In the Cosmopolitan magazine of October, 1892 (on page 202), 

Sir Hiram S. l\laxim wrote a very lucid description of his aero
plane and in the Cosmopolitan of November, 1892 (on page 89), 
John F. Holland also published a fully illustrated article of his 
own conception of an aeroplane, which also had superposed 
planes, rear propellers, and a \'ertical rudder such as the \\'rights 
now use. 

In 1896, Professor Langley flew his steam-driven aeropbne 
models, which also had two propellers on the rear of the plane~, 
as well as a vertical rudder. 

About the same time Pierre ~fouillard, of France, is credited 
with inventing warping wings. 

Tht·sc e\·ents all took place many years before the "mysteri
ous" Wright Brothers built an aeroplane that could fly. 

! 

LAW AND THE AIR ,. / 
By Denys P. Myers ~ 
Cor;fiuucd from ;\larch AIRCRAFT 

~~~~~'QHE regime of air usage will make necessary the 
recognition of aircraft in various functions. In 
a previous article it was pointed out that to fol
low the analngy of the sea and to suppose the 
at mosphere a; di,·ide<l into a territorial and 
" high" air set•ms to be the mo,;t satisfactory 
legal S<llution of that prohit'm. This make~ the 
air "free," no state ha,·ing in it any more rights 
than are required for ih prn!t'ction. From this 
point of vit·w. thcn; it will make considerahlc dif-

fcrencc what sort of mal'l1ine you travel in, whether it is your 
own or engaged in public service. 

Commonly we do not think of such distinctions, or of what 
they imply; yet they are of the utmost importance in respect to 
shipping, and, by almlogy. in respect to aircraft. International 
Jaw now considers ships IIJHkr ii\·e distinct categories, viz: Do
mestic and foreign private ships belonging to indh·idual citizens, 
auxiliaries, which, while pri\·ately owned, are fitted for con
vt•rsion to pt!blic uses, public \·essels devoted to peaceful purposes 
and public warships. St•parate sets of rules and privileges gov-
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ern the action of each kind of vessel, modified when they are 
in home ports and more stringent when they are in foreign ports 
or territorial waters. 

These regulations depend upon the right of a state to preserve 
its entity, and commercial necessity has rendered it obligatory 
that as much freedom as is consonant with the sovereignty of a 
state shall be granted all foreign shipping within its jurisdiction. 
A large number of regulations have been internationally agreed 
upon, such as the use of the Plimsoll mark to indicate loading 
capacity, the general signal code, and the sanitary rules, while 
such matters as clearance and specific port rules are left to a 
great extent to the individual states. 

It is to such a system that aircraft will doubtless ha,·e to be 
assimilated, when they take their place formally in the cate
gory of traffic veh ides. 

Legal theory as regards aerial jurisdiction is even now widely 
divergent. but all writers agree on this point. l\L Paul Fau
chille in a report to the Institute of International Law in J90.Z 

on the juridical regime of aerostats submitted a code which 
may be quoted at th<! outset of this discussion, with necessary 
alterations to include aeroplanes. HI! says: 

"Art. 1.-Aerostats (and a~roplanes) are of two kinds: pub
lic and private. 

Public aerostats (and aeroplanes), that is to say, engaged in 
the servic'e of the state, are military or civil. Those are con
sidered as military which are under the command of an officer 
of the army or navy commissioned by the military authority and 
pro,·ided with a military crew. All balloons (and aeroplanes) in 
command of a civil functionary. of the state and provided with 
a crew named by the state_ or its representatives are considered 
civil. Both kinds bear a ·flag having the form of a pennant, but 
at different points determined by Art. 2 . 

All other aerostats (and· aeroplanes) are private. 
It matters little for the dl>termination of their character 

wht'!her balloons are free or captive, that is, attached to the 
earth by a cable. Their form and the number Of individuals com
posing the crew are likewise without influence." 

"Art . .z.-Ail public or prh•atc aerostats should bear constantly 
attached to the middle of their envelope the national flag. Pub
lic, military. and civil aerostats shall bear their respective pen
nants, the first upon the side of their baskets, and the second 
upon their envelope, beneath the national flag." 

This last article, it can readily be seen, is adaptable to aero
planes. The provisions regarding the flag are based upon the 
fundamental necessity that everything that flies, just as every
thing that floats, must be under the jurisdiction of some state. 
This c:m only be indicated by the outward sign of a flag, which, 
be it noted, will undergo modification for aerial uses. 

It is a demonstrated fact that even the best of eyesight is very 
poor for colors :-.t a distance ; and national flags 'are based on 
color schemes, generally of little variety. The best unaided eye 
can di~tinguish color only at a distance of some thousand yard,., 
but it can distinguish form many times that far. i\I. Fauchille 
puts the limit at over 10,000 yards. Moreover, aircraft will m0ve 
~wiftly, a condition unfavorable for observing culors. He ac
cordingly proposes a cl.oice of flags in respect to form. The 
suggestion appears good, since the>· would fly against the air 
and be readily observable, whereas the ordmary flag would be 
indistinguishable at any height. 

This much proposed, we have a method for telling what man
ncr of aircraft is in the air. What duties and privileges will 
the \'arious kinds have while in territorial air or in respect to 
landing? The auxili:~ries, built so as to be cotwertiblc to pub
lic uses, need not be separately considered, since they arc at any 
particular time either pt:blic or private. 

For public and private vessels the tlag is the outward and 
visible sign of its status. In the "high" air and above the soil 
of its own state, the aircraft. public or private, will be within 
the j uri~diction of its own state, which is exclusive for all pur
pose;;. 

Hne again enters the difficulty due to diVerging theories. 

According to the idea of a "free" air, no state or .property 
owner will have any right in the atmosphere beyond what is 
necessary for his preservation and the conservation of his prop
erty. In common law this would mean that no genuine law of 
trespass could exist for an aeronaut, so long as he was flying 
and did no injury to habitations, crops, or other property. 
Actual damage, of course, would be actionable, however com
mitted and wherever its origin. But the proposition precludes 
the setting up of a sign" NO AERIAL TRESPASS" and main
taining the validity of the prohibition in any such sense as one 
could place upon a similar sign on his lawn and prosecute one 
who disregarded it. 

This statement may sound far-fetched, but it seems to be a 
fact that actual owner~hip of the air is impo~sible. The old 
di.:tum about owning the land up to the heavens seems to refer 
not to de {arlo ownership, but to the right of usage. Two analo
gou~ developments in law illustrate the point. One is the doc
trine of the ltilllcrland. by which Germany acquired its South
west Africa colony. According to this contention a nation that 
occupies a foreshore has a pr«.>ferred claim to all territory inland 
to where some other state has established or shall establish pos
;ession. The suwrcignty is inchoate until tixed by occupatio;•, 
but is newrtheless valid as against any other state. The othe.· 
doctrine is that of mining law, by which a property owner pos
sesses a \'Cin outcropping on his estate. Only an arrangement 
with him will allow a miner to work the vein at that a;>ex, but 
he must be working it himself to prevent an adjacent owner fol
lowing it through to the apex within his !)Oundarics. Both 
doctrines arose out of the body of logical law to meet special 
cases, and, when all is said, the proposition set forth above ap
pears the most just and satisfactory in regard to aerial occu
pation. 

Each state of the Union will probably indulge in legislation to 
,·ex the souls of the sky pilots and their case ought to be within 
the pun·iew of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The de
mand for federal legislation bearing upon automobile tr.1ffic 
should hasten the day when aircraft also will have certain rights 
guaranteed to them by the nation. Any such statutes, as relating 
to private aircraft. will lay down what rules it pleases, but as 
such laws will doubtless be inspired by interested aeronauts in 
all cases they will probably be liberal enough to render the air 
fairly satisfactory as a medium of traffic. Public airships and 
aeroplanes. to a large extent. will be indepcndt:nt of state laws, 
being engaged in state business 

\Vhen aircraft ,·enture abroad their status as public or private 
will come more sharply into view. A public machine is by cour
tesy entitled to ex-territorial treatment. That is, constructively 
it is considered as a portion of a foreign sovereign state and 
is therefore regardt'd as superior to any local or state laws and 
regulations. At. least, such is the practice regarding public ships, 
and that is the basis adopted here for forecasting the legal 
control of aircraft. So strict is the law that (Schooner Ex
change •·s. ;\lc Fadden , 7 Cranch, JJ6) when Napoleon captured 
an American vessel. which later returned to its home American 
waters on public French service, its libel was barred to the 
original owners because of its status as a public foreign war
ship. 

Private vessels in foreign waters are suhjcct to what juris
diction pleases the affected state. The French practice is coming 
into general use. It is, to assume no jurisdiction over foreign 
merchantmen within her ports save in cases where the act affects 
~ome person other than those belonging to the ship, where the 
local authorities are ~~xpressly called upon to interfere, or when 
the order of the port is disturbed. Aeronauts certainly cnuld not 
complain if no .greater restrictions upon their liherty in foreign 
aerial territory were enforced. This freedom would come as 
the result of the theory adopted here, that the air is free like 
the sea and the nations shall assume only that amount of con
trol over it and its craft as is necessary to protect their own 
paramount interc:;ts. 

To be co11tinucd in AIRCRAFT for :lfay 
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FOREIGN NEWS 

THE NEW ENGLISH ARMY DIRIGIBLE, SHOWING 
THE REMARKABLE SHAPE OF THE PLANES 
AND RUDDERS. 

Ar,entine RepubliC? 
Large crowds always assemble to see 

Bregi make his flights at Buszaco, near 
Ayr~s, on his Voisin machine. 

Auatria 
Herr Wiesenbach made an extended trial with 

his \\'right biplane, flying for s6 minutes, and 
covering in that time a distance of about 6o 
kiloms. In the afternoon Herr \Vachalowski went 
up on his Henry Farman machine and flew for 
15 mins. 20 sees.; while later he flew for 11 mins., 
this time taking a passenger with him. 

Belgium 
M. Georges Brichant, a well-known Belgian 

sportsman, has just founded four prizes of $500 
each. The first will be used to provide a cup for 
a balloon contest. while the others will be awarded 
by the Belgian Aero Club to the Belgian aviators 
who fly and carry on an aeroplane the greatest 
load in a given time. 

Canada 
Mr. ]. A. N. McCurdy has recently been length· 

ening his flights on the aeroplane Baddeck No. 2, 
over the ice of Baddeck Bay, Nova Scotia. 

Denmark 

By Albert C. Triaca 
near Langon, in the Gironde, while driving to Pau 
on a friend's car. This car, which was a 120 h.p. 
racing machine, hit a tree, turned over, caught 
fire,-and burnt poor Johannssen to death. 

The British armr appears at last to have se
cured a workable aorsh1p. 

It is •io feet in length with pointed ends. Fin· 
like proJections are on either side. The frame· 

work extends below the body for about three· 
fourths of its length. The propellers are attached 
to its sides. 

The first British naval airshir will be launched 
in a short time. The crew wil consist of officers 
and men from the warship Vernon, and they are 
now undergoing a course of instructions. The air· 
ship was designed by Mr. • Spencer for the pur· 
pose of patroling the North Sea. It will be of the 
rigid type, and will be the largest of its kind in 
the world except the Zeppelins. 

Mr. J.ohannssen, one of the first Danish aviators, 
was ktlled on February 1oth in a motor accident MODERN ELECTIONEERING METHODS AS EXEMPLIFIED BY]. T. C. MOORE·BRABAZON OF ENGLAND. 

THE ABOVE IS THE REMARKABLY APPROPRIATE MONUMENT WHICH NOW MARKS THE PRE
CISE SI'OT IN THE NORTFALL MEADOW, NEAR DO\'ER, WHERE THE IMMORTAL !II. ERJOl' 
LANDED ON THAT HISTORJC.\L !IIORNING LAST Sl'MMER, AFTER FLYING ACROSS THE EXG
LISH CHANNEL; THE EXACT LOCATION AND SHAPE OF THE FAMOl.TS LITTLE MONOPJ..\NE 
AS IT LAY AFTER LAXDING AT SE\'EN MINt.:TES PAST FIVE Jl' J.Y 25TH, WERE EASILY 
DETERMINED BY THE DOWN-TRODDEN GRASS AND WORN-OFF PATCHES MADE BY THE EAGER 
CROWDS DRAWN TO THE SPOT THAT DAY. 

THERE IS A Ql' ESTION OF ERECTING A MONUMENT ON THE SPOT ON THE FRENCH COAST 
FROM WHII'H THE BLERIOT ROSE, THIRTY·SE\'EN MINUTES BEt'ORE IT ALIGHTED ON THE 
£:1/GLISH Tl'RF. 

lN STRANGE COSTRAST TO THIS SPIRIT OF COM!IIEMORATING GREAT AERONAt:TJC ACHIE\'E
~IE:-ITS, WAS THE DECISION OF THE PARI~I.\N Ml'NICII'AL AL'THORITIES NOT TO ALLOW 
THE ERECTION OF A !IIE~IORIAL STONE AT BAGATEI.I.E OPPOSITE THE SPOT WHERE SAI:'iTOS· 
Dl'MONT'S LITTLE FLYER LIFTED Hll\1 IN THE AIR ON Al' GUST 2.ZD, 19()6. 

Many automobiles were used prior to the recent 
Parliamentary elections, sr,reading electoral litera· 
ture and placarded with e ectoral posters. 

Mr. ;\loore·Brabazon, the eclectic English sports· 
man, used his biplane for the same purpose. On 
the radiators, on either side of him, appeared the 
slogan, u Any peer is better than Nap1er, so we'll 
err if we don't vote for Wheeler." 

This is the aeroplane which last winter won the 
larlfe prize offered for the first mile Ilight ol a 
Bntish-built aeroplane by a British subject. It :s 
also the machine on which Mr. Moore·Brabazon 
facetiously took up as a passenger a small pig, 
with the label, " I am the first pig to fly," thereby 
holding myriads of his countrymen to their agree· 
ments to do certain things "when the little pigs 
begin to fly." the equivalent of the Amencan 
.. when the hens have teeth." 

The first flight ever made in Ireland is to the 
credit of H. G. Ferguson, of Belfast, who recently 
succeeded in flying on a monoplane built by him· 
self, in Lord Downshire's Park, at Lisburn. 

The number of flying machines at present being 
built in England is variously estim:~ted at between 
five hundred and one thousand. 

At the time of the recent elections. the Aerial 
League of the United Kingdom seized the occa· 
sion to send out a letter to all candidates for 
Parliament, asking them their opinions on aerial 
defense. and further asking whether they were pre· 
pared, if elected, to vote an adequate aerial navy 
for Great Britain, for, as a matter of fact, people 
who have really studied the question are murc 
than a little up•et at the enormous lead which 
C.ermany has obtained in forming her air-fleet. 
"' a result of these letters 316 Parliamentary can· 
didates replied that they were favorable to the 
formation of an adequate aerial fleet, nine replied 
tl:at they were doubtful about it, and four said 
they did not believe in it at all. 

En!fland will be to the fore next summer in 
aviat10n. Already four flying weeks are in prepa· 
ration. Two of them will be international, w1th 
$-io.ooo in prize money at each. 

At all four it is hoped there will be a worthy 
repre~entat ion of Engli!!th aviator~. among whom 
maj' now be mentioned-as practical flying men
}. T. C. Moore-Brabazon (winner of the Daily Mail 
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$s,ooo prize for the mile Bif!ht); Hon. C. S. Rolls, 
Mortimer Singer, Claude Graham-White and S. F. 
Cody. The localities and dates of the meetings 
are appended: Bournemouth, July uth to 16th; 
Southport, August 6th to uth; Edinburgh, in 
June; Wolverhampton, date not fixed. 

Boumemouth and Southport will be the two in· 
temational fixtures. 

London is looking with some curiosity at the 
first British aeroplane price list, which has just 
been issued. 

France 
The French War Office decided that the Signal 

Corps will direct the new aerial department known 
as the " Service Aeronautique." 

Professor d' Amtouial at the Ecole Superieure 
d"ACronautique has made the statement that pure 
hydrogen can be obtained from coal·j!3S by low· 
ering its temperature to the point o( hquefaction; 
evaporation can be used instead of heat to change 
the liquid hydrogen into gas. 

The Technical Committee of Aerial Locomotion 
has decided on the suggestions of Commandant 
Bouttieaux to turn over to the \\·ar Office the plans 
of the dirigible of the rigid type, which 1\lr. sries 
has offered to the Government, and which wil be 
the longest air-cruiser e\·er built in France. Two 
motors of 120 h.p. each will drive its two pairs of 
large diameter wooden propellers. 

.'It Alpreck. near Doulogne·Sur-~f er. Captain Sa· 
couney recently made a remarkable man-lifting 
kite experiment. using on1r_ five large kites, con· 
nected in the u!'ual way. He made an ascension 
with Madame Sacouney. 

THE OFFI CIAL POSTER . OF THE HELTOPOLI S 
AVIATION MEET. WHAT ARE THE IM PRES
SIONS OF TRE DEDOt" I N, MASTER OF THE 
DESERT, ODSERVI NG THE KINGS OF THE AIR? 

Henrr Farman has been wo nde rfully successful 
with hrs new ;teroplanc. which is a biplane with 
some points u sually associated with m onoplane 
cons truction. In his fir t trial he carried two pa -
senger s for sixteen minutes at n ea rly fifty miles 
an hour; thi s was followed up by a flight o f sixty· 
two minutes under simi la r conditions on ~l arch 
sth . This is the first three- man flight ever made 
exceeding an hour in durati on. 

i\fr. Sommer. one of the firs t pupils o f Henry 
Farman, and n ow a manufacturer o f aeroplanes, 
carried u p a " usefu l load " o f 2 10 kil ograms re
cent!~: he will continue hi s experiments in weight 
carrymg. 

Lazare-\Veiller has presented the \Vright rna· 
chine with which Wilbur Wrigh t made hi< notable 
flights a t Le ;\lans to the .\lmist ry o f War. The 
aeroplane ha s flown almost ..J.oco mil t-'S. 

Santo!'--Dumont's record for l i~h twei~h t aero-

~~~~n~cl:~~ i "~r. 11Ve,~cJ'A~ e ~u ~~h~seJ11asbyin ~·e~ ~:de~ 
monoplane tha t weigh s only 100 pounds. Santos
Dumo nt's machine is 37 pounds heavier. 

Ble rio t belie,·es he will be oblc to Ay 70 miles 
an hour in his new mon opln nc.· Som mer',;; nt·w 
hiplane is th e lightest ma chine. size considered. 
,·e t built. Rea d~· for flight. it wei~h r; 7.zo pounrls , 
~11d has a spread of 45 square yards of wing sur· 
face. 
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THE 1910 BLER!OT 
KNOWN ALSO AS THE BLERIOT XI IllS, 15 SIXTEEN INCHES SHORTER THAN THE "CHANNEL" 

TYPE; ITS Fl"SELAGE OR MAIN BUllY IS E:-ITIKEL\' CU\"ERED 0\"ER \\'Til l LOTI!; THE SHAPE 
AND SCRFACE OF THE RC!lllERS ARE QtliTE DIFFERENT AND THE FIXE!l PORTION OF THE 
TAIL STARTS FROM THE OUTSIDE OF THE HORIZONTAL RUDDERS AND TAPEJ<S TO THEl 
MAIN !'LANES. 

EIJypt 
THE HELIOPOLIS MEET 

The first great concourse of a'•iators of 1910 took 
place in Southern California. which one of the 
newest civilizations in the world is turning into 
the earth'~ garden SJ?Ot; the second took place tn 
Egypt, where the gigantic m~mentoe-s of one of 
the most ancient of civilizations afforded a weird 
background to the evolutions o f the la test crea· 
ti ons of man's ~en ius. 

ln but one thm g did the two "aviation weeks " 
present an a na logy: the climate of the si tes chosCfl 
for them, for Egypt and Southern California are 
preci sely s imil a r in thi s. and no other country 
entirely shares the similarity. 

Those who triumphed in the dry, bracing air 
of the land of the Pharaohs were R o ugic r ond 
M etrot o n Voisi n biplanes, Le Blon and Balsan 
on racing BlCriots. 

Thos< who graduated from the Aedgling cl ass 
and ga,·e promise o f becoming great flyers were 
H ans Grade, the German inventor who drove his 
remarkable little mo noplane (a cross be tween a 
San tos- Dumont "Demoiselle" and a BlCrio t of 
the '' Channel " tyre) with unerring skill; Riem s· 
d yck, who pilotec th e H erring-Curtiss biplane 
he came over here to get last winter; Duray, who 
promises to be as great an aviator as he wa s a 
racing motor driver: Sands. an American pupil of 
Latham; Hauvett e- M ichelin, another Ant o mt"tte 
rn a.r.. and th e Baroness R aym onde de Laroc he. 
who showed the gaping thousands that aviatio n 
is no t des tined to be solely a man's game. 

:\f a damc de Laroc he mad e a continuous flight of 
o ver twelve mil es in her Voisi n, th ereby securing 
th e titl e and Jicense o f aviation-pilot of the A ero 
Cl u b of France. 

The only unlucky one was the great Latham, 
o f whom so much had been expected and who 
sma~hed two o f his machines. 

Great crowds turned ou t every day to cheer the 
flyers: a picturesque array o f Cairoans: Cop ts, 

Syrians, Arabs, Dodouins. Sudantse. on tht one 
hand, and on the other the ultra·fashionablt gath· 
ering of Europeans and Americans whn come to 
Cairo at this sea!"'on. and who motored or drove 
out to the aerodrme in great numbers, from the 
Cairo hotels and the more distant lihezireh 
Palace and ~lena Hou!'.e. 

The only serious accident occurred some days. 
before the meet, when ~Iortim~r Singer, the well
known English sport~man, was overturnt'd by a 
gust when flying near th e ground and sustained 
a broken ltg in the fa ll . 

A p ro pos of the Heliopolis meet, a contemporary 
wro te " it was o f course th e first flying ever seen 
in Eg.y,pt " ; one feel s inclined to eeho: ··of 
course, ' but it only goes to show tha t in a ,·ia
tion new s probabili ty s ho uld n ever be taken for 
sertainty, and Aircraft for one will never do so. 

The firs t flying sron in Egypt was Ia t Decem
ber, when the Belgian sportsman, Raron Pierre de 
Caters, made so me remarkable flights over the 
desert in his V oisi n. 

Be low is a summary o f result s o f th e H eliopol is 
meet: 

(;rand Prize of Egypt fo r to tal di s tance in week: 
1 Ro ugier ( \ "oisin), 95! miles. $s.ooo; 2 Le Blon 
( Blcr iot), 88! miles. $2.ooo: ~ Balsan (BI~rio t ), 86~ 
miles. $t.ooo; 4 ~l c trot ( \ "o •si n), 86 miles. 

ll eliopolis Prize for height: 1 R ougio r ( \ 'oisi n) , 
8~6 feet. $w.ooo; R ougier (Voi sin), 719 feet: Ro u· 
g1er ( Voisin), 633 feet; • Latha m (Antoinette), t;<> 
fee t. 

Baron Empain Prize for greatest di s tance in con
t inuous flight: 1 M etro t (Voisin). SJl miles, $to,· 
ooo: 2 Rougier ( \ ·oisin) 40i miles, $.!.000: 3 L e 
lllon (Bieriot). 31\ milts, $t,ooo; 4 llalsan (l:lle· 
rio t ), 27! miles. $soo. 

Speed Prize on ten kilometers: 1 Le Ili on (Tile
ri o t), 8' 7'' 4~5; 2 R ougie r ( Voisin), 9' JO": 3 
Balsa n (llleriot), 9' so" >-s; 4 Grade (l orade) , 
11 1 6". 

On five k ilometr-rs: 1 Bal!li(tn (RICriot) . 4' t"; 
• Le Ilion ( lll e riot) 4' 2" J ·S: 3 Du ray (Farman) , 
4' u" 4-5; 4 Sands {Antoi nett e), 4' 2~''. 

FLYINI. .~ROVE THE SA!'H>S OF EI.YPT: AS ANTOINETTE 1:-.r ACTIOX AT HELIOPOLIS 
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a dirigible or an aeroplane. His :Majesty add~d 
that the Empress regarded atr air·craft as danger· 
ous. 

The Deutscher Luftschiffer Verband has decided 
to furnish every aerostat, dirigible, or heavier· 
than·air apparatus with a log·book containing all 
the information about their construction and 
power. 

The dirigible of Professor Shutte of Dantzig, 
is being built at Rein au; th~ huge gas-container 
will be 138 meters long and 17 meters in diameter. 
Like the Zeppelin, it will contain a number of 
small balloons, but whereas th~ Zeppelins have 
sixteen or seventeen such balloons, the Shutte is 
to have eleven. 

The Clouth dirigible has recently had several 
successful trials near Cologn~. 

The Zeppelin North Polar Exploration Com· 
mittee met here to·day under the yresidency of 
Prince Henry of Prussia. Count Zeppelin, Pro· 
fc"'or Herg.-scll and Professor Lewald were 
among those present. The committee discussed 
the programme of the summ~r·s work, which will 
be devoted to a preliminary expedition for the 
purpose of studying ice conditions. The Govern· 
ment will be asked for the use of the exploring 
vessel Poseidon for about two months. 

LATH,UI'S ACCIDE!'JT IN EGYPT. THE "CHILDREN OF THE DESERT" GAZING AT THE WRECK. 

The expedition will start for Spitzbergen July 
1st on an excursion steamer, and there will trans
£er to the Poseidon. A Norwegian ice steamer 
will be used for the purpose of forcing an entrance 
into the polar ice, and the expedition will return 
at the end of August. Apparently no airship will 
be taken for summer use. 

Italy 
Th~ Italian dirigible " Leonardo da Vinci" re· 

cently made se•·eral flights around the Cathedral 
of l\1 ilan ~ its crew were. no doubt, jealous of the 
evolutions made by the military dirigible " I His " 
around !"t. Peter' s. The Leonardo da Vinci sub· 
scquently met with an accident. which, however, 
-entailed no injury to the aeronauts. 

The committee in charge of organizing the great 
Aviation meet near :!\lilan in September has de· 
cided to devote $6o,oo0 to the prizes; $10,000 of 
this sum is offered by the municipality of l\1 ilan. 

Among th~ aeroplanes now quartered at the 
Aerodrome of Dovol~nta, near Padua <which is 
under, the auspices of H. R. H. the Prince of 
Udine) are one Voisin biplane, two Santos·Du· 
mont " Dragon Flies " and three Bleriots. 

The well-known Sicilian sportsman. Vincenzo 
Florio, intends organizing a\·iation trials during 
the annual Targa Florio Auto Race :\teet at Pa· 
lermo. 

E\'EN S,\INT PETER'S OF ROME LOOKS SMALL 
TO THE MODERN SKY·PILOT. WHAT WOl'I.IJ 
MllHAEL·ANGELO SAY TO THIS SNAPSHOT 
FROM THE ITALIAN AERIAL WAR~HIP, PART 
(IF THE BOAT·SH.~PED CAR OF WHICH b 
\'I~IBLE IN THE l'PPER LEFT CORNER? FRO~l 
HI~ ~ELF· MADE EXILE. THE VATICAN GAR· 
DEN,;, HIS HOI.IJI;t:,;~ THE !'OPE GAZED ON 
THE GREAT APPARITIO!'J. Jl'ST AS HE HAll 
WATCHED A YEAR AGO WILDt ' R WRIGHT 
SOARING 0\'ER THE CAMPAGNA IN THE IllS· 
T.~NCE. 

From Turin com("s thf" ntws thiit at last the 
nt'w Faccioli biplane was tri~d with great sue· 
cc~s on the aerodrome of La \"c:ncria. nc.·;u Turin . 
Several short Aights were made. the machine heing 
piloted by the son of the inventor. The trials 
were wirncs-.cd hy the young Prince of tTdinc.:. 
King Victor's cousin . an•l he bt·llgt-ti to he takc.·n 
for a trip, but the inventor declined the n·spon· 
sibility. 

:\n aviation school will soon be opened in ~lilan 
by :\1 r. Jacchia. 

Germany 
The Germans are considering the problem of 

how aeronauts are to determine thdr toca,ion at 
night or in a fog. nr. Bidlingmaier of the im· 
perial observatory at Wilhelmshaven has proposed 
a very simple adjunct for the equipment of the 
aeronaut which will enable him to locate his p<>· 
sition with some measure of accuracy without the 
use of eye or ear as dependent upon terrestrial 
signals. The instrument in question is to be 
called " duplex compass." 

Emperor William of Germany has confided to 
Count Zeppelin that he will never experience the 
sensation of flying. Following the example set 
by Alphonso X Ill, when he made a similar pledge 
to Queen Victoria of Spain. he has promisrtl the 
Empress that he will make no ascent, either in 

Hungary 
The Hungarian Automobile Club is planning for 

a long-distance flight competition this summer, 
under the auspices o£ its av1ation section. 

The municipality of Budapest has given $4o,ooo 
to the committee in charge of the Budapest Avia· 
tion Meet, June sth to 15th. 

Gr-ce 
The aeronautical education of th.., Gr~eks is ap· 

parently still to be made. When the Belgian avia· 
tor, Baron de Caters', arrived at Athens recently 
on his way home from Egypt, with the idea of 
showing the Hellenes the road to the sky. he re· 
c~ived so little encouragement and such poor ac· 

ROL'GIER FLYI:'\G AT HELIOPOLIS 
IT SO H,\PI'E:"<F.II THAT OS !'t:\'ER.\L DAYS OF "A\'1.\TION WH:K" TIIF. t'!'l'.\1. CERI'U:AN 

!'ERESIT\' m· THE SKY OF !.OWER EGYPT WAS DISTI'Rilt:ll BY THE "sniOt'N "; ONI.Y THE 
MORE INTI<EI'IIl A\'IATORS DAREIJ TO FACE THE HOT SANIJ·I.AIJEN Gl'STS o.- THE DE:;ERT· 
WIND. 
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GLIDIJSG IN JAPAN: THE FIRST HEA\'IER-THAN-AIR 1\IACHINE TO SOAR IN THE LAND OF THE RISING SUN. 

THE JAPANESE INSCRIPTION BENEATH THE PICTURE READS AS FOLLOWS: 

"SNAPSHOT OF THE FLIGHT OF THE FRENCH NAVAL OFFICER LE PRIEUR NEAR THE SHINOBADZU POND, THE :26TH D.'\Y OF THE 

12TH MONTH OF THE 42D Y~R OF THE MEJI." 

' IN THE CORNER: M. LE PRIEt:R POSING FOR THE ORIENTAL CAMERA-FIENDS 

commodations all around that h~ gav~ up the idea 
and sailed from Piraeus with his unappr~ciated 
Voisin . 

And this is th~ land of Daedalus and Icarus; 
but a few months will chang~ this apathy for en· 

· thusiasm, as it has evrrywhere else. 

Japan 
Near Shmobazzu, a French na,·al officer made 

two successful flights some weeks ago with a 
glider of the Voisin type. If e was assisted by 
two members of the Aviation Committe~ of Tokio. 
Watch the Japs when once they get started. 

Monaco 

Since his return from EJ(ypt Rougier has been 
on the Riviera. He recently made several sen
sational flights about :\lonte Carlo, at one time 
flying a couple of miles out to sea. 

At the Motorboat 1\leet of 1\Ionaco (tst to 141h 
of t\fril) we will find the hv<lroplane Ricochet 
XX I • the famous gliding hoat. the Brasier Des· 
pujols; the Due II, a semi-hydroplane, and others. 

Norway 

An Aero Club has been formed at Christiania. It 
is to become affiliated to the International Aero· 
nautique Federation. M . H. 1\Iohn, the meteor· 
ologist, was elected President. 

Russia 
It recently came to light that Grand Duke Alex· 

ander. of Russia. has been visiting Paris for the 
vurpose of studying the variot:s kinds of aero· 
planes made in France for their suitability for 
military purpose~ . l-Te was inc;.tructcd to purchase 
a large number of them for the Russian arrnv . 

Servia 
Relgrad~ will hav~ th is month a series of ·~xhibi· 

tion flights by M. Bleriot, who se~ms to have a 
predilection for ftyiug in the Llalkan States, having 

·already soared in th~ air of Roumania and Turkey. 

Spain 
An aeronautical exhibition is being organized 

hy the Asociacion de Locomocion A~rea at Bar· 
celona. 

Dr. \.ans-Fabrice has announced that he has 
completed his plans for his adventurou~ attempt 
to cross the Atlantic ( )cra.n in an airship, and 
that he will start on the trip in the middle of 
~lay . The s·tarting point has not yet heC"O 
chos<.•n, but it will he <: ithtr on the coast of Port
ugal or the Island of Teneriffe. 

The balloon is elliptical in shape, 162 ft. long 
and 49 ft . broad. and contains 6.ooo cubic meters 
of hydrogen . The car takes the form of a J(on· 
dola, is shaped like a submarine boat. and is "8 ft. 
long, 7 ft. broa1 and fitted with a 4-h.p. motor. 

This engine will only he used to keep the bal· 
loon in the course of the African trade winds. the 
aeronaut's; idea heing to make the voyage entirely 
without mechanical propulsion by lu.·eping within 
rhe air currents which took Christopher Columbus 
on his voyage of discovery. 

To obviate all danger that might arise from the 
eoxpan.;;ion of the gas under the influence of 
changes of temperature the balloon has two en
velopt..·s. between which an air current constantly 
circulates. 

Switzerland 
San ·Moritz. the well-known winter resort of Eu

rope;.n fa~hinn. has rccei\'crl the \'isit of Captain 
von Engelhardt. th~ German officer instructed hy 
Orville \\'ril(ht in the past autumn. and of Santos· 
n_mnont; tlwy ha\'C of cnurse brought their Ayers 
woth them, and the former has already mad~ some 
flights . 

- ----; ·-.~ . . .. .,..- - iII mTi Iii i i ;; ~-I I I • II 

FOREIGN CLUB NEWS 
Great Britain will probahly he r~pre<ente<l in the 

coming tiordon ll~nnett Aviation Race hv ). T. 
Moore·llrabazon, Mortim~r F. Singer and John 
Dun ville. 

Lord Charles Stuart Rolls. one of the best 
known aeronauts in the world . will he the Eng
lish champion in th~ (iordon Bennett llal;oon Cup. 

His 1\fajesty King Edward. recognizing the sood 
work done by the .\ero Club of the l'nited King· 
dom. has granted to the Club. a!" a m:uk of appre· 
ciation, the right to use the prefix: l{oyal. and ac· 
corclc<l his patronage to the Olympia Flight Ex· 
hi bit ion. 

A flying machine mod.! cluh has been formed 
in London, the first in England. 

The Aviation Section of the English 1\lotor 
Pnion has decided not to restrict itself to hcavier
than·2ir machint..· ~ . 

Sc\'cral hundred women are now ~nrolled on 
the English Women's Aerial League. 

The Societa Aeronautica Ttaliana hns named as 
its representatives Nino Piccoli and Alht.·rt C. 
Triaca for the Gordon Flennt"tt Balloon Race, and 
Alhert C. Triaca for th~ Gordon Bennett Aviation 
Rae~. 

The Dirigible Committee of the Aero Club of 
France is studying the possibility of receiving by 
wireless information concerning barometric press· 
ures on different points of the Atlantic Coast. 
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that the Voisin system was open to inspection by 
an)·body on the machine built for Henry Farman 
prwr to the date of the patent, April 10, 1908. 
Consequentl this was held to be anterior pub
lication. an the verdict was given, with costs, in 
favor of ;\(. Clement. . 

Mr. Capazza, Vice-President of the Societe 
Fran~aise de Ia Navigation Aerienne, and a pio· 
neer in aeronautics. rectntly said to a newsoapcr 
man: u I certainty admire scientists such aS C.a· 
briel Voisin, Bleriot, the Wrights, Tatin. the 
Farmans, Santos-Dumont, who are following <>Ut 
their theories with practical work, but I have 
little use for the armchair experts who loudly 
prophesy that aeroplanes will this year be !lying 
at two hundred miles an hour on the strength of 
their precious formulas and calculations." 

Seen in an English magazine: 

Lost-An Aeroplane 
Sir: I wish to inform the readers of your maga· 

zine that I lost a self·r.ropellcd aero n1odel. ,\ny 
reasonable expenses w1ll be paid to finder of the 
same. 

THE TRI-LOBATED SPANISH DIRIGIBLE TORRES Qt'EVADO, WHICH IS NOW AT SARTROUVILLE, 
FRANCE 

\\'e will repeat the " Ad" in Aircraft with· 
out charge, on the chance the roaming llyer has 
dr;lted into this hemisphere. 

BOOKS 
L'Aviation ... This is a volume by Commandant 

Paul Reoord, brother of the famous Colonel Re
nard. It contains his six lectures on a,·iation 
made in 1909 at the " Societe d'Encouragement 
pour I'Industrie Nationale." Le Navire ACrien. 
;\lr. L. Marchis, the author, who was nominated 
to the aviation chair at the Sorbonne in Paris, has 
here brought together, in a substantial volume, his 
lessons in aerostatics and 3\•iation. This book, 
which is in its~if, a very complete review of aerial 
navigation in both the theoretical and practical 
field, will be a genuine help to manufacturers, sci
entists 'and inventors. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
Shortly alter the "Republique " disaster, the 

Temps opened a public subscription, with a view 
to replacing the airship, Altogether 312,000 francs 
were contributed, and 40,000 francs were spent in 
providing for the widows of the two adjutants. A 
committee asked the various principal constructors 
to name the lowest price at which they would 
supply their dirigibles or aeroplanes. In conse· 
quence of their patriotic action in giving very low 
prices, it has been possible to order two dirigibles 
and four aeroplanes, which with the dirigible 
which Messrs. Lebaudy are presenting to replace 
the ill-fated " Republique," will give the French 
Go•·ernment a very imposing aerial fleet. The 
largest dirigible, of 7,000 to 8,000 cubic meters, 
will be built by the Astra Company, while the 
other airship will be a Zodiac of 1,400 cubic 
meters. 

The aeroplanes will be of the Henry Farman, 
Maurice :Farman, Blcriot and Wright types. 

To what are English inventors turning their 
minds to-day? The records at the Patent ( Jffice 
show that the branches of invention which re· 
ceived the most increased attention during 1909 
were aeronautics, motors for road vehicles and 
advertising ~chemes. 

A few years ago the individual who entered the 
Patent Office with an application relating to a fly· 
ing machine ran the risk of being regarded as a 
harmless lunatic. It is yet too early for any ex· 
act classification to be available of the various ap· 
plications made during the past )'car, but the 
index for the first three C)Uartcrs ~hows that clo5e 
upon a thou~and inventions relating to aeronautic~ 
were brought to the notice of the authorities 
during the tweh·e months. 

An action has j. ust been fought in Paris in 
which the Voisin ~r~res sued M. A. Cl~ment lor 
an infringement of their patent controlling gear, 
by which the whole control i dfected by one 
organ (lever or wheel). 111. Clt!ment cited an old 
patent of Penaud and Gauchot of 1876, but the 
court held that it was not a valid patent, as it had 
never been worked. However, the court also held 

ON ITS REC'El"T TRIP FRO~I BRACCIANO TO NAPLES AND RETt'RN. THE ITALIAN WAR DIRI
GIBLE NO. I BIS 1\.tAINTAINEil AN AVERAGE !'PEt:D, 0\'ER THE J.Z5 MILES, OF 0\'ER 
TWE:'IITY MILES AN HOUR; WITH THE WIND. THE SPEED TOl'CHEil FIFTY·FOt:R MILES AT 
TIME~; WHILE AGAINST IT, IT OCCASIONALLY FELL AS LOW AS ELEVEN. THE DIIUGIJILE 
IS HERE SEEN ON ITS COVRSE. 
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J BIG 

JAMES GORDON BENNETT 

A:\IES GORDON BENNETT was hom in New 
York, May 1, 1~41. It would be hard to say 

whether he is better known by his position in the 
newspaper world as the proprietor of the !'\ ew 
York Herald or by his untirin~t efforts to pro· 
mote international competition tn every kind of 
sport. 

It would seem as if the mere name of Gordon 
Bennett Cup implied of itself the blue ribbon of 
the particular sport referred to. 

For many years the t;ordon Bennett Cup was 
the annual international automobile race par ex· 
cellence, the race for which months in time and 
thousands of dollars in money were spent in prep· 
aration. Then motorboating received its share of 
attention from Mr. llennelt, and finally he turned 
his attention to air·craft. 

\\' hen the International Aeronautic Federation 
was organized in 190(). ~lr. Bennett presented it. 
for annuil competition. with the handsome silver 
(;ordon Bennett International Balloon Trophy 
which has since been so hard fought for by the 
most skilful pilots in the world. For the first three 
years :\lr. Bennett gave with the trophy each year 
the sum of $>.soo in cash, and as a result the SI>Ort 
progressed rapidly. . 

lt was first hdd in Paris, and won by Lieu· 
tenant Lahm, the sole representative of the do· 
nor's country; held at St. Louis in 1907, the Cup 
recrossed the Atlantic, being won by <Oermany; 
Switzerland then came to the fore-1n 19QS-and 
now once more America has u lifted" the famous 
"Coupe Tntemationale." 

When the heavier·than·air machine had been de
veloped to the stage where several aviators had 
succeeded in actually flying, Mr. Bennett donated 
another trophy to the International Aeronautic 
Federation. this time for annual competition by 
hea,•ier·than·air machines. and to this magnificent 
trophy $15,000 in cash were added, $5,000 to go each 
year to the winner of the trophy . In each case 
the trophv becomes the property of the Club rep· 
resented by the winning pilot until the next com· 
petition takes place. As all the world know• hoth 
prizes were won last year hy American~. and thus 
both will he fought out in this country during 
1910, under the auspices of the Aero Club of 
America. 

Is it nece-ssarv to mention ~fr. Rennett•s further 
claims to the gi-atitude of his countrynH."n? \\"ho· 
e-ver has read the stor_y of the cruise of the u Jean · 
nette" will have reahzed in '"·hat e~tccm a net ad· 
miration the members of that famous expedition 
held its organizer. 

The first land that Comman<ler de T.ong trod in 
two years was a hitherto unknown island lost in 
the arctic wilderness of ice. north of Sif,l~ria . 
After effecting a Iandin~ on it he did two things: 
one was to rai~e the Star~ and Stripes anrl the 
other to name the new land Rennelt I sian d . 

~\nother famous expedition promoted hy _fame'> 
Gordon Rennctt was St:mley's famous search for 
Livingstone " through darkest Africa .• , 

:\[r. Bennett w""' alsn instrttml·ntal in establish· 
ing a new line of transatlantic cable. 

---~~ ------------~ 
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MEN OF THf MOVEMENT 

HENRY DEPTSCH 
(o• LA MUERTI!El 

IT would be impossible to give the very briefest 
sort of a hiographr of lllr. Henry Deutsch in 

these frw lines, as has work in the promotion of 
aerial fliJht is very extensi\"e, so that what we 
are offer1ng herewith are but a few imprt-~~ions 
of this intelligent business man and courteous 
sportsman. 

Henry Deutsch (de Ia Meurthe) wa• born in 
Paris on September 26, 1ll64, and at the present 
time he is as!">ociated with his brother a~ the head 
of the firm of " The Sons of A. Deutsch."' 

1\1 r. Deutsch is best known in the world of sci
ence and sport for his generous encouragement 
toward the advancement of both automobiles and 
air-craft, although he also enjoys the distinction 
of being a patron of art and art1sts. 

He was one of the founders of the Automohile 
Cluh of France, and also of the 1\ero Club of 
France. and he has not only devoted large sums 
of money towards the encouragement of al~ro· 
nautics, but he personally takes an active part in 
demon~trations of aerial flight as well. He con~ 
ceivcd the idea of using motors in air·craft C\'en 
bt"fore they wert' used in automobiles, and during 
thr early stages of the automobile industry he 
made suggestion!~' along this tine in an address 
delh·ered at th(.• Paris Exposition of JQOO. A fc:w 
months afterwards he founded the famous Deutsch 
prize, offering one hundred thousan<l francs to the 
aeronaut who would make a voyage in the air 
from the ground of the Aero Club of France at 
St. Cloud and. traveling around the Eiffel Tower, 
arrive back at the starting point within half an 
hour. This prize was won by Santos·Dumont, 
October 17, IQOO. 

A little later, together with Mr. Ernest Arch· 
deacon, he founded another prize of fifty thuu~and 
francs to be awardc.•d to the a\'iator who woultl rlv 
in a ht-avit-r·than-air machine within a clnst·Ct 
circuit of at lc.•ast one kilometer. without touching 
the ground. Thi• prize was won hy Henry Far
man in a Voisin aeroplane on January IJ, tQoS. 
at I ssy les Moulineaux ( Francl'l . 

:\1 r . Deutsch also exponded nt·arly two hundred 
thousand dollar~ in huilding. altering and e .xpcri· 
menting with his large dirigihlt•, " La Ville <lc 
Paris." which later he Rrncrou!'ly offered to the 
Fr~nch r;overnment when the ill·fated war dirig· 
ihle '' Patrie" was lo~t near Y <>nlun. 

Rea1izing that the rapid dcvl'lopment of a<"rial 
locomotion re-quired ~pecially trainc.~d men with 
hoth theoretical anti practical knnwlerlge in the 
construction and operation of tlu; cliffen•nt kin,)~ 
of air-craft, ht.• took tlw fir..;t ""ft'Jl"' towanl the 
foundation of an Institute of A<;ronautics in ~t. 
\yr·L'Ecole. France. gh·inR" the ..,urn of ont' hun· 
drt·ci thou'-and doll<~r~ to h<·'!in with. anrl an al· 
lowance \'(·arlv of thr('e thou.;ancl dull:tr.;. 

This ffl.,.tittitc will he op<·nt·d fnr hu.;;ine"" 'lily 
fir..,t. with ~c\·cral compl<'l c ch·partments din·cll'd 
by tht.> mo~t compt•h'nl m<·n in Fr:mcl". 

The gt;"ncrnsity of ~fr. l-lt•nry Oeut'>Ch ldt> Ia 
~r eurtht') was oru• of the main f<~ctnrs t<'ncling 
toward the remarkahlc progrt·ss nwde in aero· 
nautics in France during thl· pa.;t ft·w yt·:'r"'. 

---·- ·---- ! -. 

COLGATE HOYT 

COLGATE HOYT. a man of prominence in 
everr field of endeavor in which he has de

voted has energie!. a patron of progress, in ev~ry 
sense of the expression, was born in Cleveland 
sixty·one years ago. 

The •on of Hon. James lll. Hoyt, an eminent 
practitioner at the bar, l\lr. Hoyt may have thought 
of following in his father's foot.rep• and duplicat· 
ing his legal fame, but an eye-injury compelled 
l~im to ahanrlon tht- course he had begun at 
Phillips Academy, AndoHr, Mass. He returned 
home and entered upon a busint-ss career in the 
hardware store of Colwells & Bingham, of Cleve· 
land. 

He became later a partner of his father in buy· 
inJ and !lelling real e ... tate, and has continued to 
th1s day to have substantial real estat~ inte-rests 
and holdings in Cleveland. 

J.temoving to i' <·w Y nrk in tPSt. he- becam~ a 
partner in the staunch \\'all Street firm of James 
H. Colgate & Co. 

In tl«! l'rt·sident Arthur appointed him Gov
ernment dirt•t.~tor of the l'nion Pacific Railway. 
and in 11l1'4, backed by a large stock interest, he 
wa~ elected a regular director. 

After ~cvcra1 year~ he and his co11eague~ tran!· 
{erred their int<'re~ts to the Northern Pacitic Rail· 
road. and :\lr. H o yt was elected a member of the 
Executive and Financial Committces of the noard 
of Directors of that road, and Vice·President of 
some of its principal branch line•. In 18S.t he be
camt- activdr identified with the \Visconsm Cen· 
tral Railroad. and pu~hed the continuation o{ this 
line Wt.'!>it to St. Paul and ~outh to Chicago. at 
which latter point he helped organize and finance 
the Chicago & ~orthern Pacific Railway. owning 
large terminals in the center of the city. In ~~ 
he became \"icc-President of the Oregon & Trans· 
contin<~ntal c~~mpany. ( )rganiu·d and financed the 
nott~d Spani.;h -.\ml·rican I ron ~I in<·~ of Cuba. now 
a part of tla· Pl·nnsylvania Steel C'o. •s propertie~. 
In 1~ ht·came identifit·d with the ~fis:o;oun. Kan· 
sas & Tt·:\:as Railway Company, and for twenty 
yt·ars sen·l·tl on tht.• hoard and as Vicc-Prt~~ident . 

:\!r. Hoyt's name is a familiar one to all those 
intt"rf'stc:d in the newt•r forms of locomotion. 

TIH·re is Httlc n<>cd to dwell on his J•osition in 
the automohilc world : his admini~tration as Prt"si· 
dt·nt of the Automohill• Club of Aml·rica, the 
rcpres("ntative- national hody of motordnm, comes 
instantly to mind. It was during thi~ administra· 
tion that tht• A. C. A.',; beautiful club house in 
:\"ew York was finanC'ed and built. 

:\lr. Cnll(ate Hoyt is only one more of the many 
prominent and conservative men in tht- country 
turning t1wir bt>ncficent interest in the direction of 
aeronautics. 

.·\n t·arly member anct enthuc;;iastic ~upporter of 
th e ;\(·ro \lulr of :\nwrica . ~Jr . Hnvt is keenlY 
alive to the st<~rtling po.;~il.iliti<-s of ai"r·na"i'tatiori. 

The At·ro Clult has ;llfl·ady numhcrt·d him 
among its officers. anti it is on jus1 ~udl rtH'tl as 
lw that it counts to spreati its doctrine of progre"'s 
:111d to give the country tlu- position it ~hould nt'· 
cupy in al•rial matters - till· fir .. t. 
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BIG MEN OF THE MOVEMENT I 
]. C. McCOY A. LEO STEVENS 

J C. ~fcCOY of New York: here is another emi· A LEO STEVENS, America's foremost bal· 
• nent sportsman, a man of prominence, wealth • loonist, was born in Cleveland in 1873· It 

and high 'ocial standing who has taken up aero· was scarcely twelve years later that he made his 
nautics from both sporting and scientific stand· first ascensiOn, and by the time he was fourteen 
points. he had achieved sufficient fame to be known far 

In business ;\lr. l\lcCoy is a banker, being Presi· and wide as the Doy Aeronaut. 
dent of the Perth Amboy Trust Company of that Stevens was just fifteen years of age when he 
city, as well as a director in several other bank· built his first balloon; at eighteen hi• career came 
ing institutions in New York and Providence, R.I. near to being suddenly and dramatically ended; he 

Aeronautically :\lr. ~lcCoy enjoys an interns· .. landed., in Lake Erie. and was not rescued until 
tional reputation, being known wherever balloon· the following day, having spent the entire night 
ing as a sport is indulged in. in the frigid waters of the great inland sea. 

Thousands of men are nowadays interested in , . 
aeronautics. and hundreds are actively going in for . \\hen httle more ~han a lad he beca'!'e _profi ·. 
it and "gett ing off the ground," but such was noh c1ent as a par~chute·JUmper, and when st1ll 1n h.'s 
the case only a very short while ago. '-.\teen~ an alf· tnr> from the shores of Lake Ontan.o 

In ballooning as a gentleman's pastime, Mr. to South Carolina added a further st?ck to hiS 
lllcCoy may be sa id to be something of 3 pioneer. accumulated laurels; th1s was at the lime one of 

" One" is the number of his license as an Aero the longest balloon voyages ever made. 
Club pilot, he being the first man to qualify as It was in 1893 that he started manufacturing bal· 
such. loons in New York. Eight years later he built the 

In the second holding for the Gordon Bennett first dirigible to float in American air and stem 
Cup balloon race, that of St. Louis in 1907, he an Amencan breeze : his engine was a De Dion· 
fin 1shed fourth. with a distance of 736 miles. He Bouton, imported from Paris, and with the excep· 
was fortv hours in the air, and beat all records for tion of Santos·Dumont's, the only one used on 
pilots ol the Aero Club of America for distance an air·craft at that time. Certamly only light 
and duration . breezes could be successfully coped with by this 

He again had the distinction of representing his early type of airship, but as a pioneer it has its 
country in the following race for the Cup, that place in the history of American aeronautics. 
held at llerlin in 1908. In the middle of the last century ballooning had 

This year fog spoilt ~fr. McCoy's chances of many adepts in this country, ch1ef among whom 
finishing "in the money." Last year :\lr. :McCoy was the immortal \\'ise, but for many years the 
did not take part in the (oordon Bennett Cup sport had more or less fallen in disrerute. 
Race; he was nevertheless indirectly responsible Among the men to whom a debt o gratitude is 
for his country and club's victory in the event. due for re-establishing the art of ballooning and 

None of the usual Aero Club pilots were able placing it before the world as one of the grandest 
to go to Switzerland to represent the Club, but and safest of sports and pastimes perhaps none 
1\lr. 1\lix, an American and Club member resid· is more deserving of it than Leo Stevens. 
ing in Paris, undertook, at :\I r. Cortlandt Field An early member of the Aero Club of America, 
llishop's su~ge<tion , to carry the American colors he did much to promote the sport, and when the 
at Zurich, 1f that very neces.ary adjunct-a bal· Count de Ia Vaulx-the holder of the world's dis· 
loon were available for the purpose. lance record-and Charles Lev~ came over from 

It is here that !\lr. ]. C. :\lcCoy •tepped in and Paris, Stevens was clo<ely a5'ociated with them in 
offered ~o the Club the use of his full-sized racing their endeavor< to encourage American ballooning. 
balloon. the ultimate victor in the race, " Amer· Ballooning had long been looked upon as a dan · 
ica I I." gerous •port. but when :\Irs. C. J. S. !\Iiller of 

It is ju~t such acts of sportsman!'hip and rlis- Franklin, Pa., rose in Ste\·ens' basket on Au· 
intert·!'>tedness as this which make the Aero Club gu~t 11, 1906. that era may be said to have been 
proud of its go\'<..•rning hoard. ended: !-Oince then an ar,preciable minority of 

llei':'g one of the foun•l•·rs of the Aero Cluh of Stc\'ens' passengers ha. be onged to the fair sex. 
Amenca. lllr. !\lc\oy has hcen repea tedly elected llesicle< being a memher and pilot of the Aero 
director of that organization from its \'ery incep· \luh of America. the Aeronautic Society, the Aero 
t ion . Cluhs of Ohio, Pittsfield , of North Adams and of 

During 1907 and tQOR he acttd as First Vice- !\ew England count Stevens among their mem· 
Presidc:nt, and in the fall of the latter yea r was hcrs, and he is hono rary member of the Columbia 
elt:Ct('rl President of th(' Cluh. ~<'rving in that ca· University Aero Club. 
pacity until January. tQoQ, when he resignt:d in Three y<'ars ago he was appointed instructor to 
ord<·r to go around the world. the l " nited ~tates Balloon Corps, and trained the 

!\lr. :\fc\oy. wh o i• a great clevotee of tra,·clinR'. S i1mal Corps in the handling and care of aerostats. 
i~ at present eng:1gNt nn a st-cond cirC'uit of tht' The I ntc..~rnational N.ace at St. Louis was run 
planet: let it be hoJtt-d for th<" -;till grc..·atc..~r (•njoy· untlc..·r his guidance, and those connected with 
m<·nt of the trip, that hi~ thint "drcular •• \'ny· hallonning will aprredate his ability in this ciirec· 
:lll(' will he acco mplished without th<· aid of either tion , wht"n it is said that the great ga~·bags !"oar('d 
railway or !"tt-amboat, or any oth('r mere land or all)ft at their allotted time. with the regularity and 
water vehicle! punctuality of trains leaving a terminal station. 

COUNT YO:s" ZEPPEI.IN 

COUNT FERDJJIIAXD VON ZEPPELIN, the 
.designer of the greatest and in some respects 

the most remarkable and most successful aircraft 
ever built, was born July 7, 1838, at Constance, 
on the shores of the lake, over which his geniu• 
was, half a century later, to reveal itself to an 
astonished world. Count von Zeppelin has prob· 
ably devoted more time to the study of aeronau· 
tical problems than any man living; in fact, they 
may be said to have occupied the major portion 
of his already long life. 

It was only after these years of patient study 
that von Zeppelin , then a general in the German 
Army and adjutant to the King of \Vurtemburg, 
after deciding on the lighter·than·air type, con· 
ceived the idea of constructing a large and rigid 
airship which should preserve its shape under all 
conditions. 

This idea was not favorably received by the 
Prussian Ill inistry of War, and the Count accord· 
ingly orll"anized a company to build the lar~:~est of 
all airsh1ps. A site was given by the Ktng of 
\Vurtemburg, at !llanzell, on the shore of Lake 
Constance. and in 18q8, a great floating shed was 
anchored off the shore; it was secured at ih front 
end, which thus always faced the winli. In the 
shed a strong aluminum frame, having t6 sides, 
but of generally cylindrical appearance, 4'0 feet 
long, and 39 feet in diameter, with bomb-shaped 
ends, was put together. The interior was divided 
in 17 compartments, each holding an ordinary 
balloon ; they had a combined volume of 390.000 
cubic feet. The metal frame wa• covered with 
cloth , and this mode of construction was followed 
out in all the latter Zeppelins. In fact, so re· 
markably did practice confirm the earnestly 
thought·out theories of the great inventor, that 
except in motor power. the present Zeppelins 
differ but in detail from the first one. The latter 
had the separate compartments, four propellers 
and two engines which have afforded ever since 
such a high guarantee of safety to this type of 
airship whenever it is in its element. The first 
engines used were two 16 h.p. Daimlers ; those 
destined for the late'! Zeppelins are expected to 
furnish them with soo h.p. and propel them at 
40 miles an hour. 

It is not too much to say that the most mar· 
vellous a.ir-voynges ever made hy any type of 
aerial machines are to the credit of Zeppelin ·s 
great craft. It would be beyond the scope of a 
succinct hinJ.!raphy to relate the many journey" 
the giant ship~ ha\·e made over <;ermany and 
Switzerland. Suffice it to sa)· that they hold all 
recorrls for dir igihle halloons for distance covered 
and tluration of flight. 

As an instance of how safe a trip in a Zeppelin 
is con~idered in (;ermany. it may be said that 
such precious human freight as the King of \Vurt~ 
t•mhurg. Prince Henry of Prussia and the Crown 
Prince of Germany have traveled in these mighty 
dirigibles. which more than any contrivance yet 
built by man deserve the much-abused appellatiOn 
of airship, for ships of the air they certainly are. 
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THE NEW MAXIM AEROPLANE 

SIX years ago I commenced making dr~wings 
with a view to building a flying machine with 

a petrol motor, but I did not finish it at that time, 
as I had a lot of other work on hand. 

All the flying machin<"s which have been built 
in recent years do not differ much from my origi· 
nal Baldwyn's Park machine, except as regards 
size and the kind of motive power employed. 

About eighteen months ago, in making a care· 
ful study of the whole subject, it appeared to me 
that the Baldwyn's Park tyfe of machine, with 
slight modificatwns. was stil the best that could 
be devised. I therefore decided to make mother 
machine, on practica11y the same lines, but very 
much smaller, and to drive it with a petrol en· 
gin e. 

I made the drawings, and about twelve months 
ago started to make a new light engine and a re· 
liable carburettor, in fact, everything relating to 
my present flying machine. 

The engine wh1ch I designed has four cylinders, 
~ach s ins. in diameter. wtth a common stroke of 
sl ins. The cylinders, pistons, connecting·rods, 
and the crank·shaft, are made of a special brand 
of _.Vickers" steel, which perhaps is the ~trongt~s t 
and toughest steel that has ever been produced, 
in fact, I have never seen anything to compare 
with it. It has a tensile strength of Si tons, with 
an elongation of 14 per cent. This is remarkable, 
and it enabled me to make all the parts of ex· 
treme lightness and still have a reasonable factor 
of safety, moreover, the great lightness of the 
moving parts enables the engine to run faster if 
reguired than it would if the parts were hea,·y. 

In order to get a high speed if required. I made 
'all the passage ways and valves of the engine 
very large and free. I had noticed at the vanous 
places on the Continent where I had seen flying 
machine engines in action that they worked very 
badly and unsteadily, the exhaust being very ir· 
regular. A study of this question demonstrated 
only too clearly that the great trouble was with 
the carburettor; the explosive charge was not 
thoroughly mixed, or perhaps not mixed at all, 
and never of a uniform density. 

I therefore experimented on a carburettor and 
made one that would produce gas of a uniform 
density, and it was found that when the air and 
the /as were thoroughly mixed before they en· 
tere the cylinder at all , the petrol engine be· 
haved exactly as a gas engine does. The exhaust 
was perfectly regular. and, as a well-known steam 
t-ngineer satd in witnessing the running of my 
engine. u It runs as steady as any Meam t-ngine 
I have ever seen, and altogether different from 
anJ' other petrol engine." 

This engine has a forced circulation, and every· 
thing about the engine, including the spindles of 
the exhaust valves, is cooled, so there is never 
any overheating. 

A new system of oiling is also used. A small 
pump, havmg a bore of tl in., and a stroke of tl 
10., 15 so arranged and driven by a train of gears 
and " clockwork," that the piston is raised against 
the resistance of a spring. aod liberated four times 
in a minute, and the sprmg is of sufficient strength 
to produce a pressure of t.zo lh~. per sq. in. on 
the oil, the result being that every part of the 
engine, including the gudgeon-pins, is thoroaghly 
lubricated four times a minute, and it has heen 
found that no excess of oil gets past the piston 
into the explosion·chamber. 

The screw propellers are three in number. One 
is placed directly on the screw shaft. and runs. of 
course, the same speed as the engine. and takes 
the place of a fly-wheel; the other< are very much 
lar_ger, and revolve at a much slower rate. 

Two of the screws, the small one, and one of 
the large ones, rotate in a right·hand direction, 
and the other one in a left ·hand direction, but the 
left-hand screw has a finer pitch than 1ts mat<". 
and revolves at a higher velocity, just high enough 
so that its gyroscopic action is equal !o tPc gvro· 
scopic action of the other two screws, and the 
rotating parts of the engine; therefore there is no 
gyroscopic action at all when the screws are con· 
sidered ntsu~thl,, as tht' left·hand screw exactly 
neutralizes the gyroscopic action of all the other 
rotating parts. 

The framework of the machine has heen made of 
American yellow pine of a very fine quality. AI· 
though it is not quite so strong as spruce per 
square inch, it is really stronger than spruce when 
considered in term~ of its own weight. ~·lore· 
over. spruce was difficult to obtain . 

The machine has fore and aft rudders (balanced) 
and one horizontal rudder also halance<l . 

The main part of the machine is made up of six 
aeroplanes: the central section carries the rna· 
chinery and the drh·er, and the two sicte sections 
are !limply superposed wings, but they are not 
Jrvel. The outside C'nch are rai'"it'd vt>ry muC"h 
above the central section. and their surfaces :ue 
curved in such a manner th:lt when the m:u·hint· 
is in the air whichevt.•r side is the lnwer wlll lift 
tht> most. This ensures lateral stability, without 
the necessity of any machinerr. 

I know that some mathematicians might dispute 
this, as they belie\'e, or think they bel ieve, that 

By Sir Hiram S. Maxim 
(From London Flight) 

the pressure on the at'roplane i~ always pc-rpen· 
dicular to its surface, but if they would give the 
matter one moment ·s careful consideration they 
would know that such is not the ca)O;t.•. 

It would be the case, I will admit. if the whole 
machine was mounted on a shaft. and could rotate 
in the air after the manner of a windmill. but the 
machine is not mounted on a shah, it is suspended 
in the air and resting on the air, and falling 
through the air at the rate of 6 or 7 miles an hour. 
True, it is going ahead at the same time, hut 
ne\"ertheless it is falling as relates to the air. 
therefore its downward motion through the :lir. 
while traveling, has the .;;ame efft•ct as it wnuld 
if the machine was not traveling at all, but simply 
falling through the air. Therefore, the side that is 
lowest and prest·nts the best angle to tht> wind. 
and also presents a liftin~ effect farthest from the 
center of gravity, mu~t hft the most, and ha\'t' a 
strong tendency to keep the machine on an even 
keel. 

The center of gravity. howe\"er, is very low. 
and very much below the center of lifting .-fleet . 
This, of course, also tends to keep the machine 
right side up. 

I have also applied a dc,·ice whid1 I invented 
and patented many rears ago, Which enablt'S the 
pilot to vary the p1tch of the wings while the 
machine is still in flight; but instead of doing it 
after the manner of the \\'right Jlrother<. I striclly 
adhere to my original patent, the wings heing 
moved in one direction by h:lnd. and in the rc· 
'·erse direction by a spring. llut thi< device I do 
not think will be ab~olutcly necessary on account 
of the shape of the wings and the arrangement of 
the weights. 

In makini this machine I have sought to group 
all the parts together. as near as I can. in line 
(tandem) in order to reduce the atmospheric rC"· 
sistance as much as possible, and to have what 
there is of it in the path o( the screw. that is, the 
motor, the driver, the dense<! part of the frame· 
work, the magnt·to, steering-gear, and the petrol 
tank are all placed in line very low down . and all 
in the path of the small screw, so that if it should 
take, we will say, 1o-h.p . to overcome the tel'ii!'>t· 
ance of these parts. the to-h.p., havmg been ex· 
pended on the air itself. would draw the air for · 
ward in the direction of flight. so that the screw 
would be running in air which was already ad· 
vancing, and fully 8o per cent. of the energy would 
be recovered by the screw. 

It is the same also with the two large screws. 
All the parts that offer considerable resistance are 
forward of the screw, so that as much as possible 
of the energy lost in atmospheric resistance will 
be recovered. 

The width of the aeroplanes fore and aft is 6 
ft. 6 ins., and they are 6 ft. 6 ins. apart. 

I have not given so much curvature to the atro· 
planes as one would find on most of the machines 
of the present day, because in my early rxperi· 
ments I found that. when we considrr the liftinR 
effect of an aeroplane in terms of the drift . the 
thin aeroplanes, which are only slightly curvt•d, 
do the best. Quite true, they do not lift so much 
per square foot, but they lift n:tore per h.p., and I 
have preserved the shape wh1ch was found be<t 
at Baldwyn's l'ark. 

Roth the top and the bottom sides of tho aero· 
planes are covered with vew:y thin and rxtremdy 
strong waterproof silk. It is altogethe.r .th<' 
strongest and lightest I have ever seen, we1ghmg 
only about 2 oz~. to the square yard. . 

This silk is laced on to the aeroplanes w1th a 
great deal of care, and the whole of it as tight as 
a drumhead. 

The aeroplanes are thin and sharp. The stays 
are of two kinds-o\·al stC"el and flat ~teet. ancl the.• 
struts partly of oval stt·el tubing and partly of 

ATh~i~~~af~idth of the machine is 44 ft . 
One of the novel feature~ of the machine which 

makes it look so much neater and simpler than 
other form5 is the manner of con~tructing the 
frame and mounting the screws. Tn~tead of hav· 
ing a lattice-work frame- runninR round the scn·ws 
to ~upport the aft ruddt·r"· the screws art• not 
mounted on a rot:1ting shaft, hut rot:1te tht"m~d\·es 
on a p:1rt of the fr:.mework of the maC"hine. 

In fact the real foundation nf the machine con· 
sists of t"wo steel tuhes, to which everything else 
is !"Uspendr-d or attachect. anct it is these sted 
tuhes on which the screw·propdl<·rs rotatt•. 

This enables the principal mcmher of the frame· 
work of the machine to pas~ dir<."ctly thrnuR"h tht' 
center of the ~crt." W!", a~ an extt>n!'inn of tlll'.;t.· ~tcTI 
tuhe~ carries all the rudders- fort'. aft and vertkal. 

Tht• screws ht·ing of very large ~izc..•-ov<'r 11 ft. 
in diameter-of necc~sit\' ha\·e to he made very 
thin. in order to he liiht. :met also in order to 
cut the- air with little n j.;,istancc. Tht'y an· of 
pine. of the Baldwyn's Park type. which i• com· 
mnn to nt'arlv all machine!" at present. but a nt·w 
fe:uure has hl·t:n intrnduC"ed . 

:\!' these <:.crew.;; arr not strong enough by tht:m· 
~t'lvc~ to stanrl the thru st without being di~tnrt<:d 
and hroken. they are hdct hack by strong :;teet 
strips so in. thick, and ahout II in. wide. 

--- ~ . 

These •trip•. having the same pitch a• the blades 
themselves. also act as a !'>Crew prope-ller. cutting 
the air keenly. and heing very efficient . The 
~crews are tht•refore held in po!->ition, tht"ir blades 
can neither be- twisted nor dd(•rmed, and there is 
nothing to pre\·ent their cutting through the air 
with tht' least possible re~istance . By this means 
a very large amount of air can be en~a~c:d a great 
deal mure than has e\"cr been enga)o;c:J. hdurc: per 
h.p. - therefore there would he less slip than with 
any othrr ~y!'>tem so far invented. 

~loreover, the rcsi~tance required for driving the 
machine through the air would be IC"!i>S, hc:c.1use 
c..·vcrything is much s,harper and smootht·r than 
in any other machine I have e\·er set.·n. hut un· 
fortunately a large and level field is not obtainable 
nC'ar the Crayfnrd (iun \\"orks at the pre~t·nt mo· 
mt'nt. True. lansl can be obtained. but it costs 
a lot to get it and to lrvf'l it off and protect it. so 
I have devi~ed a new ~ystem of testin~ ---1 \nt' that 
f think is quite different from anything suggested 
before. 

I have con .. tructrd a tarred sand circular track. 
having a circumft·rence of 2 •• "00 ft. This tr:lck is 
25 ft. wide. and in the ce-nter I have er~cted a 
steel mast. to which I />ropo:-;e to attadt a !"ted 
wire rope about JS ft. rum tht' ground . :md to 
hold th1s rope up by \'ery fine wirt·s from an· 
other support over 100 ft . high. Th~ !-ted wire 
will ha\·e attached to it three brancht·"· which will 
tak~ hold o( th~ machine in thrt.•e plact·' · and in 
this way the machine will be hdd on an c..·n·n keel, 
as far as relates to •• port " and •• starhf)ard ... but 
will be free to move forward. to a~c-end and de· 
scend: and will also be free to drpre~s ur elt·vate 
the forward end. that is. every mo\"C'mt"nt which 
is nec-e~sary to make whf'n testing a m;H~ hine is 
obtained, while the machine is prnented frum fly. 
mg off at a tangent. 

It will therefore be possible not only to try 
the working of the engine, the cooling t•fft·ct of 
the air, the propulsion of the screws. the lifting 
eiTect of the aeroplanes, the balancing of the 
weights. and. in fact. e\'f'rything connected with 
the working of the machine. without any danger 
whatsoever of injury to the pilot or breakage, 
wh1le 11 affords a un1que opportunity for the pilot 
to learn to manipulate all the necc!'~ary stt·ering· 
gear. and so forth. and it is \"ery evident that after 
this has .been done for a certain length of time, 
the mach1ne may be connected with a :ooingle wire. 
so as to find out if all the other movements are 
completely under control, and after this free flight 
ought to be quite simple and safe. 

At any rate, a circular track will always afford a 
very simple manner of teaching men to fly. be
cause they can do it without danger to themselves 
or to the machine. 

WINGS 
By Charltoa La.wren- Edholm 

THE hand of man, emerging from the mi<t 
Of primal ages, was a hairy fist, 

All hlood·hedahhled; for tho hand had kille•l 
Before it learned to sow and reap an<l buil<l. 
So each nt.·w tool was hut a weapon fit 
To a<ld new terrors to the blnw of it; 
The first rude ax was formed for bloorly de<<l. 
Split skulls hefore it strv<-d the builtlcr·s nt•t·•f. 
And thu$ throut{h agt's runs the tale; by wur.;;t 
( H ust·s i~ the new-found tool accurst. 
Yet we bdiC've what pr-oph!"t's word:o recorcl. 
That into plowshares men shall beat the sword. 

For centurie!" we ~tood upon the edge 
Of space and yearned, while sparrows from the 

hedge 
Took flight and tauntC'd us. "That I h;,d wings! " 
·~t ict ~tormy mu~ic. thu-. the Psalmist sings, 
'' Tht•n would I fly away and ht• at rest. •• 
And lo. the wings an• ours. a gift. the h<"st 
The genius nf our race has fnrjiil<'d; a tool 
Fit for our t·ager ag<'. \\'hat !"ays the fool. 
The \\"ar-brutc? •• This i~ mbu, for brawls and 

~trife . 
As hawk·wings are the hawk's-for taking life! •• 

\\'ell. claim them, \\'ar·god! L'se them till the 
race 

\\'ill kill for you no more. \\'hat narrow space 
Holds man to·day apart from hrother man, 
:\ range of r(lck, a rivt·r or a !'pan 
( lf channc·l: and our wings shall overleap 
These dwarfi<h landmarks. T!tnt what king shall 

kt·t•p 
lli'"i folk frnm mer~ing with humanity 
As watt·rs intcrmin~lc in the ~ra? 

~;,il forth. win~t'd Argonauts of tracklt~s air, 
Anrl a.;; upon your hnmt·warrl course you fare 
Bring heav ·nt~· tre:l.,.un·. Nt·ither J:"olrl nor steel, 
Nor ,zro~.;; and earthly wealth weight your light 

kt-el; 
Man·s Brotherhood, bring that a~ !rolctt"n Fle-ece 
( )n sun-blest wings, briJ,;ht harhinR"ers of rw:1ce. 

-Popular ~h·c h:tnics. 
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Aero Club of America 
By Ch...-IN H. Heitman 

0 N February 17th the original Aero Club of 
America became a thing of the past. In its 

place there sprung into life a new Aero Club of 
America well worthy of the name. Its head· 
quarters, now being luxuriantly furnished. are lo· 
cated in the United Engineering Societies Build
ing, and it was fortunate in securing for its head 
Cortlandt Field llishop, formerly President of the 
old Aero Club of America. under :\lr. Bishop·s 
guidance much work has already been accom
plished. 

All the leadin~ Aero Clubs throughout the 
country have affiliated with it, its membership is 
growing rapidly, and it is arranging dates for 
Aviation meets for all parts of the Cnited States. 
Preparations are being rapidly completed for both 
the International Aviation and Balloon Races to 
be held this year. 

On March 24th the Annual Banquet of the Cluh 
will be held at the Hotel St. Regis, and but few 
seats in the banquet hall still remain unreserved. 
Prominent speakers have accepted the Club·s in
vitation to deliver addresses. 

\Vhen entries closed on February first for the 
International Balloon Race twelve challenges had 
been received as follows: Germany, 3; France, 3; 
Denmark, 1; Italy, 2; England, 1; Switzerland, z. 
The Aero Club of America will have three teams 
defend the cup, making fifteen competitors alto· 
get her. 

Entries closed on March 1st for the Interna
tional Aviation Race, and seven challenges ha\'e 
been received as follows: England, 3; Italy, I; 
France, 3· The Aero Club of America will also 
defend this trophy with three teams, making ten 
competitors altogether. 

The places where hoth these contests are to be 
held have not yet been decided upon, ior while 
the place for the balloon race must be named 
March 1st, it was impossible to do so because 
the cup, and the offic1al decision of the Interna
tional Aeronautic Federation had not been re· 
ceived. So many applications have been . received 
to represent America that elimination races will 
have to be held. 

The amount of coal gas consumed during the . 
year 1909 was •ss.281.79 cubic meters which en
titles the Club to eleven votes at meetings of the 
Federation. 

The officers and directors of the new Aero Club 
of America are as follows: President, Cortlandt 
Field Bisho_p; l'irst Vice-President, Samuel H. 
Valentine; Second Vice-President, Dave H. Mor· 
ris; Third Vice-President. Clifford B. Harmon; 
Treasurer, Chas. Jerome Edwards, Secretary, Wil· 
liam Hawley. Governors: Cortlandt Field Bishop, 
James A. Blair, Jr. , Philip T. Dodge, Chas. Jc· 
rome Edwards, A. Holland Forbes, L. L. Gilles· 
pie, Allan R. Hawley, J. C. McCoy, William W . 
:'I-I iller, Dave H. Morris, Charles A. Munn, Samuel 
H. Valentine. 

The following dates have been officially decided 
upon for the National and International meets by 
the Committee of Meets, consisting of A. B. Lam· 
bert, Carl G. Fisher, Allan R. Hawley and Cort· 
Iandt Field Bishop. The International Balloon 
Race will take place at St. Louis on October 17th, 
and the National Championship Balloon Race 
(which is the elimination race for the I nterna· 
tiona!) will be held at Indianapolis, September 
17th. The d ate of the International Aviation Meet 
has been fixed for October 25th to November 2d. 
but the place has not yet been decided upon. The 
Indianapolis Balloon Race will be held on August 
12th and the Illinois Meet will take place on July 
sth and 6th. There will be a prize for balloons of 
a capacity of 6oo m. to 1,zoo m.; and another prize 
for 1.200 m. to z,200 m. 

Augustus Post of 1'\ew York, George P. \\'bite 
of Indianapolis and E . Percy Noll of St. Louis. 
have been appointed to act as official m~asurers 
of balloons in all contests. 

Aero Club of Pennsylvania 
By T. T. Tuttle 

A I.TIIOUGH only a littl<' more than two 
months old, the Aero Club of Pennsvlvania 

has already established comfo rtable headqUarters 
in the Betz Building. Philadelphia, has averaged 
more than one n~w memhcr for every day of its 
existence, and is now actively engaged in prf'pa· 
ration for an aeronautic meet during July or Au· 
gust, having petitioned the National Committee 
on :\feels lor ten days during this period. 

The Club was organized a t a meeting held on 
December 17, 1909, and in o ne session elected o f
ficers to serve until the first nnnual meeting. 
April 1. 1910. adopted a con•titution and by-law,. 
appointed committees on hearlf")uart<.•rs. grounrls. 
etc .• and on the following day th~ committe~ on 
incorporation prepared the application for charter. 
The Club will apply to the Aero Club of America 
for affiliation as soon as the charter is granted. 

AIRCRAFT 

CLUB NEWS 
Compiled by Ada Gibson 

The officers of the Club are: President. Arthur 
T. Atherholt; First Vice-President, R. H. Beau
mont; Second Vice-President. Louis ]. Bergdoll; 
Treasurer, Laurence ~-Iaresch; Secretary. Jack 
Hiscock; Assistant Secretary, Carl H . Carson · 
Directors, l{ev. lieorge S. t;assner, Robert n: 
Carson, Clarence 1'. Wynne and Thomas T. 
Tuttle. 

HENRY M. NEELY, CHAIRMAN OF COMMIT
TEE OF ARRANGEMENTS, AERO CLUB OF PENN
SYLVANIA. 

In January the Club sent its President to St. 
Louis to attend the first national convention of 
aero clubs, and as a result has started a move· 
ment to hold a large meet in Philadelphia. Henry 
:\1. Neely is chairman of the committee in charge 
of the arran!fements, and already various trades 
bo!lies o{ Ph1ladelphi~ ~ave p!edged their support. 
Jos~ph f: Rhodes, C1v1l Engmeer of the Club, is 
now .makmg a survey of the grounds in the south· 
ern end o f the City. The course which h e is 

ADOLF BRODBECK, PH.D., PRESIDENT OF THE 
UTAH AERO CLL'D. 

mapping out is of the regulation three and a 
quarter miles length . and is entirely within the 
city limit~. It is al~o within easy trol1ey distance 
of any part of the city and is reached by a sub
urhan line of cars. and hy all the steam road!i 
enterin~ l'hilarlelphia via the helt line. The Cluh 
claims for the course that it is the most conve· 
nient for spectators of any course in the world. 

:\lemhers of the Club now own a Bh'riot and a 

Curtiss machine, and other aeroplanes are in 
c'!urse of construction. It is expected that there 
w1ll be at least a half dozen local entries for the 
meet, besides which outside aviators will be in
vited to compete. 

Hartford Aero Club 
By Hiram Percy Maxim, PresicleDt 

A ERONAUTICAL matters are taking a hold 
here in Connecticut. We have the Aero Club 

of Hartford, of which the writer is the President 
and which . is C<?mposed of the most progressiv~ 
gentlemen 1n th1s localrty. Regular meetings are 
held. and plans are already under way for a series 
of soaring contests during the cOming summer. I 
personally have purchased a Wittemann glider. 
and arrangements have been made for the control 
of an aviation field on the very extensive mead· 
o ws on the eastern bank of the Connecticut River. 
A . commodious hangar. or garage for housing 
ghders has been establrshed by the Connecticut 
.Aero Company, convenient to these grounds. 
This company has been recently formed by Mr. 
(;. E. Lucas of Hartford, and active steps have 
been taken to secure the agency of different 
aeronautical aP.parati. Instructions in soaring 
and glid_ing w1l be given ·br Mr. Lucas during 
the commg summer. This IS our first publicity 
venture. 

The University of Pennsylvania 
Aero Club 

By Geor•e Atwell Richardson. Secretary 

I N making the first aeroplane to be eonstmcted 
by students of a university, the Aero Club of 

the University of Pennsylvania is followin!r prece· 
dent in taking a leading part in aeronautics. 

Two scholars connected with the University of 
Pennsylvania, Rittenhouse and Hopkinson. were 
instrumental in bringing about the first aerial voy
age made by man, on this side of the Atlantic. 

The first ascension ever made was in Paris on 
November 211 1783, in a Montgolfiere or hot-air 
balloon, and 1! was just seven days later that the 
l'hiladelphia ascension took place. It was thus 
the second ascension. <Over made in the history of 
the world, but it was the /irll made by the aid 
of a gas lighter than air (tne several balloons or 
gas-bags used in this first American aerostat 
being filled with hydrogen instead of hot air, as 
in the Paris ascension). 

The matter of formin' an aero club at the 
l'niversity of Pennsylvama was considered at the 
beginning of the colleg<O year 1909·10, and one 
month later, November 1, 1909"- the first meeting 
of what is now known as the University of Penn· 
sylvania Aero Club, was held. Fourteen men, 
who constitute the charter members of the or
ganization, were present at this meeting. Various 
plans were discussed and officers elected as fol· 
lows: President, F. H. Dec;hant; Vice-President, 
E. E. Wright; Secretary, G. 1\. Richardson; Treas· 
urer,). F. Rhodes; Superint<Ondent of Construe· 
tion, '-arl H. Carson. 

At a meeting held a few days later Mr. H. L. 
Willoughby, Class of 1877, and a well-known mem· 
her of the Aero Club of America, was elected 
Honorary President. 

After the firs t meeting the membership rapidly 
increased, and there are now abo ut seventy name!J 
of acti\•e members on the rolls, besides those of 
a considerable number of associate members. 

One of the first things done once the Club was 
on a firm basis. was to make active preparations 
to build a full-sized aeroplane. A number of 
members guaranteed a certain amount of money 
to start construction. 

Mr. Lawrence Lesh, a protege of Octave Cha· 
nute. and considered one of the best informed 
aeronauts in the country, o ffered his sen·ices, 
which the Club gladly acc .. pted. With his aid 
plans were drawn up and actual construction 
started on a biplane during the Christmas vaea· 
tion. Tht' progress since that time has been very 
sati,factnry, hut has heen delayed owing to the 
Jack of a ~uitahle engine and several otlur cau~es. 
It is hoped. howe\'er. to have the machine ready 
for trial flights by the time good weather comes. 
All the work dono. so far, has been done by stu· 
dent members of the Club. 

Resides the aeroplane and a new type of ~lider. 
which are unclt"r construction. the Cluh is the 
owner o f a bi-plane glider, which was presented to 
it through the efforts of 111 r. Ceo. Rrook s, an 
alumnus o f the University. Clirling practice will 
commence as soon as the weather permits. 

On F ebruary 26th the University of Penns)•l· 
va.nia Aero Cluh. acting in unison with the .-\~ro 
Clubs of Cornell and Columbia l lnivcr.itic<. sent 
out invitations to an Intercollegiate ,\ero Con· 
vention to be held in Philactelphia on April "t 
and zd. The invitations were sent to even· col
lege in the United States having more than two 
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hundred students, and also to a number of the 
leading colleges and universities in Canada and 
Mexico. 

This convention will be the first one.of its kind 
ever held, and it is hoped that it will be a big sue· 
cess. It is planned to form an Intercollegiate 
Aero Association which will become affiliated with 
the Aero Club of America, a thing which will put 
flying '!n. ~ par with every other form of univer· 
stty acttv1t1es. 

Aero Club of Rochester 
By Arthur E. Pa.rtrld•e, Secretary 

THE Aero Club of Rochester. which was or· 
ganized in November and incorporated under 

the laws of the State of New York, December :19. 
1909, promises to become a flourishing urganiza
tJon, as it is composed of sixty-five active mem· 
hers drawn from the best professional and busi · 
ness men of that city. It was organized almost 
spontaneously after the Board of Park Com.nis· 
s10ners had granted the Elbridge Engine Com· 
pany permissiOn to use Reservoir Park, a new 
public property gh·en to the city by George East· 
man. the kodak millionaire. for experimental pur· 
poses by local men interested in air-craft. As soon 
as it became evident that the mayor was inclined 
to take the application from the viewpoint of a 
serious proposition and to regard the question of 
aeronautics as a serious and progressive study, 
many enthusiasts wl10 had been disinclined to 
uncover their ideas for fear of ridicule .. hopped 
on the band wagon " and backed up the apphca· 
tion. At a preliminary meeting nearly forty came 
to the front, and. when formal organization was 
completed. the charter list was sixty·five, and it 
was decided to close the roll with that number, 
and put further applicants on the waiting list. 
This now numbers a score. 

The officers of the Rochester Club are: Presi· 
dent. Charles H. Ocumpaugh; Vice· Presidents, 
Harry G. Strong, Walter \\'. Powers and !'\. R. 
Potter; Treasurer. \Villiam J. Trimble; Secretary. 
Clarence W. Me Kay; Assistant Secretary, Arthur 
E. Partridge; Board of Directors, S. R. Clarke; 
Charles F . Garfield. Clarence W. :\lcKay. C. II. 
Ocumpaugh. T . II. 1\lclnnerney, W. W . Dake, 
Ernest B. :\Iillard, Lyman Seely and Robert l\1. 
Searle. 

The policy of the Club will be sane, and no at· 
tempt will be made to do more at present than to 
a~sist the general movement and participate in 
anything tending towards the progress of aero· 
nautics and its proper regulation. Experimental 
flights with gliders have been made with success, 
and when the weather becomes milder several lo· 
cal men will attempt flights with machines of 
their own in vent ion. Several members are much 
inter.-ted in the dirigible, and the Club may rent 
one or two balloon~ to add to purcha!"es in that 
line which have been or are about to be made. 

Aero Club of Buffalo 
By Dal H. Lewia. Secretary 

THE Aero Club of Buffalo i• doing everything 
it po~..,ibly can to promote the ~port of flying. 

\Vc arc now getting as many models of :~croplancs 
as it i~ po~.;;iblc . and th('!"C, together with two nr 
three complete flying machines, we are going to 
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exhibit at the Buffalo I' ower Boat and Sportsman's 
Show, which takes place in this city from 21st to 
the JOth March. 

\\'e _propose to hold on April 1st. in the Sixty· 
fifth Regiment Armory, the first of a series of 
model aeroplane contests. 

The most important ev~nt we anticipate arrang· 
ing for this year is a real aviation meet of possibly 
a week's duration, and it is the" present intention 
to have this take place some time in June. 

\Ve are communicating with aviators of more or 
less fame, with the idea of finding out whether or 
not they can participate in our contests, and as 
soon as we are as~ured of a satisfactory entry, it 
is our intention to ''jump right in ·· and endeavor 
to give the people in this vicinity some sport 
worth seeing. 

The officers of the Club are as follows: Presi· 
dent. John 111. Satterfield; First Vice· President. H. 
A. :\leldrum; Second \'ice·President. Howard A. 
Forman; Third Vice·l'resident, Robert K Root; 
Treasurer. (;eorge 1'. l'rban; Secretary. Dal II. 
Lewis. Board of Directors: John 111. Satterfield. 
H. A. 1\leldrum, Howard A. Forman. 1;eorjfe 1'. 
l'rban. Hobert K. Root. E. R. Thomas, James 
How, George llleistein, Ralph Sidway. 

Atlantic City Aero Club 
The Atlantic Aero Club was organized on 

?t.farch 1oth by a body of prominent busine~s men 
of Atlantic City. !\. J. The main object of the 
Club is to g(·nerally assist in the advancement 
of the art of llying. 

CLARENCE W . M ·K ,\ \', ~ECRETARY OF TilE 
AERO CLl'R OF ROCHESTER 

Tt is the intention of the Club to organize a 
hig :r\ational J\\'iation ~leet in June next, at 
which $100.000 in prizes will be offered. 

It is also another bidder for the International 
,\,·iation 1\lect which takes place October zsth tn 
November .zd. The many natural advantages of 
Atlantic City, to~ether with its great hotel ac· 
commodations, r:ulway facilities and perfect avia· 
tion grounds. should be of material a~sistancc 
in the securing of this great event for that city. 

A Committee of 1\lec.·ts ha~ hccn forna·d. with 
C. \V. Dennett, a man of great expt:ric.~nce and 
exceptional organizing abilities, as general man· 
ager. 

As an earnest of the faith and enthusiasm of 
the charter mcmbc.·rs of the Club the sum nf 
$.:;o.ooo w:J!i suhscrihefl on the !'pot. The oflicc.~rs 
elected include the leading men of the resort, 
financiall>·, socially and in every way, as the fol· 
lowing hcot will testify: 

President. John .1. White. of the Marlhoroul-!h· 
TIIenheim: I· irst Vice· Pregident, Louis Kuehnle. 
Prc.·:-:iflent of the ::\larinl' Trust Co. : Second Viet!· 
Presidt·nt, \\'alter J. fluzhy . J)roprktor of the 
Hotel Denis; Third Vice·Presi ent. Carlton God · 
frey, Pregident of the C.uarantce Trust Co.: Trc~~
urer. J . Haines Lippincott, of the Hotel Chal· 
fonte; Secretary. Col. Walter E. Edge. proprie· 
tor of the Oailv Pres~ and Evening Union. and 
of the Dorl.lnci ·Ad,•ertising Co. Directors: I ~aac 
Bacharach, President of the Atlantic Lumber Co.; 
,\Jhert T . nell of the Hotel Chalfonte; C. \\'. 
nennett. formcrlv of the Bt•nnt>tt Circuit of Thea· 
tcrs and Amusc.~01ent Enterprises; \V. J, Cherry, 
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President of the l'nited Paving Co.; Harrr B. 
Cook. of the Hotel Suside; Robert E . Delaney. of 
the Hotel Dunlop; \\'illiam F . Hanstein, of the 
Royal Palace Hotel; Henry W. Leeds, of the 
Haddon Hall; Warren Somers, President of the 
Somers Lumber Co. ; Dr. J. U. Thompson. of the 
Hotel Chelsea and President of the Chelsea !\a. 
tiona! Hank; Allan K. \\'hite, of the :\tarlborough· 
lllenhcim; Chules D. \\'hite. of the .Marlborough· 
lllenheim, and Daniel S. White, of the Hoti:l 
Tray more. 

The Aero Club of w-hln,ton 
THE Aero Club of \\' ashington was formally or-

ganized at a meeting held in the office of the.· 
Chief Signal Officer of the Army. on January ZJ. 
1909. by a committee of twenty-six members. as· 
sembled for that purpose on the invitation of a 
s)reliminary committee, who had prepared suitable 
articles of incorporation and tentative constitution 
and by·laws. 

The arricles of incorporation wert! signed by 
twentr·six members. after which a Board of Man· 
agement for the currc.·nt year was elected. all of 
its offices being filled except the presidency. which 
remaint:d vacant temporarily. The previously pre· 
pared constitution and by-laws were read and 
adopted substantially as road . 

At a meeting of the Hoard of :\fanagement. held 
at the rt·~idence of Dr. Alexander (;raham Hell 
in May, ~[r. Thomas F. \\"alsh was unanimously 
elected as the first !'resident of the Aero Club of 
\Vashington, thus completing its organization. 

l>uring the year 1909 one hundred charter mem· 
btrs were cnrollc.·d, comprising persons prominent 
in the official and social life in \\'ashington. In 
addition to these, nine honorary members were 
chosen as follows: 

The President of the l'nited States. Count Fer· 
dinand von Zeppelin. Louis lllc'riot, Octave Cha· 
nute, Glenn II. Curti~s . A. Santos·Uumont, Law· 
renee Hargrave, Orville \\'right, and \\' ilbur 
\\.right. 

The aeronautic work of the Chaner member. 
has been considerable and important. embracing 
scientific researches, writings, lectures, physical 
and practical experiments, ascensions, demonstra· 
tions, balloon and aeroplane practice, govern· 
mental tests. etc .• but these not being done offi· 
cially for the Club are not detailed here. Of par· 
ticular interest to the Club are the steps taken by 
iu members to secure aeronautic machines and 
appliances. and to find suitable aeronautic grounds, 
convenient to the! Capital, which may serve for 
ascensions. flights, exhibits and origmal experi
ments, thus contributing to the entertainment, in· 
struction and active life of the Club. 

At the annual meeting of the Club on January 
1oth all of the officers for 1910 were elected for the 
ensuing year by a single unanimous vote. They 
are as follows: 

President ....... . ....... . . Thomas F. \Valsh . 
tst \'ice·Presiclcnt. . . . .. Hobert Shaw Oli.-er 
2d Vice·PH·siclent. • . fhomas Nelson Page 
3d Vice·Pre~ident . . ...... .... . . Butler Amt•s 
(. ·orresponrli!lR ~ecretary. :\llt•rton C!as!unan 
Recordmg St·crelary .. . ..... Albert I· . Zahm 
Treasurer ............... . .... Charles J. Bell 

C. W. nF::-INF.TT, niRECTOR OF ATLANTIC AERO 
Cl.l'n OF ,\TL\NTIC CITY 

oigitized _by Google 
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National Model Aero Club 
By F. S. Crocker 

DIRECTORS of the National Model Aero Club 
are: President, W. H. Crocker; First Vice· 

President W. M . Sage; Second Vice-President, P. 
W. Wilc~x; Secretary F. S. Crocker; Treasurer, 
~1. P. Talmage, Leo Stevens, Edward Durant, A. 
Armstrong, L. W. Houck. 

The object of this Club is to promote the study 
of the problems of aeronautics as demonstrated 
by the model, to regulate and control all com· 
petitions throughout the United States, and to 
promote exhibitions and contests and to secure 
the dissemination of the latest ideas and discov· 
eries in the problem of Ai(lht as presented by 
models of either heavier or hghter than air types. 

It is proposed to offer medals and cups for 
longest Aights, best designs and originality of con· 
struction, and to generally control the study of 
aeronautics as applied to machines less than six 
feet in their greatest dimensions. 

CLUB NOTES 
W ILMINGTON, Del., is to have an Aero 

Club, plans for which are being perfected 
3nd shortly this city will take its place among 
thr·se of the world encouraging experiments in 
aviation. 

David Snellenburg of Wilmington is the prin· 
cipal promoter of the new Club, and he with 
Robie Seidelinger, the inventor of several models 
of aeroplanes, has succeeded in interesting se.ver!ll 
wealthy residents, who have become enthustasuc 
over the project. 

·Before his departure from the scene of his 
aerial triumph in San Francisco, Mr. Louis Paul· 
han, the famous aviator, was made the reci~ient 
of a token of regard by the members of the Ltgue 
Nationale Fran<;aise in the shape of a solid silver 
loving_ cup. The presentation was made by Presi
dent Raas, who, Jn a neat speech, expressed t~e 
appreciation which the league had for the avta· 
tor, and complimented him upon the honors he 
had won in the field of aerial navigation. The 
cup is inscribed, "Hommage <!e Ia Ligue N~· 
tionale Fran<;aise de San Franctsco a M. Louts 
l,aulhan." 

.Tbe Aero Club of Rochester has recently pur· 
chased a Franco-American dirigible balloon lor 
racing purposes. It is of the cylindrical type, 
and has a capacit:, of eighty thousand cubic feet. 
It will be fitted wtth an Eldrid(l'e engine, and if it 
shows speed it will be entered tn the Gordon-Ben· 
nett race next fall. The President of the Club, Mr. 
Ocumpaugh, has announced a trophy for the first 
Rochester-built aeroplane that will start from 
Cobbs Hill and Ay to some designated point in 
:llonroe County and back. Charles F. Garfield, of 
the Board of Directo rs. has made an offer of 
two hundred and fifty dollars to the first aero· 
naut to Ay from Rochester to 1\lr. Garfield's 
country home in Eag!e .Is~and. 

An aviation society has been formed among the 
students of Stuyvesant High School, East Fif· 
tt·enth Street, l\ew York. Mr. Ernest R. Von 
Xardroof, the principal, has given his consent to 

O~CAR NEWSTRO~I. \ 'll'F.- I'Ilt:,;IJIUiT OF THE 
11 .1.1~01,; .\F.i;OI'I .. \'\E <"1.1'1:, OF !'IIIC'.\C :o 
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the student body, which will do experimental 
work in the school gymnasium. Several of the so· 
ciety's members have been prominent in the 
model contests held by the Y. M. C. A. in New 
York. 

At tlie sixth annual indoor meet of Public 
School 77. New York, of which Ill~. Edward A. 
!'age is the principal, and which wtll. be held at 
the Eighth Regiment J~rmory, Nme,ty·fourth 
Street, New York, on Apnl 9th, there wtll be an 
aeroplane contest open to pupils of elementary 
schools and another open to members of the 
Aeronautic Society. 

The election of new officers of the Aeronautic 
Society of New York took place at the third ~n· 
nual meeting. held at the headquarters of the So· 
ciety 1999 Broadway, New York, on February 24, 
1909.' Among other business, judlfes for ~~del 
contests were appointed, and a sertes of ehm•.na· 
tion trials for the Octave Chanute Cup <flrmg 
models) were arranged to be held at the Stxty· 
ninth Reg! Armory, New York. The first of these 
took place ·on March 3d, when F. 111. Watkins, L. 
] Lesh and R. S. Barnaby made several very spec· 
t~cular Aillhts. The new officers elected are as 
follows: JTresident, Hudson ~laxim: First Vice· 
President, Lee S. llurridge ; Second Vice·Presi· 
dent, William J , Hammer; Third Vice-President, 
Louis R. Adams ; Secretary, Wilbur R. Kimball; 
Assistant Secretary, Alva D. Lee; Treasurer, 
Clarence F . lllackmore. Directors: Thomas H. 
Hill, Lee \\'. de Forest, Dr. Dwight Tracy, 
Charles Westley !lowell, Jr., Carlos de Forest 

:>1. R. POTTER. \'I CE-PRE~IDENT OF THE AERO 
l'Ll'B OF ROCHESTER 

and Hu11o C. (;ibson. llletnbership Committee: 
llr. Dwight Tracv. Hugo C. ( ;ihscm and William 
) . Hammer. )t!<lg es on :ll odel c.,n!l'St: Hugo c. 
l;ibson, A. (~. lloucher anc.l Carlos de Forest. 

The Aero Club of Illinois has been organized by 
o ne hundred prominent rncn of Chicagn .• 1he ob
jl·ct of which is to arlvanct" the art of tl~·m.g. 

The organization o( the Club wa!' prehmma~y ~o 
th<" securing of a charter from the State o f IJhnms 
;md affiliation of the Association with the .Aero 
l ' lub of A mt.·rica. \\'hen o rganization fin311y is 
compll"ted. and active participation hy w::nemb~r~ 
in al"rial flif{'ht is under way, closer relat1on w1th 
fort.·ign c lubs wi11 he promoted. . 

T ht· otllct·r ~ o f the Club art• a s follows: PresJ· 
dent. O ctan· Chanutt.·: First Vice- Prt.·~icknt . laf!leS 
E. Plew: St·cond \'icc-Presi dt:l~t .. llarol.c~ ~ c( or· 
mick; ~t.·crt•tarv . Robert ~(. ( uttlntot : I reasurcr. 
( ' ltarleco. E. Baitley ; Con~uhing EnR"int.·.t.·r. \' ict?r 
J.ought·t><L Committee on ~lt:mht· rslllp , J)a \'ICI 
Ht•t·t·roft, Edwarcl \\'ilclcr and Jamt·s E . Plt•w ; 
( 'ommitt<"e on Exhibitions and ('unt~:..;tr-;, \'ic_tor 
Lought•t>cl. H.(lhcrt :\1. Cuttin~ and l _l a roTd ~lc< .or· 
n.1ick : ;\tH)it.itl'! ('.ommi tlt."C, Ju_d~r ( h;lrlt·~ ~· (. Ut· 
tllll{, ( harlt·.;, S . (:lstle ancl J<J!oi>t.:ph II . llt.fr~es . 

. \ mon~tt·r aeroplant' mt't"t nt·xt ~umnwr I !' now 
undt•r consiti(•ratinn . and the ( ' lnh hc'f~t'S to. ~l :_t;:t• 
Wl't'klv m <·c·rinR's o f the nwmht•rs "11h \ ' l"'ltlllg 

nota1,ies . Several members h a\'c already purchast.~d 
a l'roplancs. 

It j.; propn~t'cl t o form .an av1at10n ~t"ction o f 
tht> :"cw .f t· r ..:t•y .-\utomolnle Club; to ht' known 
~~ .., tht· .\t•ronautic ~ociety o f New Jersey, to 

EDW. E. HARBERT, PRESIDENT OF THE ILLINOIS 
AEROPLANE CLt:B, m· CHICAGO 

which membership fees will be charged at fifteen 
d ollars per annum to non-members of the Auto4 

mobile Club, and ten dollars to member.. The 
object of this society will be the promotion of 
aYiation in general and the fostering of aero4 

r.autic meets and other matters connected with 
the sport. The Aeronautic Society of New Jersey 
will be a regularly incorporated body. and have 
complete internal management of its own affairs. 
The officials and directors will be elected from its 
membership. The committee appointed to or· 
ganize the new society include!; C. E. Fisher, F. 
S. Boland, W. R. Kimball, A. B. Le :llassena and 
J. F. Lanier. 

The Pasadena Aero Club is negotiating for a 
nJtional aviation meet. and Secretary_ Stevens has 
n ·ceived a letter from George B. Harrison stat
ing that he will help to promote the affair. Di· 
rectors of the Club have decided upon the Santa 
.\nita course as the ideal place, and they expect 
t-:> negotiate with the Baldwin ·estate for a long 
t~rm lease. Several important announcements are 
promised soon. 

The Cleveland Aero Club recently announced 
that arrangement~ were being made with promi
nent aviators to lecture before the Club. The first 
pf these lectures will he given hy ~1. Sauliner, 
Chief Engineer for the Blcriot l\tonoplane. 

The Aero Club of the Y. :11. C. A. of White 
Plains, N. \' ., has ht•rn organized with the fol· 
lowing offi~ers: Pn·shlent, Harold T. Carpenter; 
~ecretary, C. (;uernsey; Treasurer. bertram Hen
drickson. 1\lembers a re busy building gliders and 
model aeroplanes. 

The Aero Club of New England has purchased 
a new baBoon of 1,6oo cubic meters capacity. to 
be called the "Boston 11," from Leo Stevens. 

.\ meeting of committees representing the Aero 
Club of Illinois and the Illinois Aeroplane Club 
was recently hl'ld for the purpose of di:oocussing 
the possible coalition of the two organization~. 

The ;\ero Cluh of 111inois was represented by 
Vice-President James E. Ph:w and \ ' ictor Loug· 
heed consulting Cll!lineer to the Club. The Il
lino is Aeroplane Cluh was rc/lrt·~t.·ntcd by Horace 
IL \\"ild. one o f the mo!'t wi< t•ly known mventors 
~nd enthusiastic a<.·ronauts of the \\' est: Prcsi· 
rlent. Edward S. Jl a rla·rt: Vic(·· Preside~t. \' .. . \ . 
J.ama re: and John ;\. Montgomt.·~y . (onsultmg 
Engineer. As a n·sult of the mct.·tmg o f th(· two 
commi ttt.•es it is cxpl·ctcd that the club~ ~•t ll con· 
~- ,Jidatt.> in the near futur(". The memhers of the 
Illinois ;\eroplan<.· Club are mo~tly prnct ic:-tl me· 
cl1anics and specialists io a('rnnautics . . :m d a 111:1· 
jority of them art> working o n hcancr-than ·alr 
machincs. 

C >ut o f a mcmhero;;hjp o f thirty·fi\' (', cJc,·cn havr 
:H·roplanes unrlcr construction: ~·arl ~- B:1.t<·s and 
H o race n. \\'ild an· hoth lnuldmg m oOUJHancs. 

The Aero Club of l 'tah is fortunate in havi.ng 
ao;: i t s Presirlent n man o f such va~t sc1entthc 
knowle<l~te and experience as D. A. llro<lbeck. 
who ha:o; made a dt·t~p ~tudy o f aeronautics fnr 
ma nv vears past. lh· was at one time P roft'!'ISOr 
Clf Est.hetics in a (;erman univC'rsity, whl·rt.· h<" 
made a ~pccia l study of the esthetic feature~ of 
aeronautic ... 

Pi2iV&S ay (ioog e 
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NEWS IN GENERAL 

AS the March number of Aircraft went to press 
the first American aeronautical show opened 

its doors in Boston. When looking back at this 
first effort to exhibit the products of the new art 
u n this side of the Atlantic, it must not be for· 
gotten to point out its perfect organization lor 
which the mitiative and energy of !\lr. Chester I. 
Campbell ·are more especially responsible. 

The actual exhibits were highly satisfactory, if 
the new-born state of the art is taken into account. 
l'erhaps the conception of W. Starling Burgess. of 
Marblehead, a biplane presenting many novel lea· 
lures of great irJ,genuity, was as fine an exhibit 
as any made. Unless we are wholly mistaken. 
Burgess is a name with which aeroplane builders 
will have to count before many moons, jus t as 
yacht builders have had to for some years past. 

If this promising newcomer had any r ivals in 
workmanship they w.,.-e the W ittemann brothers 
of Staten Island, who are old hands even in so 
young an industry as glider and aeroplane build· 
mg. 

Others deserving of more than ordinary notice 
were Schneider, as persi stent an experimenter as 
he is a practical manulactureri... !llorok, with a 
racy-looking monoplane; the l'erkins brothers, 
with their great and multi-colored assortment of 
kites ; Leo Stevens, America's premier balloonist, 
without whose exhibit an aero show could hardly 
be complete. 

The Junior Aero Club's models and the L . A. 
\\'. rotar)' engine were also stands about which 
the crowd was wont to cluster. Another popular 
rendezvous was the miniature aviation grou:u.l in 
the basement, where the Church Company had toy 
aeroplanes constantly experimented. The Inter· 
national School of Aeronautics had an 8-ft. Chau
viere propeller and d tfferent model' of airrrah 
to show, mcluding a scale model of Captain !laid· 

By Mrs. J. Herbert Sinclair 
win ' s Government dirigible. A fine collection ol 
pictures of aeronautical events of interest and a 
complete series of aerostatical instruments by Hue, 
of Paris, were also to be found here. 

Albert C. Triaca represented the Aero Club of 
America, of which he is a pilot, and the Harvard 
Aeronautical Societyi the New England 1\ero Club, 
the Massachusetts nstitute of Technology were 
also represented. 

Aircraft made a short appearance at the show; 
the large shipment of our first number melted into 
nothingness long before the curtain went down on 
America's first Aero Show worthy of the name. 

\\'e publish a picture of the aeroplane of :\lr. A. 
0. Paulson, of Northwood , 1'\ . D. , which clearly 
shows its novel mode of construction. The ma· 
chine is at !>resent propelled by the aviator, bi· 

~r~:etii~!~nin a~t~ish~~~a~':r~ t~~~:~"iia~~!~~11in:~~d~ 
fitting his aeroplane with a gasolcne engine. 

]. N. Spalding. of St. Louis, has been building 
a monoplane at (;rafton. Ill. lllr. Spalding >ays 
he will make his first flight from (;ralton, and, if 
!"uccessful, expects to fly across the ~I issi ssiu!>i. 
The surface is •3 ft . by 3 ft. The engine is a 
40-h.p. Curtiss. 

Among t.he latest invent"!rs. of aeroplanes is 
Capt. A. \\ . F. !\lc:\lanus. l. ~- A .. retired. He 
cla1ms to have made real progress toward the soh·· 
ing of the equilibrium problem. The main weights 
carried are suspended fro m :h~ plane frame by 
pivots , an arrang("ment insuring J>t•riect load dis· 
tribution at all times and un<l("r all conditions: the 
arrangemc:-nt is ~~ xtremt"1}' simp1t"' cmd etft.·ctivt", and 
m('rely h·aves to the operator the choosing •)f his 
own cour~c. 

Mr. C. Lewis, of Chehalis, Wash., is to build a 
flying machine, but has not yet furnished details. 

David Neil and \\'illiam Lucas, of Canton, 0., 
have been quietly makin1 a series of experiments 
with heavier-than -air n1achines for the past five 
years ; they were so successful with some of their 
models and smaller gliders, that they have recentl;r 
constructed a two-plane machine JO x s ft. in da· 
mension. 

Mr. Harry Hunter, of !\Iemphis, Tenn., may 
soon be saihng through the clouds above Memphis 
in an aircraft of his own invention. He has al· 
ready drawn the plans of the machine he pro
poses to build, and has ordered all the material. 

Pupils in the Sixth \\'ard Public School of Pitts· 
burg are learning at onco and the same time to 
imitate the bird and the fish, an art which they 
name " Aeroplane Swimming. " They have long 
enjoyed a fine swimming pool. and their instruc· 
tor, Prof. \\'alter Shook, has taken up the use of 
small hii,Janes in his course. 

Sara lcrzberger, fourteen years old, dtmon· 
strated the new game by gliding off a high bal· 
cony on the biplane. A• she reached the ro,l 
she shook her •• wings, .. turned a somersault and 
dived into the water. 

Profe!"sor Shook hopes next summer to take his 
human aquatic birds out to the nvers and ponds 
to di,·e off the bridge< and banks. Those who 
have tried it say i t i~ a thousand times more thrill· 
ing than ordinary diving. 

:'\ ew York has a ju,·enile school of aviation in 
Eighty·!'ixth Strt."e t whic 11 has for its pupils boys 
of l'uhlic Sehoul Xo. ii· Th<"~e boys have be· 
come tutors to others less advanced in the sub· 

GEXERAL \'lEW or THE EXHIRIT~ or THE DOST0:-1 AERO SHOW 
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ject and are making copies of their best models 
to be used in other schools for instructitlg cla'\scs. 
The boys took orders recently from two New \ ork 
schools. from a school in Raleigh, N. C., and 
from the high school in Adrian, Minn. Interest 
is gro)'·ing so rapidly tha~ it _is proposed to found 
a national organ1zataon w1th anterstate meets. 

Army men in the South are very proud of the 
fact that two of their number stationed at F~rt 
llarrancas, Fla., have built a flying machine wh1ch 
has worked successfully. This sucesslul flyer is 
the Rhoads-Grosman aeroplane. 

\\"alter \Veltman, the noted balloonist, sailed for 
Paris recently with the a\·owed purpose of pre· 
parinjl" a balloon flight across the Atlantic, start· 
tng eother from France or England. The trip is to 
be made in Mr. \\'ellman"s arctic airship, which 
is to be equipped with new propellers and en· 
gines. 

\\". Starling Burgess has taken an order lor .the 
racing aeroplane to be used by Albert. C. Tnaca 
in the Gordon Bennett cup-race, 1n wh1ch he wul 
carry the colors of his native Italy. 

The latter received Cortlandt Field Bishop, 
President of the Aero Club of America, and sev· 
era! other officers of the Club at his International 
School of Aeronautics, at Garden City, N. Y., the 
other day, and showed them around the interesting 
establishment. 

The balloon house for the Signal Corps of the 
United States Army at Fort Omaha, Neb., is a 
steel building 84 x 200 ft. and about 81 ft. high 
over all ; it is intended to shelter a full-sized 
dirigible balloon. thus protecting it and enabling 
it to remain inflated when not in service. and · 
avoiding the delay and expense of deflating it 
whenever it is to be used. The framework is of 
iron ; the end of the building is provided with a 
two-leaf sliding door of very unusual dimensions, 
providing as it does an unobstructed openinl{ of 
4.1 x 65 ft . , sufficient for the passage of a full-s1zed 
balloon. The doors are supported on grooved 
wheels reposing on a bottom rail, and are guided 
by horizontal friction-rollers interlocked with 
trans\'erse upper and intermediate tracks when the 
doors are closed; the principal bearings are on 
the roof tru~s and on the back rails. and when 
the doors open they bear against a special con· 
struction in the end panel of the building made 
to support them and provide a suitable framework 
for their guide tracks. 

The Wilmington (Del.) Aero Co. has been in
corporated to manufacture, buy, sell and deal in 
dirij!ibles. aeroplanes. engines and devices for 
nav1gating the air. The incorporators are l{obie
Seidelinger. the inventor of a heavier-than-air 
machine. David Snellenburg, of Snellenburg & 
Co.'s Wilmington branch, Geo. \\'. Crowe and J. 
A. ~lontl{omery. The capital stock is $too,ooo. 

~~ r. ~e•delinger·s conc~ption has som~ original 
ff!ature!"i . and has attracted considerable attention . 
Its most radical departure from the· construction 
of otht'r flying machines now in use is the mnn· 
ner of support ; practically everything is sus· 
pended by wires from a central Rollon mask, only 
what framework is absolutdy necessary for rig1d· 
ity is used, and the mask and wires support and 
hold the machine firm . Another new feature of the 
con~truction of this machine is the two movable 
horizontal planes. just behind the two stationary 
planes. These are shifted to various angles to 
the stationary planes when it is desired to raise 
or lower the machine's position in the air. The 
biplane is sterrcd by means of a large vertically 
set rudder which, besides being capable of turn· 
ing from side to side like the rudder of a ship, 
may also he dipped to either side in order to rc· 
gain lateral stability in an emergency. 

Dr. Hall. of Portland. Ore .• has made final tests 
of the model of his aeroplane; he built it with 
the assistance of Or. G. C. \\"hitaker and 7.. A. 
larvis. This model is ro ft. Ion!{ and has 6o sq. 
t. of canvas for a weight of 7 pounds. The '"il· 

ing surface of the plane is made "I' of two sec· 
tions of •hellacked muslin; each sectron is di,·ided 
into three parts; the front section is mu\'ahle, 
and is used, instead of a special !(Uiding plane, to 
direct the flying machine up or d ou·n . \\'urk will 
begin immediately on a full -sized craft to be ahout 
25 sq . ft. and have 6oo sq. ft. of sailing surface; it 
will weigh about 200 pounds. 

P. W. Wilcox, of Columbia 'l'niversity, is quietly 
working on a biplane to be ready for trials on 
Hempstead Plains in April or May : it will be of 
the Farman type. Parts are now ht"ing macle and 
tested for suitability. Variable pitch-propellers of 
various blade length will be trier!. :llr. \\'ilcox is 
a ~trong b~lievt•r in \'ariable pitch. as he ~howt·rl 
in the cour~e of his talk before the Aeronaut ic So
ciety. Some of the irleas emhodi t"d in this rna· 
chine are of a most remarkable character and far 
abo\·e average conceptions. They Wt>re commu
nicate<! in private to :llr. Israel Ludlow, who 
thought '·ery highly of th<"m. 

An a"iation department was introcfuc<-rl at the 
Automohilf" Show in !\t'wark. !':. J .. which at
tracted co no;;iflrrahle attt'ntion . :\mongo the many 
aeronautical exhihitor~ wen· the- firm of <'. & A. 
\\'ittemann, the celebrated glider builders ; the 
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Requa-Gibson Co., the motor and propeller manu
facturers, and a biplane ownc<l bv an<! containing 
an engine manufactured by !\1 r. Boland. 

Mr. Fisher, of the Detroit-Cadillac Motor Car 
Co .• presented a beautiful silver cup to the de· 
signers and makers of the model showing the best 
workmanship and the most practical ideas. The 
cup was won by Messrs. F. Carisi and :\I. Piceller, 
of New York. Mr. Fisher, who had charge of the 
aviation department, deserves great credit for the 
success of the enterprise. 

Capt. John Berry. of St. Louis. Mo., proposes to 
negotiate the summit of Mt. :llcKinley in a bal 
loon steered by a mechanism ol his own design
ing; consisting of a 4·h.p. engine and lour pro· 
pellers with a pull of 8o pounds each. 

Bob Scanlon, of St. Louis, :\lo., will accompany 
Captain Berry on his trip; they expect to sl'l'"l 
some time in 1\lay. The mechanism ditfcrs (G6m 
any that has been tried on dirigibles; it is de· 
signed to give the pilot control of a halloon of the 
ordinary spherical construction. On an upright 
shaft 12 ft. in height are set propeller blades and 
rudder blades controlled by levers. The power is 
transmitted from a motor at the base of the shaft, 
which is to rest in the basket. This motor is set 
on a circular track. and by shifting its position a 
shifting of the blades is also brought about and 
consequently a change of direction. The rudder 
blades set below the propellers are intended to be 
used mostly for regulating the rise and fall of the 
balloon. The blades are of aluminum and are 8 
by 18 in s. in size. The weight of the entire mech· 
anism is 150 pounds. 

Captain Berry is satisfied that it will. 111 its 
present form, do the work it is intend,.-d to do, 
hut he plans to substitute a ro·h.p. motor for the 
>·h.p. motor at present attache<!. The balloon 
he t·xpccts to use will be of 17,000 cubic feet ca· 
pacity. 

l\lr. Heath. of CharlolleS\·ille. Va .• is at work 
on an aeroplane for the l"niversity of Virginia 
Aero Club. As. soon as ~fr. Heath removes the 
aeroplane to his shed he will te~t it ~crupulously 
for all impt•rfect ions, and expects to be ready to 
fly in a short tim~. 

J . A. !Tacker. of Chicago. Ill .. has been very· 
much int t·n·sted in flying machines for a great 
many \'l':trs; he is at present working on one 
which he hopes to have completed by June. 

The local hotel and busineO< men of Atlantic 
City .:ue quite anxious to have an av iation meet 
there in June. Efforts are being made to secure 
the sen•ices of several aviators of promin~nce. 
(;eo. Harmon, of 1\"ew York City, who originated 
the idea has received pledges for more than $50,000 
towards backing the scheme. 

~fr. E. Plew. of Chicai(O, Ill .• is erecting a 
building at Twenty-seventh Street and \\"abash 
Avenue. in which he will devote t .200 sq. ft. of 
floor sp:tce to aeroplane building on its comple· 
tion. This space will be increas~rl as the bu!'>incss 
grows. Chica~to's first aeroplane factory · is located 
at 240 M ichil(an A'·enue. The machinery of an 
aeroplane is heing constructed there and the horly 
of tho machine is at 2().20 South Clark Street . Tt is 
a douhle monoplane dt•signerl and patented by 
~lontl(omcry . the l..os Angeles aviator. :lfr. Plew 
owns tht· manufaC'turer's r ight!' undt>r the patent. 
\\'ithin a short time a company will be incorpor
ated to carry on tht> business. 

Charles E. Bartley, of Chicago, Ill., has been 
building a biplane for some time, and expects to 
complete it earll in the summer. It follows the 
general lines o successful biplanes, but has a 
number of novel and original features. 

An aeronaut who has made se\•eral successful 
balloon ascensions during the past is A. F. Thurs
ton, of ?.leadville, Pa. ; 216 fl iJhls without an ac
cident is his record to date. H 1s son, A. F. Thurs
ton, Jr. , made rs flights during 1909. 

l\1 r. A. A. Lyker, Jlrol'rietor of the Empire Hotel 
of Gloversville, N. Y .• IS quite interested in flying. 
and begs to say that he is not only prepared to 
make aviators comfortable, but has ample room 
for housing their aerial conveyances. 

The Aero Club of the Mas.achusetts Institute uf 
Technology has finished its first aeroplane glider, 
and is now designing .a power mach1ne from the 
best suggestions offered as the result of recent cx
perim~nts. 

The membership includes students who have 
worked during the summer with the Wright .army 
aeroplane at \Vashington, others who were con· 
nected with Dr. Bell's aeronautical experiments 
and some who have studied aviation abroad. In 
the •~>ring the machine w<li be tried out to ascer: 
tain 11s flying qualities. With such good talent 
back of it its performance will no doubt be worth 
watching. 

The Editor of Aircraft is indebted to Henry H. 
Cummings. of Boston, for the following contribu
tion to the folklore of human flight: 

" Ooubtless most l'eople have believed that 
Green was the first • Darius ' who was interested 
in Aying, but the enclosed copy of the seal of 
Darius I. King of Persia. B.C. 521, would indicate 
that the later Oarius sintply responded to • the 
call of the blood.' " 

Below is the seal in question: 

lmpreuioa of a Seal of Darius. 
The trlllnpal laecrfptloa read• "I am Darla1, the 

creat ILinJt." 

Reco1ft1ition has been given biplanes and mono· 
planes m the freight schedules of transcontinental 
lines. The Railroads Western Classification Com
mittee placed the freight rate on Aying machines 
at $6.oo per roo pounds from points west of the 
~lissouri to the Coast. 

:llr. S. S. Peirce, a well-known young motorist 
of Colorado Springs, is having an aeroplane built 
at Strange•s garage. The machin~ is a monoplane 
with several features suggesting the Antoinette 
and Bleriot types of single-plane craft. 
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"Anything to forward aviation: it is th~ gr~atest 
sport in the wo:-ld," that is the way enthusiastic 
Clifford B. Harmon expresses it; he has secured 
the use of soo acres near New Brunswick, N. }., 
for use as flying grounds, and will erect a work
shop and aeroplane sheds. 

The Spe~dway Motor Co., of Dayton, 0., is now 
completmg its first plant for the construction of 
aeroplanes. The plant will have a capacity of 
four aeroplan~s a week. Only Wright machines 
will b~ turned out. The company now has orders 
lor 175 Wright machines. 

A~rial science has worked its way into the pub· 
lie schools. A class in aeronautics has been es
tablished for some time in Public School 77, Jllan· 
hattan; 3,000 boys all over the United States are 
studying the subject. 

App1ication was made some time ago for a 
charter for the Philadelphia Aeroplane Co., for 
the purpose of building, buying. sellinj!. develop· 
ing and dealing in machines for navtgating the 
air and their' accessories. The President of the 
company is Clarence P. \Vynnt"; the Treasurer. 
Lawrence ~I.aresch. Their first aeroplane is now 
being built, and C. l\1. Aldrich will drive it. The 
machine is a monoplane of entirely new model 
designed by Lawrence J. Lesh. It is built for 
speed, and will carry but one man. 

Pittsfield. ?\lass., is more or Jes~ of an aeronaut's 
heavr-n; its location, its distance from the sea and 
the lakes. its meteorological conditions. and last, 
but not least, its great facilities for providing sky· 
pilots with both quantity and quality in illuminat· 
mg gas, all contribute to this. Among the more 
enthusiastic of the Pittsfield sportsmen practicing 
ballooning is Dr. Sidney Stowell, who has many 
an air-journey to his credit. He expects to indulge 
extensively 1n his favorite sport in the coming 
summer. 

Mr. H. C. Crafts is also an ardent enthusiast, 
and it is to him Pittsfield aeronauts are indebted 
lor the remarkable facilities offered lor filling the 
great gas bags. Fift{ thousand dollars were spent 
on the equipment o this gas plant, which ha~ a 
!iopecial rece1ver for balloons; the new tank can 
actually hold three·quarters of a million cubic feet 
of gas, and this gas is of the best lifting power 
found anywhere. 

Ballooning among the fair sex is al&o in honor 
in the heart of the Berkshires, and will no doubt 
receive a further boom this year. 

Dr. G. R. Brownfield, of Lincoln, Neb., claims 
to have invented a machine that wi11 carry six to 
eight passengers besides the ope-rator. and with 
a balancing apparatus so effective that a weight 
of 200 or 300 pounds placed at the extremity of one 
of the pianos will not disturb the equilibrium. The 
body of the machine consists of two V-shaped 
planes; this. the inventor explains, will permit a 
greater speed and will place the balance of the 
aeroplane behind the machinery. The planes are 
40 ft. long and 6 to 7 ft. wide. Beneath them is 
a pair of wings 8 ft. in length and a propeller 6 
ft. in diameter. The ~tt"ering apr-:tratus is '1t the 
front. The power is furnished by a s·h.p. gasolene 
<'ngine. 

Judge Charles 0. Prowse, of Hopkinsville. Ky., 
is building a monoplane which he expects tu have 
finished soon. 
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A. S. Outcalt, of Buck Creek, \\'is., has invented 
a combination aircraft in which a gas·bag sup· 
ports the machine, and silk wings operated by an 
engine are the main propelling power. 

It is expected to bear its load easily from ~ny 
spot or place where its powerful wings have room 
to operate, and because of the gas bag will of 
course rise vertically UJ.>Ward when starting. Out· 
calt says his machine 1s built lor safety and not 
for speed. 

Chas. A. Chayne, of Harrisburg, Pa., twelv~ 
years of age, has completed a miniature model of 
a \\"right aeroplane; tt is an exact reproduction, 
and is four feet in length by three feet wide; it 
only lacks a motor. 

;\{r. L. C. Ericka, of Springfield, Mass., has a 
biplane which has a triangular three·propeller 
gear; the single propeller is in front. The planes 
are 20 x 7 ft., very flat, and are fitted with rocking 
auxiliary planes for lateral control. These are 
actuated by the sidewise movement of the back 
of the operator's seat, following the swaying of 
his body. There is a double horizontal rudder in 
front and a vertical rudder in the rear in con· 
nection with a rigid tail·plane for longitudinal 
stability. The framework is made of bamboo and 
metal tubing. 

:\fr. J. V. Mueller. of Wichita, Kan., has in· 
vented a flying machine which he has picturesquely 
christened "Prairie Eagle." The wings of the 
Prairie Eagle are constructed of poplar. soft pine. 
Oregon spruce and barnhoo. and are covered with 
silk on both side~. The dimC'nsions of the ma
chine are ~ ft. across the wings by 25 ft. fore 
and aft. The total area of tht• wings is 16o sq. 
ft. At the rear edge on the outer ends of the 
wings are attached two extension wings which '~n 
he used to brake, to steer or to balance. The 
control of the machine in both the vertical and 
horizontal planes is ensured by appropriate rud· 
ders. 

Wilbur Kimball has recently made several flights 
near Rahway, :":. J., on the aeroplane recently 
put chased from Dr. (ireene. 

\\'. Chas. Smith, of Elmira, N. Y., is inter~sted 
in a new type of ar-roplanc. The machine com· 
prise.;; a svstem of larj;te :lla"l~S similar to tho~e 
of the \\'right and Curtiss machines, together 
with moving spheres. rudders and stee-ring gear; 
the aeroplane is expected to carry more than one 
person. and will he propt"lled b)· a ga~olene mo· 
tor. As soon as the weather permits the machine 
will he gi,·en a thorough test. 

.\t the Aeronautic Show recentlv held in Roston, 
)f r. Smith secured order'\ for tw·o complete 1ero· 
planes and a numhcr of engines. hoth of the 4 
and 8-cylinder types. ( >vcr 100 inquiries have 
bt"en received b}· him for engi•e~ from an parts 
of the country and even from ~texico. 

Frederick Rugg, of Oakland, Cal., has ne3rly 
completed an aeroplane that measures nearly JZ 
It. in breadth by 30 ft. in length. The two· bladed 
propeller has a pitch of 8 ft. Jllr. Rugg will 
,,perate the machine. 

Aircraft has not had the opportunity to con· 
firm or deny before going to pn·ss the news from 
Dayton. to the effect that the \\"right brothers are 
to engage on an extensive exhibition tour this 
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year. It is said ~[r. Roy Knabenshue will have 
charge of the exhibitions. 

The names of those who are to pilot the bi· 
planes have not been communicated. unless it be 
the Wrights themselves. 

On ~larch 8th Wilbur \Vright was in X ewport, 
looking ov~r sites for an aerodrom~. wher~. in the 
coming summer he could initiate to the plca~ures 
o( flying the wealthy purchasers of his machines 
among the Cottage Colony. 

Jus-t as Aircraft is going to pres~ we lt"arn 
Paulhan is about to make flights at Jamaica Park. 
Long Island. Watch lor the :\lay nutr.hcr of 
Anu-RAt·T for a full description of the French· 
man's debut in the East. 

The Fran~aise·Am~ricain~ Aeroplane Com· 
pagnie, of 1777 Broadway, :":ew \ ork. rcporu 
'"'" from the West, the Middle West and the 
South. 

The Church Aeroplane Company, of Brooklvn, 
is \lTeparinif to move into larger quartt·r-. whc;-e. 
wit 1 mater1a1ly increased factory eq,uipmt:nt. it 
will be. able to treble its present capacity. In 
addition to turning out an immense line- of flying 
models. and workin~ models built to scalt·. ordt·r~ 
are now being recetved for full-size- mcm-carrymg 
machines ready for installation of motor. and ~fr. 
Church promist•s that with these addt"d facilities 
('\·ery order will be delivered in ~chcdult· timt". 

The record which ~fr. Church has m:tdt• in this 
novt"' enterprise is not only highly crt•dirahl~ tn 
himse1f and his ent"rgetic methods. hut al-.o ~o:i\"eS 
at a glance some idea of the rapidity wirh which 
public interest in aeronautics is incrt"a,.in){. He 
!'ltarted the business last faJI on a mode ... t work· 
ing capital. and has continuously sincC" tla·n ht'en 
tendered more busine-ss than he could takt" care 
of. in spite of the fact that he has augmt•nted 
his factorr equipment as rapidly as possible. The
company itsdf has grown with the hu-.inc.·:-o.;;, and 
is now incorporated. with a capital of $6on.n(l0, 

\\'ork will shortly be started on tlw Langley· 
Church machine. which is to he entt:red in the 
lnt<'rnational Aviation Contests in Xnvt·mht'r. 
and also on a modified form of the ~antn~·l>u· 
mont type. The latter is to be built undt~r con· 
tract for ~fr. Frederick Pearson. of Boston. 

It is learned that the Church Company i:-o soon 
to place on the market a monoplane dt· .. ,~llt'd to 
carry one aviator and sufficient ga-.olc.·ne {or a 
continuou~ voyage of 100 miles. The prict• ni this. 
machine will be in the neighborhood of $-',ooo. 
and the company guarantees delivery in two 
months. 

A flying model of this machine ha~ ht•t.·n te..;tcd 
unde-r all sorts of conditions. and tht' m:mnfac
turers claim that perfection in an autmnat1c 
lateral stabilizing device has at last bt't'll attaint.·d. 
Details of construction have not yet bt·c.·n matle 
public. 

The Church Companv's consulting aernnautkaJ 
engineer is :\fr. A. C. Triaca, and un(h•r hi.;, clircc
tion it is building _a number of modd" and ..;pecial 
devict"s for the International Schon! of ~\ero· 
nautics at Garden City. 

.\n~ording to Professor Kimball. of tht• Ogden 
Hotel. Council Rluffs. his city is to ht• nne ,1( the 
official aircraft stations on the trans-continental 
route to he e-stahli~hed this vear; tht• m:tttt'r has 
so far progrt'!!>!'ed, he says, "that the roof of the 
Ogd~n Hotel has been selected as the depot in 
that city. 

RAPID DEVELOPMENT OF AVIATION 
AS SHOWN BY STATISTICS 

IT is not unusual to hear such a remark as the 
following: " I hear a lot of talk about these air· 

!~hips. but I don't see many around." Nor did 
one see many automobiles around fifteen ye3rs 
ago. and now it keeps one busy to get out of their 
way. There is nothing more convincing in the 
way of argument than statistics: the only way in 
which fiJl:ures can lie is when they are of rloubtful 
or questionable accuracy. 

Such is not the case for those here pr~~entcd by 
Aircraft; these statistics are the first of the kind 
ever pub1i!'hed in so comprehcnsi,·e or accurate 
a manner; they were not compiled from other lists 
and tables publi!'hcd elsewhere. hut have been 
prepared with ~pecial care for this publication, 
and have been checked and confirmed from every 
possible source. It will he noticNl that ~ome of 
the flights were timed to the fiftb. of a second. 
whilst others. among the long ones, were timed 
merely with an approximation of :. minute or so. 
but in everv ca~e the most rt'liahl" figures ;"tre 
~i,·en and atiy doubtful performance has bc.:cn rig· 
1dly excluded. 

Figures are dry reading to the majority. but 
th<"ir eloquence to those apprec ative of their im· 
p_ort is irresistible. 

The tables here submitted show better than any 
words could the startling progress being made in 
the art of flight at the present day. 

The first table shows the progression of the 
world's record lor duration of flight. 

In 18<)o, 18<}1 and 1897, Ader is said to have torn 
himself free from thl· earth for a (ew seconds in 
his steam-driven bat-shapt.·d monoplanes. and in 
1894, ~laxim"s gi.int machine apparently lifted it· 
self for some moments clear of the rails it was 
running on. 

If they are not on the record-list it is because 
no time was taken of these earliest hops of arti· 
fi.cial birds and bt•cause tht.·rc is no proof that they 
were under control at the time. \\'e cannot share, 
however, the disbelief manifested by many. in 
these early results obtained by ste~m·driven ma
chines. The t•vidence either direct or circ~msf:ln· 
tial is too cleO\r, and, without wishing to detr:-~ct 
from the ml'rit of latt.~ t•xtu: .. rimcnlt-rs. AirC"raft 
takes the opportunity to niTer this trihute to tho.:;e 
great pion~~rs, Cll·mt.·nt Adcr and Sir Hiram S. 
:Maxim. 

The other tahlf•.;; d<·al only with the progre~s of 
H)OQ over 1()08. The ... econd one juxtaposes the fif. 
teen longest flights made in either year; it also 

gh·rs a list of every other flight marie in t'lO'l ex· 
ct~t"ding an hour in duration. Altogt·ther fifty-six 
such flights wt.'rc made in IQ09. cnmpan·cl with 
eleven in tt}08. and ""n~ previous to 1911~. The 
third table shows the \"arious countrit•"' in which 
the hettt'r known aviators have flown prinr to 
I>ccemher 31st last, spreading the d·~•·trillt.' of 
man"s emanc..·ipation from the shackle" 1li 1-!f<l\"ity. 
~ince January rst many of these men han· tluwn 
in orlu-r countries. and new tnl'tl han· ·Lcquirl'd 
international rt·putations. The fourth tahle -.h"ws 
the fi,·e men who had made flight ... c·"Xcc:·,Jin~.t ten 
minutt"S in duration in 190~. and ll1t· tlnrry-fnur 
whn had flown for over half an hour at a .:-tn·tch 
prior to JC)JO. 

~ince January tst many names coulfl he added 
to this 11!-'t: Van dt>n Born. Efimoll'. t )Jie~laegt..~rs. 
:\ft'·trnt, Chavt:z. c;audart, previou:--ly ;1lmo~t. or 
tota11y. unknown as aviators, have n·eently made 
fli~hts of more than an hour. ( ;)t'tltl II. Curtiss 
also pas:--ecl the hour mark at the n·ct·nt mt..·ct at 
Ln~ An~t·lt-s. 

Scon·s of men are flying daily in Eurnpt.·, scores 
:trt· prt·p:1rinR to Ay hl're. and it dne ..; 11• •I n·quirc 
a particnlarly kl't'll prophet to fnn•-.t'l' that :tt'rO· 
plant.·s will :-onon he" "'t'l'O around" l1y th .• ~t' wilu 
..,o far are only acquaintt'd with tht·m ~~~ !Lc:Lr-.;Ly. 
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I. Pr~rea•lon of World'• Reoord for Duration of Fll.ht of Heavler-than.A.Ir Machine& 
December .. . . . .. ..... W. \Yright. Ki.~ty Ha~k, N. -~ -

. . ...... .... 0. Wnght. .. .. .. 
17. 190J . • . . . . . . . . • ,, • 
17, " . . . • . . . . . . . J0111 

. ... . . ... ... 0. Wnght, 
August 
Sept~.mber 

17, .. . . . . . . . . . 59111 

I904.. . . . . . . . . . about I' 
I 5, :: .. . . .. ..... ISt t!Jrn . 

. . . .. .... . .. W. or 0. WrifFht, ne!!r Day~_on, O~io. 

November 
Sept~.mber 

October 

20, .. ... ..... . ut c1rcle. 
9 ... .. . . .. . . . . . s' o4" . . . . . . ... .. . 

s' to 15 1 

J8' 09" • .. . • . ..... . 
1905 . . .. . . ... . . 

26, .. . .. .. ..... . 
19' ss• .. ... ...... . 
as' os• 
33' 17• :::::::::: :: 0. Wright, 

29, . .... ... .. . 
J, .......... . 
4. . .. . . . .. .•. 

j8' OJ 111 • • • • •• • • •• • • \V .. Wright . 
s;' 3 1• .. . . . . . .. . . . 0 . W~ght, F~~t My~r, Vir~!'ia. 

1 hr. o:z' r s" . . . . . ... . . . . 

5 - ........ .. . 
9. I908 .. .. . .. ... . 
9 ... ... .. ... . . . 

Sept~.mber 

IO, 
II, 
Il, 

hr. os' s:z"' . ... . . ..... . 
1 hr. to' 14• •.......... • 
1 hr. 14' :zo" . . . .. .. .... . 

21, . . . . . . ..... *1 hr. 31' 25' 4-5 ... . .... . .. W. Wright, near Le Mans, France. 
December 18, ..... . . .. . . *1 hr. 54' 53' 2-5 . ..... . .. . . ·· " " ·· 

JI, ... . . .. . .. . *2 hr. 20' 23• I·S . .. ..•..... 
;, 1909 .. . . . . . . . . . 2 hr. 27' 15' ...... ... . .. R. Sommer, Mourmelon, France. 

25, ·· .. . . . . .... . *• hr. 43' 24' 4-5 ... .. . . .... L. Paulhan, near Rheims. Prance. 
>7. " .. .. . ..... . 13 hrs. 15' • ... .. .. .•. . H. Farman, near Rhcims. Prance. 

November 3. . . . . . . . . • . . 4 hrs. 17' 53' 2-5.. .... . . .. . " Mourmelon. France. 
•Officially timed. tOfficially timed up to hr. 3.04' 56' 2-5; flight ended in darkness. 

11. lnor .... e In Len•th of Beat Fh•hu Made 

1908 

z hrs. 43' 24• 4-5 
2 .. 41 1 J6 .. 
2 •• J21 

•• 27' r s· 
PIFTBBN LoNoEsT PLIGHTs. 2 .. I 7• 2 I' •-s 

2 hrs. 2o' 23' I-5 W. Wright . . . . . . . . December JI 2 " Io' 
1 hr. 54' 53' •-5 W. Wright. .. . . . .. " 18 I hr. 57' 

52' 40' w. Wright .. . . .... JO I SJ' 
JI' 25' 4-s W. Wright ...... .. September 21 
14' :zo• 0 . Wright. ....... •• 1:1 1 
J01 :14" 0. Wright... . .. .. .. II I 

o9' 45' 3-5 W. Wright ..... . . . October 10 I 
o7' 24' 4-s W. Wright. . . ..... Sept~mber 28 

so' 30" 
.. 48' 

45' 56* 

H. Paulhan ...... . August 
H. Rougier . .. ... . October 
L. Delagrange .. ~- . December 
R. Sommer . .. . .. . August 
H. Latham . . . . . . . " 
R. Sommer .. .. .. . 
Ch. de Lambert . . . 

25 1 hr. 
I I 

JO I 
7 I 

26 I 

4 
26 

Capt. von Engel-
hardt • . .... . ... . November 5 1 

R. ~mme~ . . . .. .. Aul!~st 1 1 
P. T1ssand1er. . . . . . 27 I 
0. Wright ........ September I8 

05' 52' 0 . Wright.. . . . . . . " Io 
04' 26' 1-s W. Wright. .. .. ... October 6 
02' I 5' 0 . Wright. .. ..... September 9 

OTHaa FLIGHTS IN IQOQ ExcaaDING ONB Houa 
IN l>UHATION. 

57' 3 I' 0. Wright. . . . . . . . " 9 1 hr. 
55' 37' J-s W. Wright .. ...... October 3 1 
54' 03' 1-5 0. Wright . ...... . September 24 
44' .3:1" H. Farman ...... . .. :19 

1909 
PJnBBN LoNGEST PLIGHTS. 

4 hrs. I 7' 53' •-s 
3 .. 15' 
2 .. 491 20" 

.. 45' 

H . Farman ... . .. .. NO\·ember 
H. Farman .. ..... August 
L. Paulhan ... ... . . November 
H. Farman .. ..... December 

27 J 
I I 

Jl I 

40' 
371 21" I-S 
JS' 47" 
32' 45" 
32' •6" 4-s 
.JI' 34" 
J01 28" 
2J 1 JO" 
23' 
21' 
201 45" 
20' 

H . Latham . ..... . August 27 1 
H. Rougier .. ... .. Sept~mber 29 
0. Wright. ...... . " I8 
L. Paulhan .... . . . August 7 
H . Farman .. ... . . October 20 1 
H . Farman . . . . . . . " I 1 
J. de Lesseps ... .. . December 16 
R. . Sommer ....... July 27 
H . Farman . . . . . . . " I9 I 
H . Latham .. ... .. Sevtember 30 
0. Wright . .. .. ... July 20 
H . Farman ... .. . . October 3 

Ill. Where the Varto ... A.vlaton Have Flown 

20' 
I 7' 
16' 35• 
J6' o8" 
I4' 
J2' 40" 
12' 
IO' 
07' 37' 
07' J9" 
o6' 30' 
05 1 JO 
o4' 56 
04' 
OJ' 
OJ' 
o2' s6• 
021 J8' 
02 1 JJ' 
o•' s ,. 4-s 
OJ' 2J,.. 
01 1 20" 
OJ 1 15" 
01 1 OJ" 

JO' 

H . Latham ....... December 30 
P . de Caters .. .... . October 10 
H. Farman .. . .... November 1 
H. Rougier .... ... October 28 
L. Blt!riot . . . . . . . . " Io 
0 . Wright . .. . .. .. July 29 
H. Latham . . . . ... September 29 
L. Paul han ..... .. August 23 
H. Latham . . .. . . -~ne s 
L. Paulhan .. ... . . uly 15 
von Engelhardt . . . tober 29 
R. Sommer .... . . . August 27 
L. Bleriot .. .... . . October 1 
R. Sommer . .... .. july I8 
F . S. Cody . .. .... . September 8 
H . Farman .... .. . October 2 
H . La~ham ..... . . September 24 
0. Wnght. . . .. . . . " 10 
P . Tissandier . .. .. . May 20 
H. Latham .. . .... August 26 
M. Singer . ...... .. December 21 
Lieut. Humphreys . October 30 
E. Chateau .. ..... December 12 
L. Paulhan . ... ... September I8 
R . Sommer . .. .. .. August 1 s 
L . Paulhan . . . . . .. October 7 
L. Paulhan " 7 
] . Balsan .. :: :: :: : December 29 

IQOQ BaooD OF BIRDMaN. 

W . Wright. . . . . . . . . . . U. S. A. France Italy 
190.l-o4-os-o8-o9 I9o8-o9 1909 

0 . Wright.. . . . . . . . . . U. S. A. Germany. 

Paulhan . . . . . . . .. ... . France, Belgium, Germany, Englsnd. 
LeRobu1gier. . . . . . . . . . . . . :: I~)Y. Ger~.any, E"l!!and, BeJa,i,um. 

anc . .. . . . . . . . .. . 
•9o1-o4-o5-o8-o9 1909 

Curtiss .... . . ... .... . U. S. A. France Italy 

Delagrange .. ..... ... ~~~~~~ it~~~ Din°~ark Belgium Germany England 
I~o7-o8-o9 1908 1909 1909 1209 1909 

Bleriot .. .. . . .. .. ... . France Englsnd Italy Germany Austria Hungary Roumania Turkey 
1907-o8-o9 1909 I909 1909 1909 1909 1909 1909 

H. Parman... .... .. . . Prance Belgium U.S. A. Germany Englsnd 
1907-o8-o9 1908 1908 1909 1909 

P . de Caters .. .... . . .. B~lgium Germany Russia Russian Polsnd Turkey Egypt 

~~~:;;~: A~~~~a ~~~~m Swed~~09 Denmarki 90kussi~ 909 l-egagneux. . .. . . . . . . . ~· 
1908-oo 1909 I 909 I 909 1909 I 909 

Moore-Brabazon. .. .. . Prance England 
1908-09 1909 

Zipf~l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . France Germany Portugal 
1908 1909 1909 

Ellohammer. . . . . . . . . . Denmark Germany 
19o6-o7-o8-oo 1908 

1\lcCurdy. . . . . . . . . . . . U. S. A. Canada 
IQOR 

F. ] . Baldwin .. . .... . . U.S. A. 
1908 

1909 
Canada 

1909 

IV. Increase In the Number of Competent 
Aviators in the Slnllle Year of 1909 

Those who made flights exceeding tm minutes in 
duration prior to January 1st. 1909. 
W. Wright .............. • hrs. 2o'•3' I-S } 
0 . Wright ............... I hr. •4"2o• 
H . Farman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44'32• 1908 
L . Delagrange............ Jo·,,• 
L. Blcriot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "· 

Those who made Bights exceeding I!Ji.-ly minutes 
in duration prior to January 1st, T9IO. 
H. Parman .............. 4 hrs. 17' 53' 2-5 
L. Paulha.n . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 .. 49' 2o• 
H. Rougier .............. 2 " 41' 36' 
L. Delagrange ........... 2 " .12' 
R . Sommer ..... .. ....... 2 " 27' 1 -;" 
w. Wrigbt ..... ....•... . , " 2o' •1' 1-5 (1908) 
H. Latham .............. 2 .. r;' 2r• 2-s 

C. de Lambert ............ I hr. 
von p:ngel~ardt. . . ....... 1 ;: 
P. T1ssand1er .... ... • .... 1 
0 . Wright ............... I .. 
J. de Lesscps ............. 1 " 
l>. de Caters .............. I 
L. Bl~riot . . . ............ ' " 
s. P. _Cody· ............... I :: 
Mort1mer-Smger ...... . ... I 
Lieut. Humphreys ........ 1 " 
E. Chateau ........ ... ... 1 " 
J. Balsan ........ . ...... I " 
Lieut. Lahm ............ . 
~f . Farman .... ......... . 
Hon. C. Rolls .. ... .. . ... . 
Hans Grade ........... . . 
n. H. Curtiss ........... . 
Prey .................. . 
Lieut. Calderara .....•.. . . 
E. Bunau-Varilla ........ . 

MLaolohn. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ger'!!any, En!!lsnd, Be~Hium, 
tam .. .... . . . ... . 

Sommer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Be¥,um, 
Bregi.. . ..... . . . . . .. . Germany. 
Le Blon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . England. 
F . Hansen. .......... . Denmark, Sweden. 
Lef~bvre . ... .. . ... . . . Holland, France. 
Fernandez . . .... .. . .. . England, " 
Willard .. . . . .. ...... . U. S. A .. Canada. 
Metrot .. •.... . . ..... France. Algeria. 
Guyot. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " Russia. 
Gaudart . . . . . . . . . . . . . Belgium. 
Shreck . . . . . . . . . . . . . . England. 
Anzini. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Italy. 
Osmont ... . . . . . . . . . . U. S . A 
Edwards. ... . . . . . . . . . Germany. 
N~rvoe . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " D~nmark. 
Olieslaegers. . . . . . . . . . . Belgium. 
Sanchez Besa.. . . . . . . . Germany. 
Fournier. . . . . . . . . . . . . England. 
Prevoteau ... . ... .... D~nmark. Germany. England. 
Dufour ...... . ....... Prance, Germany. Austria. 
Speckner . . . . . . . . . . . . " Switzerland. 

H. Fournier ............ . 
1. Gobron ........ .... .. . 
~- Lefebvre ............. . 

X: t:gf~::~~-- ·. : : : :: : : : : : 
H . Bregi .............. . . 
Le Blon .. . ............. . 

Others who in 1909 have made flights of over ten 
minutes in duration are: de Baeder. Graham White, 
McCurdy, F. j. Baldwin. Willard, Hamilton. Santos
Dumont. Ruchonnet, Demanest, Ml!trot, Koechlin, 
K.inet, Shreck, Guyot, Cockburn, Moore-Braba?.on, 
Zipfel. Gaudart, Osmont. Molon , Cagno, Payelli, 
Bibesco, Hanriot, Richet, the late Captain Ferber, 
Du , Sanchez Besa, Valleton, Pequet, etc., etc., 

Women who flew in I909: Mme. de Laroche. Mlle. 
Dutrieu ; others learning: Miles. Marvingt, Aboukala, 
Misses Spencer-Kavanagh, D. Leavitt. 

1 
I 
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A. HOLLAND FORBES 
YACHTSMAN AND AERONAUT 

I HERE is not a more enthusiastic balloonist in the United 
States, or perhaps in the entire world, than A. Holland 
Forbes, of New York, who, on account of his many trips 
skyward, has been dubbed by newspaper and magazine 

writers the "Cow-boy of the Air." 
1\Ir. Forbes has made numerous ascensions both in this country 

and Europe. On October 12, 1<)09, he won the Lahm Cup by 
covering a distance of 697.17 miles in nineteen hours. starting 
from St. Louis and fin
ishing twenty miles be
low Richmond, Vir
glma. On this trip he 
used but twenty bags of 
sand, which made an 
average loss of one bag 
of sand to every thirty
five miles traveled, 
which is considered by 
balloonists generally to 
be a splendid record. 

In r9Q8, his balloon 
" Conqueror " 
tered in the 
tiona) balloon 

was en
Interna
race at 

Berlin, Germany, and at
tracted world-wide at
tention when it bmst 
about 4,000 feet above 
the ground, causing Mr. 
Forbes and his aide, 1\Ir. 
Augustus Post, to make 
their memorable fall 
without sustaining any 
injuries, notwithstand
ing that they crashed 
through the top ·of a 
house in the rapid de
scent. 

In the International 

experimenting with dirigibles and aeroplanes is resulting the 
conquest of the air. Ballooning in the Cnited States is. in 
its infancy, says :\Jr. Forhes, and as a sport it is unapproach
able, and it is only a question of time when all men and women, 
who can afford it, will take it up as a recreatio1:. It is his 
opinion that there is nothing to equal ballooning as a general 
health restorer. :'\lr. Forbes says that the percentage of fatali
ties in ballooning during the past hundred years is far below 

the average loss of life 
~ustained throu~o:h any 
other means of travel
ing. :\lost of the fatali
ties that have taken 
place have been caused 
by men tryin).( tn pass 
over large hodio:s of 
water. 

According to ~I r . 

Endurance race at In
dianapolis last June, Mr. 
Forbes, together with 
his aide, i\1 r. Clifford 
Harmon, succeeded in 
staying in the air for 
thirty-six hours with his 
balloon "New York," 

.\ . HOLLANIJ FUKUES 

Forbes there are only 
two sports wnrthy of 
attention, yachting and 
ballooning. The fas
cination of ballooning, 
says he. is a hard thing 
to express to thqse who 
have never made an 
aerial trip. It takt-s hold 
of one from the \'Cry 
first ascension . The sun
rise, the lower clouds, 
the moonlight flickering 
through the clouds here 
and there. are inspira
tions in themselves. 
Twenty-four h.,urs spent 
in a ballnnn, says :\I r. 
Forbes, will dn more to 
convince a man that there 
is a Supremt• Being than 
all the preaching he may 
listen to during his 
whole life. since he 
comes into direct touch 
with Nature in all her 
splendor. The delights 
of this sport ha,·e never 
yet been adt·quately de

thereby winning the Endurance race. He was the donor of the 
Forbes Trophies of the Perpetual Challenge Cup for a point-to
point race. In his latest halloon "Viking," which he expects to 
launch in June, 1\-lr. Forbes hopes to set a record for distance 
that will stand for years to come. 

l\lr. A. Holland Forbes is one of the Governors of the Aero 
Club of America, and Vice-President of the Aero Corporation, 
Ltd., which is the business end of the Aero Club of America : he is 
a member of the New York Yacht Club and an expert sailor; he 
is also interested in automobiles and owns many cars. He is the 
President of the publishing house of Forbes & Company, Ltd., 
New York, and a director of sever:~) large corporations. He 
resides in New York during the winter and at his beautiful 
country place, "Garden Court," Fairfield, Conn .. in the summer. 

\Vhen asked recently what the .balloon has done toward prog
ress. }fr. Forbes said that through the balloon and its develop
ment came the dirigible, and from the knowledge gained by 

scribed and it is quite impossible to do so. 
:'\lr. Forhes emphasizes the fact that no one shoulrl take a 

drink of liquor of any kind. either before getting into a halloon 
prev ious to making a flight . or while he is in the air. I le says 
his height record is 18,300 feet. and the only bad effl'ct s of the 
air he has ever taken any notice of ha\·e been while dropping 
from a high to a lower level, which would cau"e a snapping 
sound in his ears. He studies air-currents in a scientific way, 
and hopes, throug-h the knowledge he has already att<~ined in 
this work, to be able to win the world's balloon champi .-.n<hip in 
the International race this year. 

This race takes place next October, probably from St. Loui,;, 
which will no doubt he chosen as it was in 1907. Tht' winol s are 
usually westerly at that time of the year, and shoL1ld :\Jr. Fnrbes's 
big gas-bag be driven before a southwestern breeze. the ch:lllces of 
his landing .near the mouth of the St. Lawrence and sma<hing the 
world's record of 1 , 193~ miles will be very strong imleo:d. 
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·THE -VVRIGHTS' CONTENTIONS GROUNDLESS 
By Louis Paulhan 

IT is naturally with a good deal 
of surprise and annoyance that I 
learned on setting foot on Amer
ican soil, that efforts would be 
made by the Wright Brothers to 
prevent me from flying on the 
ground that my machines were an 
infringement of theirs. 

I had removed the usual devices 
for warping the wings which 
form part of the Bleriot XI of 
the standard type before taking 
possession of my Bleriots at Pau 
last December. I have never 
flown in an aeroplane with warp

ing wings and prefer machines in which lateral control is other
wise secured. 

The Bleriots I have cannot, therefore, be in question at all . 
As to the Farmans, I cannot for the life of me see how they 

can be considered infringements of the Wright Brothers' patent 
of 19()6. In the Wright aeroplane, when one side is warped· down 
to reestablish equilibrium, the brake effect is so pronounced on 
that side that the rear rudder has to be used to prevent the ma
chine turning around the warped side. Why they should think 
aeroplanes using "ailerons" or flaps, such as mine, should do the 
same thing, I don't know. When I pull down an aileron to se
cure a lift on that side I obtain the lift and no retarding effect 
is produced to warrant my using my rear rudder. 

I never use this rudder for this purpose in straightaway flight, 
never having occasion to do so. 

One of my counsel holds that the reason this occasion never 
arises is that as the ailerons fly normally perfectly freely in the 
line of the wind, their lifting effect commences directly they are 
made to make any angle with it, and a very small angle is all that 
is needed to secure a lift; in the small angles the lifting effect is 
immensely greater than the brake effect, the latter being wholly 
negligible in fact. 

If the· ailerons were normally at an angle of several degrees 
and no lifting effect was available until they had been further 
lowered, the brake or retarding effect would be very noticeable 
indeed, for its proportion to the lifting power would be much 
greater and I might have to use my rudder just as the Wrights 
use theirs. 

This may well be the scientific explanation, but whatever it is, 
I do not use my rudder in conjunction with my ailerons to re
establish my equilibrium, when for any reason it is affected in 
straightaway flight. 

Neither is there necessity in the Farman for the simultaneous 
use of these controls in turning. 

I can make quite wide turns by lifting up one side through the 
use of the aileron, and once the turn is started, letting the aileron 
go, but I usually make turns through the use of the rear rudder 
alone, like a ship does, and it is only if I want to make a very 
sharp turn that I may make use of an aileron as well as the rud
der, the aileron being used to secure a greater tilt. 

What I do consider necessary, however, is to lower the for
ward horizontal rudder or stabilisator when about to make a turn. 
I invariably do this and make the tum as the biplane dips. 

That is one reason it is a good idea to fly high; another is that 
the air-currents are much more steady than on the surface, as t"e 
natural er artificial asperities of the earth's surface cause the 
sudden and dangerous gusts and whirlpools in the air. 

I am glad that I am being given a further opportunity of show
ing America what can be done in the line of flying with high
class aeroplanes and aeronautic motors. 

The machine I have is built by Henry Farman, whose com
petency in aviation matters is certainly equal to that of any man 
living. If anythiniJ is disposed in a certain way on the ma
chine it is for some special purpose; the special disposition of the 
ailerons and their being allowed .to fly behind like flags when not 
in use, is no exception to this rule. 

The motor is one of the famous Gnome revolving motors de
signed by the Brothers Seguin; in the nine or ten months I have 
been flying I have never used any other on my biplanes. 

The impressions I have had of my American trip have naturally 
been affected by the efforts made to stop my flights, but I still 
hope that ere I return to France the removal of these restric
tions will have enabled me to leave with a pleasant impression of 
my journey across the Atlantic. 

CRITICISM OF THE COVRT'S DECISION OF FEBRVARY 17th 
IN THE WRIGHT-PAVLHAN SVIT 

By Israel Ludlow. One of Paulhan•s Counsel 

A Lfl\IITATION imposed by the desire not to 
trespass upon the space, which it would be 

reasonable to expect that a criticism of the opin· 
ion of the Circuit Court would occupy, requires 
the mere enumeration of some of the erro rs which 
will be relied upon on appeal rather than an ex
tended argument. In the points made , the 
\Vright Company is hereafter referred to as the 
corr.plainant and Louis Paulhan as the defendant. 

The Wright Brothers' patent of )lay 22, tgo(i, is 
referred to as the patent-in -suit. 

It was error of the Circuit Court to hold: 

I . That to aggregate in an aeroplane a \'ertical 
rudder and mechanism for side control was in· 
vention , when both had been previously described 
in many publications. 

ll. That the patent-in-suit w~< not limited to 
the exact structure illustrated and described 
therein. 

III. That the complainants were entitle<! to the 
exclu~ive right to a " three-rudder systt-m of con· 

trot:• when no distinct claim is made to such 
invention in the patent· in ·suit. 

1 V. That the use of the old rear vertical ru<lder 
to counteract the revolution of the aeroplane ahout 
its vertical axis. caused by the depression of one 
wing of the aeroplane, resulted in a new and 
patentable structure. 

V. That the head-resistance decreases the \'e• 
locit y of the wing in greater proportion than the 
increase in the angle of incidence tends to raise 
it. 

VI. That, unless the rc,·olution of the aero· 
plane about its vertical axi..;. he corrected hy the 
use of the rear vertical rudder, the increased an~lc 
of incidt-nce wi11 remain ineffcC'tual to restore the 
halance, hut will rather further <listurh it; and 
that it is. therefore. neccssan· that the rudder 
~hould be put over toward the Opposite wing, thus 
counteracting the revolution . 

\'II. Thnt it is the <lifference in the angle ol 
incidence behn·en the opposite !'ides of the aero
plane in combination with a rudder, which oper· 

ates against the side of the · lesser angle that re· 
stores the equilibrium and preserves the direction 
of flight. 

V Ill. That the equilibrium of an aeroplane 
could not he recovered by the use of the rear 
vertical rudder alone. 

IX. That the invention of Ader, d ' Esterno, Le 
Jlris, an<l others, who warped the wings of their 
aeroplane-s and were possessed of a rear \'ertical 
rudder, were too inadequate to constitute valid 
anticipation. 

X . Thnt the complainants, if their in,·ention is 
the separate action of the rear vertical rudder and 
the warping surfaces, did not, for th e purpose of 
deceiving the public, file a description , which 
was made to contain less than the who le truth, 
and that the patent is therefore in •·alid. 

l ' pon the strength of the case ma<le hy the de
fendant , of which only ten points are here enum· 
crated out of the sixty-one set forth in Assign
ment of Error, it is expected that a reversal on 
appeal of the judgment of the lower Court will 
be obtained. 
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THE INTERNAL WORK OF THE WIND 
By S. P. Langley 

Continued from the March AIRCRAFt' 

Experiment• With the Use of Special Apparatue 
C'ft'!7.11m~M~tl!N the ordinary use of the anemometer (let us sup

pose it to be a R9binson's anemometer, for il
lustration), the. registry is seldom taken as often 
as once a minute; thus, in the ordinary practice 
of the United States \Veather Bureau, the regis
tration is made at the completion of the passage 

,-"'IT""'"'' :.n .. of each mile of wind. If there be very rapid 
fluctuations of the wind, it is obviously desirable, 
in order to detect th·:m, to observe the instru

l!llfll:i!Esii!!IIIIIU ment at very brief intervals, c. g., at least every 
second, instead of every minute or every hour, and it is equally 
obvious that in order to take up and indicate the ch;mges which 

J>LAn L 

• tlll.i I~ 
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occur in these brief intervals, the instrument should have as 
little inertia as possible, its momentum tending to falsify the 
facts, by rendering the record more uniform than would other
wise be the case. 

In 1887 I made use of the only apparatus at command, an or
dinary small Robinson's anemometer, having cups J inches (7.5 
centimeters) in diameter, the centre of the cups being 6~ inches 
( 16% centimeters) from the centre of rotation. This was placed 
at the top of a mast 53 feet ( 16.2 metres) in height, which was 
planted in the grounds of the Allegheny Observatory, on the 
flat summit of a hill which rises nearly 400 feet ( 122 metres) 
above the valley of the Ohio River. It was, accordingly, in a sit
uation exceptionally free from those irregularities of the wind 
which are introduced by the presence of trees and of houses, 
or of inequalities of surface. 

Every twenty-fifth revolution of the cups, was registered by 
closing an electric circuit, and the registry was made on the 
chronograph of the Observatory by a suitable electric connec
tion. and these chronograph sheets were measured, and the re
sults tabulated. A portion of the record obtained on July 16. 

1887, is given on Plate I, the absciss;e representing time, and 
the ordinates wind velocities. The observed points represent the 
wind's velocities as computed from the intervals between each 
successive electrical contact, as measured on the chronograph 
sheets, and for convenience in following the succc::ssion of ob
served points they are here joined by straight lines, though it 
is hardly necessary to remark that the change in velocity is in 
fact, though quite sharp. yet not in general discontinuous, and the 
straight lines h<'re used for convenience· do not imply that the 
rate of change of velocity is uniform. 

The wind velocities during this period of observation ranged 
from about 10 to 25 miles an hour, and the frequency of meas
urement was every 7 to 17 seconds. If, on the one hand, owing 
to the weight and inertia of the anemometer, this is far from 
doing justice to the actual irregularities of the wind; on the 
other, it equally shows that the wind was far from being a body 
of even approximate uniformity of motion, and that, even when 
considered in quite small sections, the motion was found to be 
irregular almost beyond conception--certainly beyond anticipa
tion ; for this record is not selected to represent an extraordi
nary breeze, but the normal movement of an ordinary one. 

By an application of these facts, to be presented later, I then 
reached by these experiments the conclusion that it was theo
retically possible to cause a heavy body, wholly immersed in the 
wind, to be driven in the opposite direction, e. g., to move east 
while the wind was blowing west, without the use of any power 
other than that which the wind itself furnished, and this even 
by the use of plane surfaces, and without taking the advantage of 
the more advantageous properties of curved ones. 

This power, I further already believ<'d myself warranted by 
these experiments in saying, could be obtained by the movements 
of the air in the horizontal plane alone. even without the utiliza
tion of currents having an upward trend. But I was obliged 
to turn to other occupations, and did not resume these interest
ing observations until the year I 89J. 

Although the anemometer used at Allegheny served to illus-
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trate the essential fact of the rapid and continuous fluctuations 
of even the ordinary and comparatively uniform · wind, yet owing 
to the inertia of the arms and cups, which tended to equalize 
the rate (the moment of inertia was approximately 40.000 
gr. em.'), and to the fact that the record was only made at every 
twenty-fifth revolution, the intemal changes in the horizontal 
component of the wind's motion, thus representing its potential 
work, were not adequately recorded. 

In January, 1893, I resumed these observations at Washington 
with apparatus with which I sought to remedy these defects, 
using as a station the roof of the north tower of the Smith
sonian Institution building, the top of the parapet being 142 feet 
(43.3 metres) above the ground, and the anemometers, which 
were located above the parapet, being 153 feet {..J6.7 metres) 
above the ground. I placed them in charge of :-.Ir. George E . 
Curtis, with instructions to take observations under the condi
tions of light. moderate, and high winds. The apparatus used 
was, first, a \Veather Bureau Robinson anemometer of standard 
si7.e, with aluminum cups. Diameter to centre of cups . .14 centi
meters ; diameter of cups, 10.16 centimeters: weight of arms 
and cups, 241 grammes; approximate of inertia, 40,710 gr. em." 

A second instrument was a very liJ.!'ht anemometer, having 
paper, cups of standard pattern and diamett•r, the weight of arms 
and cups being only 74 grammes, and its moment of inertia, 8,6o4 
gr. em.' 

ployed one of the same size as the standard pattern, weighing 
4B grammes, having a moment of inertia of 11,940 gr. em.', and 
finally I constructed one of one-hall the diameter of the standard 
pattern, employing cones instead of hemispheres, weighing 5 
grammes, and having a moment of inertia of but JOO gr. em.' 

In the especially light instruments, the electric record was 
made at every half-revolution, on an ordinary astronomical 
chronograph, placed upon the floor of the Tower, connected with 
the anemometers by an electric circuit. Observations were made 
on January 14, 1893, during a light wind having a velocity of 
from 9 to 17 miles an hour; on January 25th and 26th, during 
a moderate wind having a \·elocity of from r6 to 28 miles an 
hour; and February 4th and 7th, during a moderate and high 
wind ranging from 14 to 36 miles an hour. Portions of these 
observations are given on Plates If, III, and IV. A short por
tion of the record obtained with the standard Weather Bureau 
anemometer during a high northwest wind is given on Plate V. 

A prominent feature presented by these diagrams is that the 
higher the absolute velocity of the wind, the greater the relative 
fluctuations which occur in it. In a high wind the air moves in 
a tumultuous mass, the velocity being at one moment perhaps 40 
miles an hour, then diminishing to an almost instantaneous calm, 
and then resuming.* 

The fact that an absolute local calm can momentarily occur 
during- the prevalence of a high wind, was vividly impressed 
upon me during the observations of February 4th, when chanc
ing to look up to the light anemometer, which was revolving 
so rapidly that the cups were not separately distinguishable, I 

•An example of a very rapid change may be oeen on Plate IV., at 12.23 P.M. 
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saw them completely stop for an instant, and then resume their 
previous high speed of rotation, the whole within the fraction 
of a second. This confirmed the suspicion that the chronographic 
record, even of a specially light anemometer, but at most im
perfectly notes the sharpness of these internal changes. Since 
the measured interval between two electric contacts is the datum 
for computing the vdocity, an instantaneous stoppaf!e, such as 
I accidentally saw, will appear on the record simply as a slow
ing of the wind, and such very significant facts as that just 
noted, will be necessarily slurred over, even by the most sensi
tive apparatus of this kind. 

However, the more frequent the contacts, the more nearly an 
exact record of the fluctuations may be measured, and I have, as 
I have stated, provided that they should be made at every half
revolution of the aneulometer, that is, as a rule, several times a 
second.* 

I now invite the reader's attention to the actual records of 
rapid changes that take place in the wind's velocity, selecting as 
an illustration the first 50 minutes of the diagram plotted on 
Plate III. 

The hea,·y line through points A, B. and C. represents the 
ordinary record of the wind's velocity as obtained from a stand
ard W cat her Bureau anemometer during the observations re
cording the passage of two miles of wind. The velocity, which 
was, at the beginning of the interval considered, nearly 2J miles 
an hour, fell during the course of the first mile to a little over 
20 miles an hour. This is the ordinary anemometric record of 
the wind at such elevations as this {.t7 metres) above the earth's 
surface, where it is free from the immediate vicinity of disturb
ing irregularities, and where it is popularly supposed to mo"e 
with occasional variation in direction, as the weather-cock in
deed indicates, but with such nearly uniform movement that its 
rate of advance is, during any such brief time as two or three 
minute~. under ordinary circumstances. approximately uniform. 
This, then. may be called the "wind," that is. the conventional 
" wind " of treatises upon aerodynamics, where its aspect as a 
practically continuous flow is alone considered. When, howe,·er, 
we turn to the record made with the specially light anemometer, 
at every second, of this same wind, we find an entirely differ
ent state of things. The wind starting with the velocity of 23 
miles an hour at 12 hours 10 minutes 18 seconds, rose within 
10 seconds to a velocity of 33 miles an hour, and within 10 sec
onds more fell to its initial speed. It then rose within JO 
seconds to a velocity of 36 miles an hour, and so on, with al
ternate risings and failings, at one time actually stopping; and, 
as the reader may easily observe, passing through 18 notable 
maxima and as many notable minima, the average interval from 
a maximum to a minimum being a little over 10 seconds. and the 
average change of velocity in this time being about 10 miles an 
hour. In the lower left-hand corner of Plate III is given a 
conventional representation of these fluctuations, in which this 
average period and amplitude is used as a type. The above are 
facts, the counterpart of which may be noted by anyone adopting 
the means the writer has employed. It is hardly necessary to 
observe, that almost innumerable minor maxima and minima 
presented themselves. which the drawing cannot depict. 

In order to insure clearness of perception, the reader will bear 
in mind that the diagram does not represent the velocities which 
obtained coincidentally, along the length of two miles of wind 

• H~r~ we may note the ~rror of the common assumption that the or· 
dinary anemometer, however heavy, will, if frictionless , correctly mea~ure 
the velocity of the wind, for the existence of H vis inertiae," it is now seen. 
is not indifferent, but plays a most important part wh~r~ the v~locity sui· 
fers such great and frequent chang~s as w~ her~ see it does, and whor~ the 
rate at which this in~rtia is overcom~. and this velocity changed, is plainly 
a function of the density of the fluid, which d~nsi ty, w~ also see reason to 
suppose, itself varies incessantly and with great rapidity. Though it is 
probable that no form of barometer in us~ does justice to the degre~ of 
change of th is density, owing to this rapidity, we cannot, nev~rtheless, 

s~•ppose it to exceed certain limits, and we may trtat the present records, 
made with an anemome-ter of such except ional lightness, as being com· 
paratively unaffected by these chang~s in density. though they exist. 
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represented, nor the changes in velocity experienced by a single 
moving particle during the given interval, but that it is a picture 
of the velocities which were in this wind at the successive in
stants of its passing the fixed anemometer, which velocities, in
deed, were probably nearly the same for a few seconds before and 
after registry, but which incessantly passed into, and were rt:
placed by others, in a continuous flow of change. But although 
the observations do not show the actual changes of velocity 
which any given particle experiences in any assigned interval, 
these fluctuations cannot be materially different in character from 
those which are observed at a fixed point, and are shown in the 
diagram. It may perhaps still further aid us in fixing our ideas, 
to consider two material particles as starting at the same time 
over this two-mile course : the one moving with the uniform 
velocity of 22.6 miles an hour (33 feet per second), which is the 
a\·erage velocity of this wind as observed for the interval be
tween I2 hours 10 minutes 18 seconds, and I2 hours IS minutes 
45 seconds, on February 4th; the other, during the same interval, 
having the continuously changing velocities actually indicated by 
the light anemometer as shown on Plate III. Their positions at 
any time may, if desired, be conveniently represented in a dia
gram, where the abscissa of any point represents the elapsed 
time in seconds, and the ordinates show the distance, in fed, 
of the material particle from the starting-point. The path of 
tht: first particle will thus be represented by a straight line, while 
the path of the second particle will be an irregularly cun·ed line, 
at one time above, and at another time below, the mean straight 
line just described, but terminating in coincidence with it at 
the end of the interval. If, now, all the particles in two miles 
of wind were simultaneously accelerated and retarded in the 
same way as this second particle, that is, if the wind were an 
inelastic fluid, and moved like a solid cylinder, the velocities re
corded by the anemometer would be identical with those that 
obtained along the whole region specified. But the actual cir
cumstances must evidently be far different from this, since the 
air is an elastic and nearly perfect fluid, subject to condensation 
and rarefaction. Hence the successive velocities of any given 
particle (which are in reality the resultant of incessant changes 
in all directions), must be conceived as evanescent, taking on 
something like the sequence recorded by these curves, a very brief 
time before this air reached the anemometer, and losing it as 
soon after. 

It has not been my purpose in this paper to enter upon any in
quiry as to the cause of this non-homogeneity of the wind. The 
irregularities of the surface topography (including buildings, and 
every other surface obstruction) are commonly adduced as a 
sufficient explanation of the chief irregularities of the surface 
wind; yet I believe that, a considerable distance above the earth's 
surface (e. g. one mile), the wind may not even be approxi
mately homogeneous, nor ha,·e au even flow; for while, if we> 
consider air as an absolutely elastic and frictionless fluid, any 
motion impressed upon it would be preserved forever, and the 
actual irregularities of the wind would be the results of changes 
made at any past time, however remote; so long as we admit 
that the wind, without being absolutely elastic and frictionless, 
is nearly so, it seems to me that we may consider that the in
cessant alterations, which it here appears make the " wind," are 
due to past impulses and changes which are preserved in it, and 
which die away with very considerable slowness. If this be the 
case, it is less difficult to see how evtn in the upper air, and 'It 
every altitude, we might expect to find local variations, or pulsa
tions, not unlike those which we certainly observe at minor alti
tudes above the ground* 

• In this C01111ec:tion reference may be made to the notable investigations 
of Helmholb, oo Atmospheric Movements, Sii6Urlfl~. Berlin, t888· 
J889-
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A Larger Room with a Bath for $2. 00 and $2. 50 

W h ere two persons occupy one room 
$1.00 extra will be added to above prices. 

SEND FOR BOOKLET 

Edgar T. Smith Oeo. L. Sanborn. 

SAMUEL F. PERKINS 
SCIENTIFIC KITE FLYING 

Aerial Advertising 
By Aeroplane Kites and Balloons 

SPECIAL ATTENTION is called to the SPECTACUJ.AR NIGHT AD· 

VERTISJNG in which enormous beams or brilliantly colored search

light rays (visible for five miles) are thrown upon "ads" suspended 

thousands of feet in the sky. 

110 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts 

GREEN'S ENGINE 
BUILT FOR THE JOB 

EVERY part of the Green Aerial Engine i1 designed especially for the 
purpote ·it i1 intended to fulfil. It i1 not an automobile engine modified 

or made to do duty for aeroplane work. From first to last it i1 conltructed 
with a 1pecial view to the peculiar ~uiremenu of an aerial machine
lightness, efficiency, and consistent and continuous running under full load. 
Green'o Aerial Carburetor embodies an entirely new principle called into 
existence by the requirements of aviation. It is one of many special paru 
which go to form the Green engine, and have made it so great a succeu. 

Full parti.-ulnrs "~nt on applic:ntion. 

The GREEN'S MOTOR PATENTS SYNDICATE, Ltd. 
SSy, BERNERS STREET, LONDON, W. 

Makers for the Patentees : The Aster Enclneerlnc Co., Ltd. 
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AERONAUT LEO STEVENS 
Leading Balloon and Airship Constructor of the World 

REPRESENTING THE 

CONTINENTAL RUBBER CO. 
OF HANOVER, CERMANY 

MAKERS OF THE FINEST AND STRONCEST BALLOON AND 
AEROPLANE MATERIAL IN THE WORLD 

Rubber 
fabris 
for 
Balloons, 
Aeroplanes 
and 
Airships 

ONE TO FIFTY PASSENGERS 
MODELS DEVELOPED 

Passeager 
Aeroplanes 

and 
flying 

Models 

w. 
IOIIIIH.l 

SA (if 
. flcim 

·CONTRACTOR TO THE U. 8. COVERNMENT 
AND 

NINETY•FIVE PER CENT OF THE CLUBS IN THIS COUNTRY 

Also Representing the Santos Dumont Aeroplane 

I The Wilcox Propeller 

AIIII~RICAN •• ,..~.~NTATIV~ 

CARTON & LACHAMBRE 
Balloon and Airship Builders 

OF PARIS, FRANCE 

ADDRESS 

Box 181, Madison Square 
New York 

- -.- 11 I .----- - ~• 
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PROPELLERS 

PERFECT SCREW LAMINATED WOOD 

6Ft., $50 
Weight 6 ~ lhs. 

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 

7Ft., $60 
Weight 9 lhs. 

ANY SIZE TO ORDER 

8Ft., $70 
weight 12 lhs. 

OUR 6 Ft. PROPELLER GIVES 200 Lhs. THRUST AT 1200 R. P. M. 

J.. a .... .-otor~ (:o. 
(ONCORPOAATEO) 

PROVIDENCE, R. I. 

'· 0. BOX 7U March I, 1910 

THE REQUA-GIBSON CO., 
225 West 49th Street, 

New York, N. Y. 

Dear Sirs:-
The propellers your compa11J1 are manufactun'ng ;u.fill every c.a1m you make, 

in fact, the 6ft. dia. 4ft. pitch propeller de/iwred to us did even better work than you 
guaranteed. 

We will need more wry soon. 
Respectfully 

L.A. W. MOTORS CO., 
?.r OLIVER LIGHT. 

P. S. The PULL 1« obtained was abaut2 IO lbs. at I ,000 to I ,050 R. P. M. 
OUVER LIGHT. 

REQUA GIBSON CO. 
225 West 49th Street 

NEW YORK CITY 

PHONE 7200 COLUMBUS 

ss 
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INTE~NATIONAL 

SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS 
FOUNDED 1908 

The First Private School Established in · the World 
The Only Aero Institute in U. S. A. Directed by a Licensed Pilot 

FOUNDER-DIRECTOR 

ALBERT C. TRIACA 
Pilot Aero Clubs of America, France, Italy 

Ex-Technical Director Foreign Department New York School of Automobile Engineers 

THE AERODROME OF THE I. S. A. 
With Aeroplane Sheds, Gas, Shops, Lecture and Model Hall, Ladies' and Juniors' Rooms. 

A private mile track for experiments is located at Garden City, L. I., adjacent to Hempstead Plains, where flights of 1 o miles 
in straight line can be made. (Take 34th Street Ferry or Flatbush Avenue, Brooklyn, L. I. R. R.) 

On April 3rd, Mr. A. C. Triaca, assisted by a competent staff, will begin the first 8 weeks' practical 
course in aviation, limited to 10 students. 

Home Study Courses in Aerostats, Dirigibles and Aviation, prepared by Lieut.-Colonel G. Espitallier 
of the French Balloon Corps. 

Private lessons in all branches of Aeronautics for Ladies and Gentlemen. 
Juniors' Class with contests for Kites and Models. 

I. S. A. SUPPLY DEPARTMENT 
Sole Agents U. S. A. and Canada for the CHAUVIERE INTEORALE PROPELLERS, holders of all the records 

for Dirigibles and Aeroplanes. HUE (Paris ) Aeronautical Instruments. LEO STEVENS, Aeronaut, manufac turer COM· 
PLETE LINE of Imported and Domestic Aeroplanes, Balloons, Dirigibles, Motors, Fabrics and parts. 

Models and full size apparatus made. Estimates and consultations given. Illustrated lectures arranged. 
Subscriptions taken for Foreign Aero Magazines 

I. S. A. Aerodrome, Garden City, L. I. (near the Garage) 

NEW YORK OFFICE: cA~~ H. DUCASSE CO., 735 Seventh Avenue [ 1 8 4~HJ>R~~NT] 
PARIS OFFICE: 52 Rue Servan, Paris 

Digitized byGoog~e 
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Henry FARMAN Biplanes 
Are the best
the safest, 
most reliable 
and easiest 
to drive 
~ 

A FEW RECENT RECORDS 
Grand Prix de Champagne (H. Farman). 
Pauenger Prize (two puaengen and aviator) (H. Farman). 
Grand Prize of Blackpool (H. Farman). 
Speed Prize (H. Farman). 
Distance and Speed Prize, Doncuter (Sommer). 
Height Record by Paulhan (300 yards). 
WORLD'S record distance (234 kma.) (H. Farman). 
WORLD'S record time (4 bra. 18 mina.) (H. Farman). 
WORLD'S record for Height (4,165 feet) (Paulhan) •. 
Loqeat town to town record, Mourmelon-Chalona aDd back (Paulhan). 
At the Loa Angeles meet Paulhan won the Firat Prizes for Height, 

Endurance and Pauenger-Carrying Contests with a Henry 
Farman Biplane. 

WIICH~LIN CUP <H. I" A.WIAM 

Works: camp de Chalons, Marne. Offices: 22, Av. de Ia Grande Armee, Paris 
Contra~tors to the Fren~h War Offl~e 

What Kind of a Motor Do You Want? 
Let us answer : 

1st, A reliable motor 
2nd, A powerful motor 
3rd, An enduring motor 

Curtiss Motors 
Have these Qualities 

The Kind You Do NOT Want: 

1st, A motor of "freak" construction 
2nd, A motor of extremely light construction 
3rd, A motor of unproven merit 

CURTISS MOTORS ARE NOT IN THESE CLASSES 
Built in All Sizes. New Models of Highest Type and Greatest Efficiency 

!knd lor Cototow- 4 XX 

CU R TISS MOTORS HAVE MADE GOOD 

HERRING-CURTISS CO., Hammondsport, N. Y. 
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PRESERVATIVE VARNISH 
For Balloons, Dirigibles, 
Aeroplanes and Tents 

An elastic, non-porous varnish for silk. linen, mus
lin or any other fabric used in the manufacture of 
air-craft. 

This varnish saves the big expense of Balloon 
Sheeting. 

Send for Free Sample to 

VICTOR BRUNZEL 
1383 Third Ave. New York 

15he STENZY 
Latest a~d I §tro jllotor I Positively 
Most Rehable . _ guaranteed to 
run at two thousand revolutions a minute at so7r 
less gasolene day in and day out. One pound 
weight per horse power. sor~ cash with order. 
.Motor guaranteed as the best. As represented or 
money returned. Delivery 6o days from date. 

Orders received, 1019 Binney Street. Baltimore, 
Md. From 1oo pounds up; from 100 h . p. up. 

A.F.P.STENZY 

THE HALL'S SAFE COMPANY 
P. 0. BOX 846 

Principal Office and Factory 

CINCINNATI, OHIO 

Manufacturers of tha HIGHEST 

grade of Screw Door and Square 

Door Bankers' Safes and Vaults 

Salesroom 

393 BROADWAY 

Between White and Walker Streets 

NEW YORK 

Makers of 

HALL PATENT tAprll 3, 1906) 

F'IRE PROOF' SAF'ES 

H. c. STRATION'S HOLLOW SPARS 

PATENTS PENDING 

No.2 
FULL SIZE 

Used m all Modern Aeroplanes 

THE GREATEST ST~ENGTH FOR 
THE LIGHTEST POSSIBLE WEIGHT 

Write us for Prices and Samples 
Mail Orders Promptly Attended To 

741 BOYLSTON ST. BOSTON, MASS. 

New York Agent 

FREDE~ICK P. SHNEIDER 
1020 East 178th Strut Nol. 

F ULL SI ZE 
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ROUGlER AT 1\IONTE CARLO. 
THE BIPLANE IS SEEN ABOUT TO LAND ON THE NARROW QU,\Y AT THE FOOT OF THE ROCK OF MONACO. THE PRINCE'S PALACE ABOVE. 

CONTENTS- MAY, 1910 
Cover Drawing 
Frontispiece-The Anmlal Banqu{'t of the Aero Club of America 
Summary of Human Flight 
Attacks on the Wright Brothers Wholly Unjustified 
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Balancing 
A Letter from Clement Ader 
Law and the Air 
Foreign News 
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37-39 EAST 28TH STREET, NEW YORK, V. S. A. 

Telephone. 5017 Mftdlooo Square 

ER:-IEST C. LANDGRAF 
Secreta,., 

TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS WHEN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRES 
In the Unit~d "t:tte~. :\lexico. Pucrt'l l{ico. C.nam. Philippine Islands. Hawaiian I One month before a subscription ex\lire~ we enclo!'e a. renewal blank on which 

Islands, Cuba (including Po:o.taKd. f )n.: Unllar per yo.:ar. )'OU will write )"OUr order for the renewa . 
Ten Cents the l"opy. of :\II !'cw i l>calcrs. WttHN f'IRST NOTII'IRt> that )"our !"ub~iplion will expire, you l'>hould send your 
Jo"orcign Subscri · ·ti· ·n~. Two Doll.u."' rcr year. rcne'A-al AT oscB, in order not to mi~~ a number. New :"nbscription!l> which arc 1C· 
In ch;mgin~ order ~ivc old a" well as new addr~!'i~. n:i\'ed by us on or before the lSth of any month will he~in with the issue of that 
Ad\'crtil'-ing CUI')' must ln.: in hand br the 1st of m11nth pr~vious to due of publi- month. If recei\'ed after that date they w1ll be"in with the follnwin!l month's i~sue. 
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(Jnly high-KTade advert bement ... of thorou~hly reliable firm~ are solic:ted. necessary before a chance of address can be made. 
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ANNUAL BANQUET OF THE AERO CLUB OF AMERICA, HELD AT THE SAINT REGIS HOTEL, NEW YORK, MARCH 24, 1910 
J. C. McCoy 
Com. E. C. R•nedlrt 
F. N. Doubleday 
Pro!. A. L. Rotrh 

M~t_~$::.X('i"~niA. 
Cortlandt F. I!Lqhop 
Hon. J. Sloat 

F"-"""11. M. C. 
BriK. Gen. Jaml'8 

Ol~~~.~·,::t~~~ 
Charles J . Ulldden 

Col~ate Hoyt 
Ro""<>ld Wolf Jamf'!l A. Illalr. Jr. Thomas Dlekaon 
An hurT. Atherholt Oavld Rlrler PhlllpT. DodKC 
Wentworth C. Baron Geoi"IIP A. BraunUnK All're(l A. Drew 
Thno. s . llaldwln Geo111e RraunllnK Arthur Edle 
lrnBarrowa FrederlcA.IIumham Chaa.J. Edwards 
A. 0. Batchelder samuel A. Clark AlFred 1•:1y 
T. Tnwar Bates Mr. Colt Jooepb II. Emery 

~:~~·~~~cb t:N: S;:.~ro~ ~~ii~·rl.~~r:m,d 
A. C. Heckert Chao. L. Jlana. M.D. Amn.sa P . Fla~ler 
W. EvartA BenJamin Joh~ A. lie SAullel Henry A. Foot<' 
!:!&muel A. llet"Ker Joseph R. Dlek110n A. llollana Forbes 

,_.. r 
~--- - ~ 

~~~~~b~~tln 
Francis P . Garvin 
W. D.GMh 

hal;;,fJ1 ~':"8lflette 
P. Gedd~ Grant 
Rarry fl. Grat• 
Wm. Gug~enhelm 
F.m.,.tUJJ Gulick 
Georae H. Guy 
Joseph Jlll&O 

THOSE PREIIEI'fT WERE: 
R. M. Haan E. L. lo...., MO!lt&D M. Mann 
Cll!fonl II. Hannon Alexander Kooca J . Newton Mal"llhall 
GeorKe A. Havli&Dd Geo. F . Kun1 J . B. Martindale 
Alan R. Rawley Cbrl9t.opher J . l.ake Jam.., 0 . M•tnolf 

~':r:N.ai'i!Tl'IIWI t.:.:U.~!\'e~reny H."fr'tn~~-rMeu 
Oavld L. Herman A. W. IAWMD John Morr .. Miller 
Erwklne H•wltt f!harl.,. Levee W. W. Miller 
Thomas A. IIIII loraell,udlow A. Fl . M0111an 
~- L. llubbell Prellton P . Lynn Dave H. Morris 

~il~e/&~'::.nlnp J.'(;':'•;~A.,~~ g~~~~~~:'r:nunn 

J. Roy.., Smith. Jr. J . A. Wade. Jr. 
W. W . Nllell Sllmuel Roberta R. A. C. Hmlth Allred WagiJtJ\IT. Jr. 
CllariM F.. Otle R. F. R01rero Joo. A. Htelnmel.a Gen. Thoe. J.. Wataon 
Wm. H. Pace WalterT. Roeen A. l.eo!ltevena Geol"(!c D. Webbrr 
Bamuel F. Perkins W . [ •. &under Lyman Seeley lion. Jll . 8 . Wheeler 
F. Aaht.on de Peyater R.udolnh Schroeder O&ae E. Tarbt'll E. W. Wilcox 
Chari .. s. Phllllpa B. V. H. Schult& Henry R. Taylor Cia renee Wllllnmo 

~~.~~:!!:" ID:~::t r.-. ~t~n ~m&.:zy;:;ror ~~~~!J..'r~~~r::· 
¢.!'~.[!.';!:~.. w~~ ;i>'t:::..~~er ill;e~~ ~ G~~Campbell 
W. t:. Rlehanl8oo ~·rederlck R. !:llmma K. M. Tumer George W. Youn~ 
Mr. Robert! John T . t:llmJ)I!On Samuel H. Valentine J . Alvin Young 
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